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PREFATORYTNOTE.

EXPLANATORY OF ARRANGEMENT OF THE RECORD AND OF REFERENCES

MADE IN THE ARGUMENT.

The principal references in the argument of the case Will be
to� A

1. The large volume of exhibits and evidence, returned by the
Master With his report, entitled �Record.�

This Will be referred to by pages, as follows, �R. 20,� �R. 55,�
etc.

The tabulated statements or schedules which constitute a valu-

able part of that volume, and embody in a condensed form the most
important data in the case, have been, for convenience, also printed
and bound together in a separate volume, Where they Will be found
arranged for ready reference according to the paging and order in
Which they appear in the larger volume, and can be readily ex-
amined accordingly. . ti -

These schedules are designated �Plaintiff �s and Defendant�s
Exhibit� �A-1,� �B-1,� etc.; or �Defendant�s Exhibit� �D�1;� or
Pla.intiff�s Exhibit� �E-3,� etc, The great advantage of the method
Which, under the direction of the Master, was adopted in making up
all of the �Joint Exhibits,� and some of the more important of
�Plainti�"s Exhibits,� and of �Defendant�s Exhibits,� comes from
the fact that in those exhibits, so certi�ed by the accountants for
both parties, the figures stated are agreed �gures,�the only ques-
tion left open being as to the proper or legal application or use to
be made of those agreed amounts in making up the respective ac-
counts to Which they relate.

These tabulated statements present in concrete form the claims
of the opposing parties, and contain the very gist of the case.

It is important therefore to an intelligent understanding of
the numerous questions presented, to clearly understand the method
adopted by the Master for presenting the claims of the parties, re-
spectively, a.nd the evidence in support thereof. A clear appre-
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hension of this method can be had from a preliminary examination
C of the �Record,� and the exhibits and schedules referred to, to-

gether With the master�s report-.
2. The Statutes, and extracts from Ordinances, and Constitu-

tions of the two States, most material to the questions in the cause,
have been compiled under the direction of the master in a separate
volume, designated as �Appendix to the Record.� This will be re-
ferred to as �App. p. 12, 26,� etc.

3. West Virginia has caused two volumes to be compiled,
printed and �led in the clerk�s office of the Court, containing most

a of the record of the case down to the appointment of the Special
Master; including also the arguments of counsel on the general
hearings in this Court, and some papers and documents not a part
of the record. The �rst Volume of this compilation Was edited by the
Hon. Clarke W. May, the late attorney general of West Virginia;
the sexzond volume by Hon. W. G. Conley, the present attorney
general of that State.

When for convenience this compilation is referred to it will
be designated, �West Virginia�s Compilation, Vol. 1,� etc.
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT.

This suit is a result of the dismemberment of the Common-

wealth of Virginia and the formation of the State of West Vir-
ginia out of her territory.

It is instituted for the purpose of having an accounting with
VVest Virginia, and determining her equitable share of the indebt-
edness of the undivided Commonwealth.

That indebtedness,���independently of the bonds belonging to
the sinking fund and the literary fund, held by the corporations
known as the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund and the President
and Directors of the Literary fund,�amounted to $33,897,073.82 on
the 31st of December, 1860; of which $32,919,863.93 were princi-
pal, and $97 7 ,209.89 were accrued interest. The correctness of
these �gures is conceded by West Virginia.�See Master�s Report,
pages 1, 2, 3 and 29.
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The speci�c relief sought by Virginia is to have West Vir-
ginia�s equitable proportion of this common indebtedness fairly as-
certained, and to secure the payment of the same by that State.

This large indebtedness�an enormous liability, having refer-
ence to the resources of the Commonwealth at the time it was con-

tracted�came upon her with added force after the close of a long
and disastrous war; but notwithstanding her impoverishment Vir-
ginia has, down to the present time, paid more than thirty�eight
millions of dollars in interest, and has retired a considerable amount
of the principal of the original debt, in addition to large payments
made upon the portion of the debt, payment of which she has
assumed and "for which she has given er obligations. And yet
there are some twenty-�ve millions of dollars of obligations, is-
sued by Virginia as she exists to-day, out.standing and unpaid,
upon Which the interest is regularly met by the Commonwealth.
So that Virginia has paid off and retired, or assumed and issued
her own bonds for, over seventy-four millions of dollars, principal
and interest, down to the present year, includingthe bonds which
she has redeemed since 1865. ,

While the Commonwealth has made this large contribution to
the payment of the principal and interest of the common debt,
since the formation of the new Sta.te,��much of it made during
the decades following the Civil War, at a painful sacri�ce, from
the scant means of an impoverished people,�West Virginia has
not paid one dollar upon that common indebtedness, but has re-
fused to pay, and denied her liability to pay, any part of the same.
See Resolutions of West Virginia Legislature denying any lia-
bility for, and refusing to negotiate in reference to, the Virginia
Debt.��App. 247, 248.

There is another fact which it is proper tocall to mind in this
connection:

The bulk of this large common debt was contracted with the
sanction and by the votes of the representatives in the General As-
sembly of Virginia from the counties now constituting the State
of West Virginia,���a large part of it having been actually put
upon Virginia by the votes of those representatives over the votes -
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of a majority of the representatives of the counties constituting
the Virginia of to-day; and but a small partof that indebtedness
would have been contracted had� the representatives from West
Virginia counties in the General Assembly of Virginia opposed
and voted against the Acts by virtue of which the debt was created.

These pregnant facts are speci�cally alleged in the complain-
ant�s bill, and are not denied or questioned in the defendant�s an-
swer.���See Paragraph III of the Bill, R. 4; and Paragraph III of
the Defendant�s Answer, R. 144.

It is also true that more than seven�eighths of the indebtedness
of Virginia at the time of the formation of West Virginia was
represented by equivalent sums expended on works of internal im-
provement, which were either designed, begun, and built for the
purpose of penetrating and developing West Virginia territory, or
are to�day parts of railway systems and lines of communication
which serve the territory and people of West Virginia, and afford
large regions of that State their best access to the Atlantic sea-
board and to the markets of the world.�See Appendix I to this
Note of Argument. .

The foregoing statement of facts is made here, because they
have an important bearing upon the broad equities of the case,
and entitle Virginia to fair and just consideration in the applica-
tion of rules of construction -to the statutes, ordinances and provi-
sions of constitutions which are relied upon as determining the
rights and obligations of the parties.

They are tremendous facts, and have a mighty bearing upon
questions which go to the very right of the cause.

This suit is brought by Virginia for her own protection and
relief; and yet, to the extent that it shall result in her exonera-
tion, it will inure to the bene�t of the common creditors who have
deposited their bonds in her keeping.

She actually to-day holds every bond which was issued by the
Commonwealth prior to the formation of West Virginia, which is
known to be in existence, and she also holds more than nine-tenths
of the certi�cates which she issued to the common creditors of the

two States, who con�ded those bonds to her keeping.�R. 102.
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So that Virginia, and Virginia alone, has, and represents here
every substantial right and interest, adverse to the defendant, in
any Way connected with the unsettled debt of the undivided State,
or directly or indirectly involved in this suit. &#39;

Such are some of the more important facts which underlie this
suit, and such generally are the relations of Virginia to, and her
vital interests in_. the litigation.
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There can be no question, as a principle of public law, public
justice and public right, that, on the 20th day of une, 18.63, when
West Virginia became one of the States of the American Union,
the public debt of Virginia, then existing, constituted, indepen-
dently of any stipulation between Virginia and the new State, an
equitable and a moral claim against the people and the property,

� both of West Virginia and Virginia; and that, as has been decided
by the Supreme Court of Virginia in more than one case, and has
been �held by this court, both States, and the people of both States,
were bound for the payment of those obligations.

Héggénbotham V. The Oommovz/wealth, 25 Grratt., 627;
G/reenhow V. Vashon, 81 Va._, 336;
Hartmam v. Greenhow, 136 U. S._. 672.

Independently of any convention between the two States, ac-
cording to recognized authorities, the debt should have been ratably
apportioned between the two States. 

     
     \

The entire debt of the Commonwealth was created in carrying
out what was known as her �Internal Improvement Policy.�

The history of that policy of Virginia, from its inception
nearly a century ago until 1861 when it was rudely interrupted by
war and revolution, will show that the enormous debt incurred by
Virginia in carrying it out, was incurred mainly upon the expec-

1 tation of the return which would reasonably come to the State and
her people from the prospective enhancement of the values of real
estate which would follow the development of the regions which
those works of internal improvement, built in whole or in part by
the money represented by the State debt, would create and stimu-
late.
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That these expectationshave been largely realized, though not .
always precisely, perhaps, in the way anticipated, is impressively
shown by the remarkable increase of the assessed values of the real
and personal property in the two States, and particularly in West
Virginia, down to 1908, the latest year for which those facts are es-
tablished in the cause.

As Will be seen from Plainti�:�s Exhibit E-3, R. 651, which is
made up from the ol�cial records of the two States, the aggregate
of the assessed values of the real estate, personal, and railroad
property in West Virginia were

. For 1867 (the �rst year for which the o�icial
� �gures could be obtained) . . . . .  . . .$126,060,743.00

For 1908 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  937 232,718.54

An increase of . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$811,171,975.54,
Or 643 per cent!!!
The assessed values of taxable property , in Virginia for the

same period advanced from . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$354,848,482.69, in 1867,
To . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 661,796,631.00, in 1908,

An increase of- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$306,948,148.31,
Or about 84 per cent.

While this enormous difference in the increment of the as-

sessed values of taxable property may doubtless be, in part,
accounted for by the different standards of Valuation adopted in
the two States, by no means all of it is ascribable to that circum-
stance; and the facts and �gures shown by the exhibit� just re-
ferred to have an in�uential bearing upon the essential equity of
the plaintiff�s claim that to determine fairly the portion of the
burden of the common debt which, as a matter of justice, should
be borne by West Virginia, account should be taken of the great
enhancement of values which have come to the territory which
the internal improvements referred to were designed to develope
and have in large measure created. The debt was contracted far
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more in reliance upon future and prospective values, than upon the
values existing at the date of its creation. 1

There were certain enactments and certain conventional agree-
ments of the restored government of Virginia, at Wheeling, and
the new State of West Virginia, which have to be considered in
determining what the respective rights and liabilities o-f the parties
are in the premises.

The �rst of these, was the so-called �Wheeling Ordinance,� an
ordinance adopted on the 20th day of August, 1861, by what pur-
ported to be a convention of the people of Virginia, �to provide
for the formation of a new State out of a portion of the territory of
this State.��(Appendix to the Record, pp. 119 to 122, inclusive).

The ninth section of that ordinance dealt with the debt and

provided��

�9. The new State shall take upon itself a just proportion�.
of the public debt of the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to
the �rst of January, 1861, to be ascertained by charging to it
all State expenditures within the limits thereof, and a just
proportion of the ordinary expenses of the State government,
since any part of said debt was contracted; and deducting
therefrom the monies paid into the treasury of the Common-
wealth from the counties included within the said new State
during the same period.�

That ordinance purported to be an enactment of Virginia
alone. It prescribed, upon. its face, an arbitrary� and what would
seem to be an inequitable basis of settlement.

In so far as it provided for the assumption by the new State
of a �just proportion� of the debt of the Commonwealth, lan-
guage was free from objection. --But when it came to indicate the
manner in which that proportion should be ascertained,� its terms
were not only arti�cial, but on their face, inequitable.

And yet the dominant purpose of the enactment, expressed Q
in the clearest terms, was to require the new State to assumena
�just proportion� of the public debt of the Commonwealth prior
to the �rst of January, 1861. Upon elementary principles of con-
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struction this will be taken, certainly by a court of equity, to be
its controlling purpose; and that intendment will not be suffered
to be defeated by such as construction of the language of the ordi-
nance as will lead to a result inconsistent with it, when that lan-
guage can be sensibly, reasonably, and fairly construed and ap-
plied so as to operate in harmony with that expressed paramount
purpose.

Fortunately, in the interest of justice, that was not the only
enactment upon the subject.

There was a later, a more signi�cant, and a more effective
enactment by the legislature of the restored government of
Virginia, accepting the provisions tendered by West Virginia, re-
sulting in a compact between the two States, and creating a con-
tractual relation governing both Commonwealths in reference to the
settlement of their common debt.

These later enactments of the two States were�
First, that of West Virginia, embodied in the eighth section of

the eighth article of the �rst Constitution of that State (Appendix
to the Record, p. 125), which is as follows:

�8. An equitable proportion of the public debt of the
Commonwealth of Virginia, prior to the �rst day of January
in the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, shall
be assumed by this State; and the Legislature shall ascertain
the same as soon as may be practicable, and provide for the
liquidation thereof, by a sinking fund sufficient to pay the
accruing interest, and redeem the principal within thirty-four
years.�

And, second, the act of the legislature of the restored govern-
ment of Virginia, at Wheeling, passed May 13, 1862, giving the
consent of the legislature of Virginia �to the formation and erec-
tion of the State of West Virginia within the jurisdiction of this
State * * * * * under the provisions set forth in the constitution

. for the said State of West Virginia and} schedule thereto an-
nexed.��-Appendix to the Record, p. 125.

Under section 3 of Article IV of the Constitution of the
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United States the new State of West Virginia could not be formed
without the consent of the legislature of Virginia.

That consent was given in this instance upon the terms, and in
h accordance with the provisions, set forth in the constitution adopted

for the government of the new State, among the more important
of which were the provisions and stipulations set forth in section 8
of Article VIII of that instrument, which required that the new
State should assume �an equitable proportion of the public debt
of the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to the �rst of January in
the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one�; and that �the
legislature shall ascertain the same as soon as may be practicable,
and provide for the liquidation thereof by a sinking fund suffi-
cient to pay the accruing interest and to redeem the �principal
within thirty-four years.�

This proposal of the new Commonwealth, thus clearly ex-
pressed in its constitution, submitted to the legislature of
Virginia and accepted by that legislature as one of the terms and
conditions upon which it gave its consent to the partition of her
territory and the erection of a new State out of that territory, and
sanctioned by Congress, created a contractual relation between the
old State and the new��a compact between them, which absolutely
determined their rights, and which, whenever the provisions of the
antecedent Wheeling ordinance shall come in conflict with the
terms of such compact, shall prevail over the terms of that ordi-
nance.

Now the insistence of Virginia has been, and is, that VVest
Virginia should be charged with an equitable proportion of the
debt, to be ascertained under the Wheeling Ordinance construed so
as not to defeat the expressed controlling purpose of its enactment,
and quali�ed and ruled by the provisions of Article VIII of the
West Virginia Constitution, upon which the consent of the Legis-
lature of Virginia and of the Congress of the United States to the
formation of the new State, was predicated.
, Agreeably to the decision of this court in its opinion, delivered
by the late Chief Justice (R. 136), the view of Virginia is, and has
been, that the Ordinance and the provisions of the West Virginia
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Constitution should be read as being in pari materia; but that the
constitutional provision, being the latest, must prevail, if, and .
Whenever there is any con�ict between them.

. As a logical and inevitable consequence from this, the claim»
of Virginia Was, and is, that, if the language of the Wheeling Or-
dinance is fairly and reasonably susceptible of such a construction
as will, When fairly applied to the facts of the case, lead to an
equitable result, and place upon West Virginia an equitable pro-
portion of the debt, such construction should be given to that Or-
dinance; and that, if the language of the Ordinance is not rea-
sonably V and fairly susceptible of such a construction, then the
Ordinance must be discarded, and the mandate of the VVest Vir-
ginia Constitution followed. And that, in any event, the pro-
visions of that Constitution Will govern in placing a contractual
obligation upon VVest Virginia to pay an equitable portion of the
common debt of the undivided State, and to pay interest upon the
same from the date when that express contractual obligation ac-
crued, until it shall have been discharged.

But the claim of Virginia Was, a.nd is, farther, that the provi-
sions of the Wheeling Ordinance��fairly, justly and sensibly coné
strued, and applied, according to its manifest purpose��-places upon
West Virginia a just and equitable proportion of the debt; and that
West Virginia cannot be heard to repudiate this result of her own
empress covenant and promise.

On the other hand, West Virginia has insisted, and still con-
tends, that there is no obligation upon that State to pay any part
of the Virginia debt; but that, if there is any liability Whatever
upon West Virginia, it is a liability for a settlement and accounting
which must be made under a construction of the language of the
Ordinance, which would absolutely defeat its declared purpose,
and, instead of placing a just proportion, or any proportion, of
the debt upon VVest Virginia, would actually, as was contendedfor
West Virginia, bring Virginia in debt to West Virginia.

With the issues thus made up, this court, in order to place in
its possession the data necessary to enable it to intelligently and
fairly decide the case, referred the cause to Special Master Charles
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E. Little�eld, by its decree of reference, entered on the 4th of May,
1908, and directed the Master to take and report to the court seven
separate accounts set forth in seven paragraphs of the decree..-
R. 173, 174, 175 and 207i

After considering a great mass of testimony, statements, and
accounts prepared by the accomplished expert accountants em-
ployed by the parties, respectively, and the elaborate arguments of
counsel, and after a laborious and painstaking investigation and
consideration of the case, the Master, on the 17th of March last,
�led his report, in which he returns his �ndings upon each of the
seven inquiries submitted to him, and with great fairness and
great ability presents the grounds upon which those �ndings are
based.

The cause is now submitted for �nal adjudication.
It comes before the court upon the pleadings and papers form-

erly considered by the court, upon the decisions and decrees here-
tofore rendered in the cause, and upon the Master�s report, together
with the evidence returned therewith and referred to therein, and

upon the exceptions �led by the parties to that report.
-Your Honors must have been already impressed with the fact

that it is a cause of as much complexity as any which has ever
come before you for decision, and with the novelty and di�iculty
of some of the problems which it presents.

Much of what appears at the threshold to be complex will
disappear upon a careful examination of the bill and answer, the
9th section of the Wheeling Ordinance, the 8th section of Article
VIII of West Virginia�s Constitution of 1862-3, the decisions and
decrees heretofore rendered in the cause, and the tabulated state-
ments or accounts, the �gures in which have, in almost every in-
stance, been assented to by both parties.

Still a painstaking consideration of the Master�s report, and
of the exhibits and evidence referred to therein and in the argu-
ments of counsel, will be necessary to any fair understanding of
the issues in the cause, and to their decision according to the very
right of the case.
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. We have, therefore, to crave the patient and indulgent atten-
tion of the court to a somewhat detailed and tedious discussion of

the facts, �gures, and principles upon which a righteous decision
of the cause depends.

The chief points of diiference are sharply presented by such
of the exceptions to the Master�s report as are speci�cally relied
upon by the parties respectively, and by the �Joint Exhibits� or
accounts which exhibit their opposing claims in contrast.

Upon the great majority of these the Master�s �ndings are,
and are shown by him to be, so plainly right that further dis-
cussion of them is rendered needless.

After f11ll consideration, however, the counsel for Virginia
deem it to be their duty, upon the case as it is presented, to ear-
nestly urge objections to a few of the M:_aster�s conclusions, in
reaching which we are persuaded that he is in manifest error.
But it is our purpose to urge no objectionto his report which rests
upon a proposition which can be fairly regarded as debatable.



I.

The �rst paragraph of the decree directed the Master to as-
 certain and report to the court: A�$2?

�1. The �amount of the public debt of the Commonwealth
of Virginia on the first day of January, 1861, stating speci-

what authority of law and for what purposes the same was
created, and the dates and nature of the bonds or other evi-
dence of said indebtedness.�

In the View which we take of this branch of the case and for

 the principal purposes of our argument it will be only necessary
to consider the amount of the public debt of the Commonwealth»
outstanding on the 31st of December, 1860, in the hands of the
 general public.
i Fortunately there is no controversy as to the amount of that
 indebtedness then so outstanding. I

As ascertained by the Master, the amount of that indebted-
, ness is, as �xed by the records of the Commonwealth, as follows:

,,1.
 .

Aggregate amount of old Virginia debt in the hands of the gen-
eral public January 1, 1861:

Amount bearing 5 per cent. interest . . . . . . .  . . . 2,07 7 ,204.5O
Interest on 6 per cent. outstanding debt from

July 1st to Dec. 31st, 1860 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 925,279.?" 8
Interest on 5 per cent. outstanding debt from A

July 1st to Dec. 31st, 1860 . . . . . . . . . .  . .. : 51,930.11

Total outstanding indebtedness . . . . . . . . . . . . .$33,897,073.8�2

See �Plaint.itf�s and Defenda.nt�s Joint Exliibit A-1,� R. 215,
and Master�s Report, pp. 1, 5?. and :29.

PARAGRAPH 1. A 1 17

�cally how and in �what form the same was evidenced�,

Amount bearing 6 per cent. interest . . . . . .. . . . . . .$30,842,659.43i
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The authority of law by which, the purposes for which, that
indlebtedness was contracted, and the dates and nature of the bonds
or evidences thereof, are shown by the references and entries upon
�Plainti��s and Defendant�s Joint Exhibit A-1;� by the copies of
the bonds and certi�cates of indebtedness issued for much the
greater part thereof��Plainti��s Exhibit A-2,� R. 219 to 285; by
the abstract of the statutes in. reference to the State debt a-nd the

appropriation of the avails thereof to Works of internal improve-
ment���Plaintiff�s General Exhibit I,� R. 900 to 988; and by other
evidence in the case; none of which are any longer matters of
controversy. E

The only controverted questions which have arisen under this
branch of the case have been in respect to the inclusion or exclusion
of the sinking fund and the literary fund from the statement of
the debt.   L V

As to the sinking fund, frankness compels us to say that We
are convinced that the �nding of the Master in reference thereto
is right.

As to the literary fund, We are content to rely upon the com-
plainant�s �rst exception to the Master�s report.
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II.

The second paragraph of the decree required the ascertain-
ment of��

�2. The extent and assessed valuation of the territory of
Virginia and of VVest Virginia. June 20, 1863, andthe popu-
lation thereof, with and without slaves, separately.�

The �gures as to the area and assessed valuation of the real
estate embraced in the territory of the two States, respectively, and
as -to the population thereof, with and without slaves, having been
taken from authentic public records of the United States and of
Virginia, incorporated in �Plainti1T�s and Defendant�s Joint EX-
hibit B-1,� the agreed statement prepared by the expert accoun-
tants of the pa.rties,�-those �gures have been adopted by the Mas-
ter and made the basis of his �ndings under this paragraph of the
decree. .

We are unable t.o conjecture how these �gures, thus authori-
tatively established and adopted, or the results éleducible there,--
from, can now be brought in question. R. 366, 3.67.

The �gures furnished for West Virginia in �Supplemental Ex�-
hibit 7,� and now relied upon by that State would be more ad-

-vantageous to Virginia than those adopted by the Master, for the
reason that the assessed valuation of the real estate embraced in

the State of West Virginia, as given by that exhibit, is. larger
and the assessed valuation of the territory of Virginia is less than
that adopted by the Master, taken from the assessments of Vir-
ginia. The �gures submitted by West Virginia would make her
share of the debt, on the basis of assessed valuation of real estate
in the two States, $154,166.09 more than she would owe under the
master�s �ndings. But we are content to accept the values adopted
by the Master, because we are satis�ed that they are correct.
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The Master�s �ndings under this head are as follows:

The Ecctent and Assessed Valuation of the Territory of Virginia and of West
Virginia June 20th, 1863, and the Population Thereof, with and

without Slaves, Separately.

PARAGRAPH II or DEGREE.

1. EXTENT: 
     
     Land Area

Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..40,262 Square Miles
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..24,022 Square Miles

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . .64,284 Square Miles
�.�l�otal Area:

Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..42,627 Square Miles
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..24,170 Square Miles

Total . . . . . . . . . . . ..66,797 Square Miles
2. ASSESSED VALUATION:

Real Estate:
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . .$296,085,460.31
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82,449,252.04

Total . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . .$378,534,712 .35

�3. POPULATION: 
     
     Estimated�With Slaves: g

Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,221,319
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 396,633

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,617,952
Estimated/�With0at Slaves:

Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 748,171
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 377,289

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,125,460

62.631493
37.368699

10095

63.815796
36.184395

10095 
     
     78.218893 
     
     21.781293

10092

75.485593 
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III.

The third account directed by the decree is one ascertaining��

�3. All expenditures made by the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia within the territory now constituting the State of West
Virginia. since any part of the debt was contracted.�

This is one of the accounts which is called for under section

9 of the Wheeling -Ordinance, which requires that in order to as-
certain the proportion of the debt which the new State shall take
upon itself, that State shall be charged with �all State expen-
ditures within the limits thereof �� *2 * * * since any part of said
debt was contracted.�

The divergent contentions of the parties are shown by the
tabulated statements embodied in �Plaintiff�s and Defendant�s Joint

Exhibit C-1,� pp. 1 to 6, R. 371-377.

The total of said State expenditures in the
territory constituting West� Virginia, as shown
by plaintiff-�s statements of this account (R. 371)
was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . $5,639,302.66 �

As shown by defendants� statements . . . . . . .. 1,251,288.92

Difference in the two results is . . . . . . . . .  . . . $4,388,013.74
V I

I In considering the questions which are presented by the contro-
Verted items in the schedules �led under this paragraph, it is
important always to bear in mind the precise language of the de-
cree, which, following the terms of the VVheeling Ordinance, di-
rects the ascertainment of:

e 3

�ALL empenrdétures made by the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia within the territory now constituting the State of West
Virginia, since any part of the debt was contracted.�

. 1

It is manifest that that language in explicit and comprehen-
sive terms, embraces, without exception or quali�cation, all expen-
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ditures of whatever character or description, and on whatever ac-
count, or for whatever purpose, or in whatever manner made,
which were made by the Commonwealth of Virginia in any part
of the territory now constituting W&#39;est Virginia, after March 19,
1823, the agreed time at which any part of the debt in question
was contracted. a

The only questions to be considered, therefore, in determining
whether any particular expenditure made during that period
should be charged against West Virginia, are: First, Was it made
by the Commonwealth? and, Second, VVas the money expended in
West Virginia�?

Now, governed by these plain requirements of the decree, the
accountants engaged on behalf of Virginia have embraced in this
account all such items of expenditure, and only such items of ex-
penditure, as were made by the Commonwealth wit&#39;hin the terri-
tory of the new State during the period stated.

To a number of these items of charge counsel for West Vir-
ginia make objection, not on the ground that the expenditures they
challenge were not made, or were not made in West Virginia ter-
ritory, but in some instances because of the manner in which the
expenditures were made; in others because of the character of the

particular expenditure, or the purpose for which it was made;
and in other cases, as for instance the expenditures made in West
Virginia on the Covington & Ohio Railroad, and upon the Berry-
ville and Charlestown Turnpike, upon the ground that Virginia
has, since these several expenditures were made, in some way, by
acts or transactions in reference to these subjects, lost her right
to embrace those items of expenditure in this account.

As appears from Joint Exhibit �C-1,� R. 371, the charges-
upon this account allowed by the accountants for plaintiff, and ex-
cepted to by the defendant, are classi�ed as follows:
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Items of Plainti�"s Charges Excepted to by VVest Virginia:

Expenditures in WV. Va. upon railroads . . . . . . . ..$1,316,992.42
Expenditures in VV. Va. upon turnpikes. . . . .  430,252.89
Miscellaneous expenditures in �V. Va . . . . . . . . . .. 1,154,000.10
,*Expenditures in bridges, river improvements,

banks owned by joint stock companies, and
loan to Town of Bath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . . 1,486,768.33

$4,333,013.74

�We will consider these in the order in Which they are stated in
Exhibit �C-1,� and are considered by the Master.

1. The expenditures upon railroads which West Virginia ques-
tions, are��

\

Expenditures on the Covington & Ohio R. R. . . . $1,146,460.42
Expenditures on the Winchester & Pot. R. R. . . . . 170,532.00

$1,316,992.42

( 1) The expenditures upon the Covington & Ohio R. R. This 1
item of $1,146,460.42, is allowed by the master.

The Master Very clearly shows the propriety of this item of
charge, and little if anything need be said in support of his con-

. clusion.

There is no question that those expenditures were made by the
Commonwealth �since any. part of the debt was created;� nor
that they were made, �within the territory now constituting the
State of West Virginia.� 1

But opposing counsel claim that in some way Virginia has
lost her right to have those expenditures charged against West
Virginia by reason of the public acts and transactions of Vir-
ginia and West Virginia in reference to this railroad. This ob-

_ NOTE:�*The charge under this paragraph for amounts invested
in Bank Stocks is withdrawn, as those stocks should be accounted for
under Paragraph VII. and have been allowed by the Master under that

Paragraph.
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jection has been stated so vaguely that we are at a loss to know
upon what ground it is based.

The Covington & Ohio Railroad was owned and built by the
Commonwealth under the Acts of February 15, 1853; March 13,
1856; March 20, 1858, and February 29, 18.60. (Appendix 33, 34.)
The work was un�nished at the time of the formation of the State of
�West Virginia, though. over $2,�? 87 ,000.00 had been then spent i
upon it.

How West Virginia should account for that property and the
expenditures which it represented, was distinctly prescribed by sec-
tion 9 of the VVheeling Ordinance (App. 119, 122), and was pre-
scribed nowhere else.

After June 20, 1863, lVest Virginia owned the portion of the
Covington & Ohio Railroad in that State as com letely as Vir- ,
ginia owned the portion of that road within her limits.

As is sh-own by the subsequent legislation of the two States,
both States were very anxious to secure the completion of that *
railroad from its intersection with what was then known as the if

Virginia Central Railroad at Covington, Virginia, to a point on
the Ohio river, thus giving a. through railroad connection from
Richmond, Virginia, through the entire State of West Virginia to
the Ohio river, at the mouth of the Big Sandy, or at the mouth

� of the Great Kanawha, with the righ.t to build to both points.
Both States were, as is shown by that legislation, willing to

give to the company which should complete that through line of
railway, the right of way and property of each State, respectively,
in the parts of the un�nished road located in each State, and the
bene�t of the large expenditures made in its partial construction.
Virginia, though very little of the proposed new railway would
be within her limits, made still more liberal concessions to the
builders of the through road, in reference to the sale to the new
company of the Blue Ridge Railroad wholly within Virginia, and
to the sale of the stock of Virginia in the Central R. R. Co., and to
the settlement of the indebtedness of the Central R. R. Co. to

Virginia.
To e�"ectuate the purposes of the two States, concurrent Acts
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were enacted by their respective Legislatures for the incorporation
of the Covington & Ohio Railroad Company, passed by Virginia
February 26, 1866, (Appendix 35), and by West Virginia March 1,
1866, (Appendix 37), r and to authorize the consolidation of
the Covington &- Ohio Railroad Company with the Virginia Cen-
tral Railroad Company and other companies, and the formation
of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Company for the purpose of
completing �a continuous line or lines of railroad from the waters
of the Chesapeake to the Ohio river,� passed by VVest Virginia
February 26, 1867, (Appendix 40}, and by Virginia March 1,
1867, (Appendix 43.)* See also section 9 of Act of Virginia
Feb. 26, 1866 (App. 36), and section 9 of Act of West Virginia
March 1, 1866 (App. 39.)

It will be seen that the interests which VVest Virginia had in
the building of the proposed railroad were far greater and more
vital than those of Virginia.

�Vest Virginia at that time had no railroad Within her limits,
except the Pennsylvania across the Pan Handle, and the Baltimore
& Ohio through the northern portion of that State.

The New river and Kanawha valleys. and the entire southern
portion of West Virginia, were without at mile of railroad, and
large parts of those sections were inaccessible to the outside world
by any practicable line of communication. .

�The enterprising young State accordingly freely donated all
the property rights which she had in the Covington & Ohio Rail-
road, situated within her limits, to the builders of that railroad,
just as the older State, in larger degree. contributed even more
generously to the same important object.

The legislation of the two States upon this subject, printed
in the Appendix, pp. 35 to 49, will be read in vain to discover any
provision which can be so wrested as to be construed to refer in

any way to the liability of VVest Virginia to pay some part of the

*By Act of January 26, 1870, the Legislature of West Virginia amended the charter of
the Chesapeake and Ohio R. R. Co., and con�rmed the contract made by the commission-
ers on behalf of the two States with the Virginia Central R. R. Co., under authority al
ready granted by Virginia, by the Act of February 26, 1866 (Appendix p. 35-36) and by
West Virginia by Act of March 1, 1866 (App. 37-39 and 46.)
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Virginia debt, or to release that State from any part of that lia-
bility. A

Those concurrent enactments can be construed to do only what
they did do, that is, to give the consent of the two States to the
establishment of, and by their respective grants to secure, a through? _
line of railway from the waters of the Chesapeake to the banks.
of the Ohio, and to grant the property rights of each State in and
to the portion of the respective railroads situated in each State, to
the consolidated company, for that purpose.

The Wheeling Ordinance prescribed the basis on which the
proportion of the Virginia debt to be assumed by West Virginia
was to be ascertained, and vested in the new State the ownership
of the portion of the Covington &- Ohio Railroad located in West
Virginia, and there is not a line or a syllable of those concurrent
Acts of the two States in reference to the Chesapeake & -Ohio
Railroad, which can be construed to repeal or to modify the pro-
visions of that Ordinance.

It would require a far�off and capricious �ight of the imagina-
tion to construe the language of those concurrent Acts so as to make
them operate to prevent Virginia, when she comes to have a set-
tlement with VVest Virginia as to the part of the common debt
which West Virginia should pay, from insisting that West Vir-
ginia should, according to her own agreement, be charged in mak-
ing up that account with the amount expended upon the Covington
& Ohio Railroad within the limits; of the new State, if the VVheel-
ing Ordinance is to control to any extent in that accounting.

There is nothing in any of those concurrent Acts of the two
States to suggest that either State was conceding anything to the
other. Both were conceding a great deal to the Covington & Ohio
and to the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Companies, and for obvious
reasons.

The account of this matter,&#39;&#39; as claimed by the plaintiff and
found by the Master, is distinctly responsive to the decree.�

That claimed by the defendant would not satisfy the decree,
and cannot be set up without going counter to both the decree and -
the Ordinance.
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(2) The expenditures upon the Winchester & Potomac Rail-
road in �Nest Virginia . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . $170,532.00. _

The Master rejected this item of charge�15/27th of it because
it was a. loan by Virginia to the railroad company, and 12/27ths
of it because it was, in his view, an investment made by the State
in the shares of the capital stock of this Company.�Master�s Rep.
47; Joint Exhibit C--1, p. 2; R. 373.

We cannot. be unmindful of the fact that there are circun1-

stances connected with Virginia�s -dealings with the VVinchester &
Potomac .Railroad Company, which sharply differentiate any
charge on account of her expenditures: in VVest Virginia. upon that
railroad from the other expenditures made by the Commonwealth
in building works in West Virginia territory, which were built
through internal improvement companies.

VVe are constrained to admit that the circumstance that Vir-

giniacommuted all of her claim against, and interest in, that com-
pany under the Act of February 2-1, 1846 (App. 30, 31), gives
VVest Virginia a strong equity to have that charge eliminated

 from the account, even though it be true that the transaction was
 not consummated and Virginia was not paid the commuted price,
33� until after the formation of the new State.

We, therefore, beg leave to withdraw our objection to the dis-
allowance by the Master of this item -of Virginia�s claim.

We do not, however, at all assent to the reasons upon which, in
part, the.Master bases his rejection of so much-of this item as was
represented� by the shares of stock which Virginia received there-
for. H 0 V

VVe will consider those grounds under the next head, when
we come to discuss the question presented distinctly, as it is there,

_ free from other complications, in connection with the large expen-

�West Virginia soil.

ditures made by the Commonwealth through internal improvement
companies, in building roads, turnpikes and bridges, etc., upon

a 3
(3) E aapevrzditures made by Virginia in lVest Via"-g2&#39;m&#39;a ter-

rvltory in the covzstrucitiovz. of worlcs of initeowzval improivement
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located in West V2�rginz&#39;a but built I5]L7&#39;°0?,l.-g/it the agency of joint
sz�oc/e companies.

Passing over a number of items under this paragraph of the
decree, as to which the �ndings of the Master, in so far as they are
in favor of the contention of the plaintiff, afford no just ground of
objection to the defendant, for the reasons clearly shown by the
Master, the only items of charge against VVest Virginia under that
paragraph of the decree, to the disallowance of which We deem it
our duty to object, are the items speci�cally stated in complain-

- ant�s second exception, as follows:
1

(1) For Bridges: Expenditures
made by Virginia upon bridges in
West Virginia territory, built by
joint stock companies, owned partly
by the �Commonwealth--Items 57 to
65, inclusive, of Joint Exhibit C-1,
p. 4; R. 375; Special Master�s Report,
p. 85�aggregating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 7 8,412.50

(2) Expenditures made by Vir-
ginia in the improvement of the navi-
gation �of �Vest Virginia rivers by joint
stock companies��Items 66 to 69, in-
clusive, of Joint Exhibit, C-1, p. 4;
R. 375; Special Master�s Report, p.
8�5�aggregating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 210,500.00

 Expenditujres made by Vir- -
ginia upon turnpikes Wholly in West
Virginia territory, built by joint

stock companies: 
     
     (a) On Charlestown & Berry-

Eville turnpike, in West Vir-
ginia�Item No. 6 of Joint
Exhibit, C-1, p. 2; R. 37 :
Special Master�s Report, pp.
64, 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ 1_1,932.52

(b) -On turnpikes and roads
mentioned in Items 70 to 147.
inclusive, of Joint Exhibit,
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C-1, pp. 4, 5 and 6; R. 375,
376 and 377; Special Master�s
Report-, pp. 78, 79 and 85.... 803,555.83"

Total expenditures made by Vir-
ginia, through joint stock companies,
on turnpikes and roads in West Vir-
ginia territory . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ . . . . .  . . $815,488.35 815,488.35

Total aggregate of items, the dis-
allowance of which is here excepted
to . . .&#39; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . SS 1,104,400.85

. �This exception raises one of the most important questions in
p the case under the VVheeling Ordinance and the provisions of the

�rst Constitution of VVest Virginia as it involves $1,104,400.85,
1 principal sum, of the amount of the debt to be assigned to West

Virginia. 
     
     With the utmost deference for the ability, learning, and fair-
ness of the Master, We are convinced. that he erred in his rejection

�T. of these items of the account against VVest Virginia.
We believe that there is no question as to the propriety of their

being charged against VVest Virginia under Paragraph.III of the
Decree and under the language of the VVheeling Ordinance. If We
fail to demonstrate this, it will be because of our inability to fairly
present to the minds of the court the facts and considerations
which should control in the decision of the question.

The principal grounds upon which this objection to the Mas-
. ter�s �nding is based are concisely stated in the formal exception

taken thereto.�See Complainant�s Exceptions, pp. 4 and
The material facts as to all of these expenditures are, for the�

purpose of this inquiry, substantially the same, and the same prin-
ciples should control in determining the proper disposition to be

  made of these items, in the accounting.
The money appropriated by the Commonwealth in each in-

stance Was unquestionably expended in VVest Virginia territory; for
all of these improvements were physically located in �West Vir-
ginia counties.
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The chief ground relied on for excluding these items from
the debit account against West Virginia is, because of the manner
in which the earpendétures /were made,� that is, because they were
not made by the State directly through the hands of her own oili-

rcers -or immediate employees, but were made by the State indi-
rectly through the medium of joint stock companies; that they
were not made upon bridges, locks, dams and other improvements
in rivers, and upon turnpikes, wholly owned by the State, but upon
such works of internal improvement as were only partly owned by
the State.

The works and highways upon which these expenditures were
made in every instance had their situs in VVest Virginia, and the

State money appropriated to them was expended in West Virginia.
The chief diifnerence! between these sexpenditurtes and those

made directly by the State through its own officers and employees,
which are conceded by the defendant to be proper charges under
this head, was, that in the one case the State received a certi�cate of
stock in a joint stock company (which stock usually proved value-
less), as the representative of the expenditure, while in the other
case the State wougld receive merely a receipt or voucher from her.
officers as an evidence of the outlay.

In either case the Commonwealth, and West Virginia as her
successor, received the bene�t of the bridge, improvement of navi-
gation, or turnpike on which the State money had been expended;
and it is manifest from the history of these public works that the
bene�ts which it was hoped that the public would derive from their
construction generally constituted the chief inducement and con-
sideration both to the public and to private investors.

There can be no question that any expenditure made by Vir-
ginia, by her several and independent acts, upon any work of in-
ternal improvement, or other object, in West Virginia, during the
de�ned period, is a pro-per and necessary charge against West Vir-
ginia under the terms of the 3rd paragraph of the decree, and un-
der the VVheeling Ordinance. s .

This is conceded by the counsel for VVest Virginia.
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Now, it is equally clear that any such expenditure made by
Virginia in association, or in partnership, with other corporations
or individuals, would be also a proper and necessary charge against
VV est Virginia under the decree and Ordinance.

Here, in a number of cases, Virginia, instead of going into an
ordinary partnership with her associates in the various enterprises
in question, chose to form a limited. liability company to do the
same thing which could have been effected by an ordinary partner-
ship: for a joint stock company is, in law, and in fact, nothing
more than a limited liability company.

In the country from which We so largely derive our institu-
tions and our laws, they are termed �limited liability companies.�

How can it be even plausibly contended that, because Virginia,
for obvious considerations of convenience and public interest, chose
to expend her input in these public improvements and other enter-
prises in West Virginia territory, through the medium or agency
of a limited liability company, such expenditure is any less an ex-
penditure by the State than it would have been had it been made
through an unlimited liability partnership?

There is no quali�cation of the expenditures which are to
be charged, such as counsel for VVest Virginia have had to attempt
to make, either in the decree or in the Ordinance. The Words �di-
rect� and �indirect� are not found in either decree or Ordinance.
No such classi�cation is justi�ed by the language of either the de-
cree or the Ordinance.

Opposing counse�l are forced by the stress of their case to in-
terpolate the Word �direct� both in the decree, and in the Ordi-
nance, an interpolation Which, while deemed necessary for the pur-
poses of their argument, is absolutely unwarranted by the decree or
by the Ordinance. i

But even if that Word were in the decree and Ordinance, it
would not justify their contention; for an expenditure such as the
State made in the� improvement of Coal river, or upon the Hunt-
ersville and Parkersburg Road, or upon any one of the turnpikes
and roads built partly by State aid, was a direct expenditure by
the State, though paid," for the purpose of building the road or
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other internal improvement, to the treasurer of a corporation hav-
ing its domicile and situs in VVest Virginia territory.

It is a conclusive answer to all of these objections to these items
of expenditure that the account directed by paragraph 3 of the de-
cree is not limited to such expenditures as were made directly by
the State; nor to expenditures made upon bridges, locks, dams, and
sluices, and upon turnpikes wholly owned by the State; nor to ex-
penditures for which the State received no return, nominal or
otherwise, in the shape of shares of stock. That account is re-
quired by the decree to include �all empen.dz&#39;tures made by the Com-
monwealth of Virginia within the territory now constituting the
State of VVest Virginia since any part of the debt was contracted.�

The question considered by the Master, and which he has de-
cided in the negative, is, as stated by him:

�Whetherthe subscribing and paying for stock in an internal
improvement company, whose improvements were located within
the limits of �West Virginia, was �an expenditure made by the
Commonwealth of Virginia within the territory now constituting
the State of �Vest Virginia� etc�? (See Master�s Report, p. 47.)

With the utmost deference, that is not an accurate statement

of the question presented here.
The exact question is:
W�het.her the expenditures made by Virginia in works of in-

ternal improvement physically located in West Virginia lost their
character as State expenditures in that territory, because those
works were built by joint stock companies formed by Virginia and
individuals and corporations for. the purpose of building those
very tuI&#39;11_pll{¬S, roads, bridges, &c., and the Commonwealth re-
ceived stock of such companies for the money so expended by her

. through them upon said works?
The history of the internal improvement system, and of the

legislation of Virginia in regard thereto, as shown by the records
and statutes of the Commonwealth, signi�cant portions of which
are referred to by the Master in his discussion of this subject at
pages 47 to 55 of this report, will show, beyond controversy, that
the paramount and controlling motive of the Commonwealth in all
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these expenditures of money upon works of internal improvement
was, not any direct or pecuniary return for the money expended
in the shape of dividends or interest thereon, but was the ad-
vancement of the loca.l and general interests of the people by the
development of the resources of the Commonwealth, and of the
facilities and lines of communication between the different sections

of the State and the markets of the country.
It was the �public utility� which would be served by the con-

struction of these works of internal improvement which the Gen-
eral Assembly had in mind, and not the return which might be ex-
pected in the shape of dividends upon the stock which was issued
for these investments. I c

This will be apparent from reading the extracts from the pub-
lic records of the Commonwealth, which show the purpose, policy,

and motive of Virginia in expending her money on Works of in-
ternal improvement, built by internal improvement companies,
printed with this Note of Argument as Appendix II.

Noticing further one of the grounds chie�y relied upon for�
the exclusion of these items of expenditure, namely, that the ex-
penditures were �investments� made by the State with a view to
realizing some pro�t from them, we would say: That, While it was
true that the hope of ultimate �nancial gain, or of some rpro�tafble
return from the investment, was in some instances at -least" one of
the inducements which led Virginia to make those expenditures in
works built through the agency of joint stock companies, that was
in no instance the dominant or controlling motive.

But, if the hope of ultimate �nancial gain constitutes any rea-
son for excluding these public expenditures from the debit account
against West Virginia, then there are few, if any, of the expendi-
tures, which were made by Virginia in West Virginia counties
which would not, by the same token, be excluded upon the same
ground. V A I

There were, and in the nature of thingsithere would neces-
sarily be, very few, if any, expenditures made by the State of the
character indicated, which� were not, or would not be, made in
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whole or in part in the hope that they would! not prove abso-
léutelyv unpro�table. S

The fact is that nearly the whole of the expenditures ad-
mitted by West Virginia to have been properly chargeable under
this item, amounting to $1,251,288.92, were expenditures made in
part with a View to the direct pro�ts which it was hoped� would
be realized by the State from them in the shape of tolls or other
income from the works thus constructed, as well as the anticipated
indirect pro�ts from the development of the territory which those
works of internal improvement would serve.

For example, of the expenditures made by Virginia on turn-
fpikes and roads in West Virginia, which are admitted by the de-_
Ifendant, there were expended��

st , On the Northwestern turnpike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$4c69,148.53,
S "End 011 the Staunton & Parkersburg turnpike. . .. 264,043.07,

Or . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . $733,191.60,
of the total admitted items of $859,050.92.���See Plainti��s and De-

, fe.ndant�s �Joint Exhibit C-1, p. 2.,� R. 373.
Now it will be found that Virginia actually derived in tolls

from these two investments the following sums:
From the Northwestern turnpike . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$126,339.89
From the Staunton & Parkersburg turnpike. . . .  . 17 ,O80.71

" Or a total of  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . ..$143,420.6o

See P1aintiff�s and Defendant�s Joint Exhibit F�1, R. 805.
So we see that, of the two grounds of objection to the allow-

ance of these charges against West, Virginia:
(1) that the expenditure may be regarded as an investment

made by the State, or,
(2), that anticipated�. pro�ts or income may have been a motive

for the expenditure, neither constitutes any just criterion or ground
for either the allowance or rejection of such expenditures.

The fact is, undoubtedly, that every dollar expended by Vir-S
ginia in works of internal improvement was an �im�2estvment.�
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, Another pregnant fact is also unquestionably established by
 the record in this case, that by far the greater part of the money
 thus expended was expended in the hope of some direct� return
 from the investment; and that every dollar that was expended

jg� timate return through the improvement and development of the
 territory in which the several works of internal improvement were
 constructed.
A� It is also true beyond a doubt that nearly all of these invest-
 ments made by the Commonwealth in West Virginia territory,
 whether made in works wholly owned by the State, or made in
; works owned by the State in conjunction with other stockholders,
I proved, so far as dividends or direct earnings were concerned
 absolutely unpro�table and unremurmerative; and that some of
 the investments made by the State in works wholly owned by the
S� State proved more remunerative than the expenditures made
: through the agency of joint stock companies in the construction of
�,1, similar works of internal improement.��
  It is a signi�cant fact that the view which is here urged as to
the expenditures of the Commonwealth in works of internal im-

provement constructed in �Test Virginia territory and as to the
classi�cation of such of those expenditures as� were made through�
the media, or agency, of joint stock companies is the view hereto-
fore consistently taken by the representatives of West Virginia most
familiar with the subject.

The eminent citizens of that State who constituted the Debt

Commission appointed by the Governor of West Virginia pur-
. suant to the resolutions adopted by the Legislature of that State

L
N-OTE:��It is an important circumstance in this connection that

every expenditure made by the State on internal improvements whether
built by the State or by joint stock companies, was, by the terms of

6 the Act of February 5, 1816, and..he Acts amendatory thereof, made
exclusively for the purpose of building such works. Any earning or
pro�t received from any such investment went into the Internal Im-
provement Fund, to be there used for building other internal improve-

~ m.ents. So that the only hope of gain or pro�t, which actuated Virginia
in making all of these expenditures or investmens, was to provide

money to build roads, bridges, turnpikes and railroads to which every
dollar thus received was dedicated.

See Appendix II, to this note of argument.

was expended with the expectation of some indirect, ulterior, or ul- _
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February 15th and 2Otl1, 1871, i.n the elaborate report made by them
on the 7th of August, 1871, reviewing the entire subject of West

A Virginia�s liability for a portion of the Virginia debt, found that
the expenditures made by Virginia in the construction of turn-
pikes and bridges, and in the improvement of rivers, built orim-
proved by joint stock companies, Were properly chargeable against
iWest Virginia under the VViheel.ing Ordinance in like manner as
were expenditures on roads constructed Wholly o-n the State ac-
count. j 1 &#39; 2

Accordingly We �nd that in their report they charge West Vir-
ginia With $3,343,929.29 �for amounts expended and invested in
her territory,� the items of which they state in detail in State-
ment �F,� exhibited as part of their report, which sum and the
items of which it consists include large amounts expended in West
Virginia through the medium of joint stock companies,. as will be
seen by an examination of that exhibi&#39;t.�See Report of VVest Vir-
ginia�s Debt Commission, VVest Virginia�s Compilation of the
record of Virginia V. W est Vi~rg/iiiia, Vol. 1, pages 471, 472, and
Statement �F,� 479 to 486, �led by the defendant in the clerk�s
office of this court. -

The gentlemen composing that Commission were J. J. Jackson,
J. M. Bennett, and A. W. Campbell. ..Mr. Bennett had been the
first auditor of Virginia from 1857 to 1865, Messrs. Campbell and
Jackson Were active participants in the movement for the forma-
tion of the new State of �West Virginia. Gen. Jackson Was a mem-
ber of the Wheeling Convention, and Mr. Campbell was one of
the leaders throughout the movementfor the establishment of the
new State. They were doubtless -_fc111&#39;4l.i:li.El,-I.� with the inside as Well
 with the outside of that transaction, and with the true intent
and meaning of the "Wheeling Ordinance. 7 i

There are some very large errors of omission in Statement ,��F,��
and patent errors on the face of their report; but still it serves a
valuable purpose in showing What was the construction placed}
upon the Wheeling Ordinance in this regard by these very intelli-
gent representatives of VV est Virginia. in the very earliest stage of
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this controversy,-�-at a time when most of the framers of that Ordi-
 nance were still alive. C   A &#39; C
 Two years later, in December, 187 3, a Committee ofthe Senate
 of West Virginia, of which Mr. J. M. Bennett was the chairman,
 came to again review the question of �Vest Virginia�s liability for
 the debt of Virginia. 6

C In a carefully considered report, dated December 22, 1873,
 that committee unanimously adopted the �gures above given as

to theamount expended by Virginia in �Vest Virginia territory and
which they conceded to have been �contributed to the development

 of the territory of �Vest Virginia.�
 oThis last mentioned report is printed as Exhibit No. 3 with
the Answer of the Defendant, R. 166, 1.67, 168, 169.

�Vhen, years afterwards, �Vest Virginia was urging the pay-
 ment of her claim against the United States for the refund-
 ing of the direct. tax, which was being withheld because the
 United States held certain bonds of the old State for the pay-
 ment of which it was claimed that �Vest Virginia was liable,
 Messrs. Alfred Caldwell, formerly attorney general, and E. �V.
 Wilson, former Governor of West Virginia, in their brief �led
2- before the attorney general of the United States again adopted the
 construction of the �Vheeling Ordinance previously approved by
 the West Virginia Debt Commission, and by the Finance Com-
 mittee of the Senate of West Virginia. See quotation from brief
 of Messrs. Caldwell and �Vilson, printed as Appendix No. III to
 this"Note of Argument.   6
p This construction of the Wheeling Ordinance in respect to the
 expenditures made by the Commonwealth of Virginia through
 the agency of joint stock companies in the territory of West
Virginia adopted by the representatives, public o�icials and
eminent citizens of �West Virginia most familiar with the subject
 remained unchallenged for more than a generation, until after this
suit was instituted, when a new and strange light seems to have
dawned upon the represe.nta.ti.ves of that resourceful State, and for
7 the �rst time in all the long agitation and discussion of this sub-
 ject a new, and we respectfully submit, a forced and unnatural, con-
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struction is attempted to be placed upon the VVheeling Ordinance,
so as to limit the amount for which West Virginia is to be charged
on account of expenditures made by Virginia in West Virginia
territory, so that the account shall not embrace �ALL EXPENDI-
TURES,� but so that it shall include only a portion, and much
the smaller portion, of those expenditures.

The decree requires the Master to report ALL expenditures�-
but the Master distinguishes between expenditures, classifying them
as �direct� and �indirect,� and construes the decree and the VVheel-
ing Ordinance as referring to expenditures made by the State
through its officials, which he classi�es as �direct� expenditures
and as excluding expenditures made by the State through. the
agency of joint stock companies, which he classi�es as �indirect�
expenditures; and he states the following reasons for his �nding:

�To hold these subscriptions thus made for investment to
be expenditures by the State �within the territory�,it would be
necessary to read into the decree the words �either directly or
indirectly� which I do not feel at liberty to do.� Master-�s
R. 62.

The language of the decree and of the Ordinance is explicit,
and we agree that the Master was not at liberty to read anything
into either; but in order to support the conclusion he has reached
he has been obliged to read into the decree the word �direct,� and
by construction to hold that the court and the Wheeling conven-
tion when they used the word �All� meant. something less than all;
that they meant by �all� expenditures only such as the Master has
classi�ed as �direct.� I

We submit that this construction is not warranted, and that
there is no authority for the Master under the language of the de-
cree, which requires a report of ALL expenditures, to classify ex-
penditures as �direct� and �indirect� and allow only such as he
classi�es as �direct.� The effect of the Master�s construction� is to

read out of the decree the word �ALL� and substitute for it the
word �direct_:� and then to give to that substituted word a narrow
meaning not justi�ed by the facts and circumstances of the case.
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SUMMARY. 
     
     K

The Master has allowed under this paragraph of the decree as
proper charges against West Virginia, items amounting
to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�$2,"811,T559.98
* . To this we are convinced that there should, beyond

peradventure, be added, for expenditures made by
Virginia in bridges, improvement of rivers, turnpikes
androads, through the agency of joint stock companies
organized by Virginia for that purpose, the items men-
tioned in the tabulated statement on pages 28 and 29
of this Note of Argument, aggregating.  ..� . . . . . . .. 4,104,400.85

Giving a to-tal of State expenditures in West Vir-
ginia��the aggregate amount chargeable against West
Virginia under Paragraph III of the Decree . . . . . . .. &#39;$3,915,96O.38&#39;3

See Master�s Report, pp. 47 and 83; R. 399, 401, 433, 459, 478,
488 and 512. 4

The �ndings of the Master as to the other items passed upon
by him in response to the third paragraph of the decree, and not
here speci�cally objected to by counsel for the complainant, are,
We think, in the main shown to be correct upon the face of his re-
port, and by the evidence in the cause, and are accepted on behalf
of the complainant.
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IV.

The fourth paragraph of the decree directs the ascertainment
of��

�4. Such proportion of the ordinary expenses of the gov-
ernment of Virginia since any of said debt was contracted, as
was properly assignable to the counties which were created
into the State� of VVest Virginia on the basis of the average
total population of Virginia, with and without slaves, as
shown by the census of the. United States.�

The differences in the computation of the total ordinary ex-
penses of the State government between March 19, 1823, and Janu-
ary 1, 1861, as stated by the Master, and as claimed b-y the defen-
dant, arise entirely from the difference in the classi�cation of the
severa.l items of State expenditures during the prescribed period.

The defendant has so classi�ed the greater part of these ex-
penditures as to exclude them from this account. The Master
has treated most of the State expenditures during that period as
being ordinary, and has included them.

This inquiry is manifestly predicated upon the language of
the Wheeling Ordinance, which provides that the new State shall
be charged with �a just proportion of the ordinary expense of the
State government since any part of said debt was contracted.��
R. 6.

The decision of the issue thus presented turns upon the mean-
ing which those �words carry in that connection; and their cor-
rect interpretation is necessary to enable us to determine the items
of expenditure which go into this account.

The defendant has construed that language most narrowly,
and so as to exclude many items, not only of usual and ordinary
public expenditures, but also many that are appropriate and nec-
essary for meeting important and usual, if not �essential, wants
of the people of the State under the conditions of civilization ob-
taining in this country for more than a century.
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Nor are the ordinary expenses of a State government merely
those which are necessary and regular in their occurrence, but
quite as largely such as are usual, though not periodical, and such
as are appropriate, though not essential, to the needs and aspira-
tions of an enlightened and progressive people, and as are lawful.

In the constrained and narrow meaning ascribed to those
words, and the consequent classi�cation of State expenditures, made
by the defendant, the contrast has been between some selected usual
regularly recurring expenditures o-f what are claimed to be of a
purely governmental character on the one hand, and all other ex-
penditures of the State government, however proper, lawful, ap-
propriate, regular, or indeed necessary in a free American State,
on the other hand. , S

Now we respectfully submit that the contrast implied here is
not between the word �ordinary� on the one hand, and the word
�regular,� or even the word �annual,� or any combination of those
words, on the other hand.

The contrast is, and was manifestly intended to be, between
�ordinary� and �extraordinary,��all ordinary expenses of the
State government not already embraced in the account being in-
tended to be included, and all extraordinary expenses to be ex-
cluded from the computation of the expenses, a just proportion
of which sho-uld be charged against the new State.

Nor is the inquiry limited by its terms to such expenses as may
be argued to be purely governmental,�as, for instance, the �civil
list,� and such as areiusually incurred by a government acting in
its political capacity. There is no such limitation expressed or
suggested  the language of the decree or of the -Ordinance.

The account is required to embrace �the ordinary expenses,�
and therefore all of the ordinary expenses of the State govern-
ment, during the prescribed period, not embraced in the pre-
ceding account, of whatever character, must be included in it, so
that it is not necessary for us to enter upon the �eld of conjecture
and speculation, which opposing counsel would have us traverse,
in order to determine what expenses were, and what expenses were
not, distinctly governmental.
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The fact is that under the uniform. practice of enlightened
States and communities such expenses as are usual, though not
regularly periodical, and as are necessary, or appropriate, and are
lawfu1�t&#39;hat is, within the legitimate powers of the State govern-
ment�are ordinary expenses, and such as are unnecessary, or ab-
normal, are to be consideredas extraordinary expenses of a State
government.

In a modern State, and particularly in a State of the Ameri-6
can Union, caring for, conserving and promoting the economic and
material, as well as the social, sanitary, physical, intellectual and
moral welfare of its people, many expenditures which may not
be regarded as strictly governmental, and some which may not be
absolutely necessary, are proper, lawful, usual and ordinary.

It will be found that the terms �ordinary expenses of govern?
ment� have been carefully considered by learned, trained, and able
experts upon the subject of State revenues, expenditures, and �nance,
by experienced statisticians and accountants, and by courts of high
standing, and that these authorities sanction the reasonable and
natural construction and application of those terms which we
claim to be their true meaning and intendment.

The following are some of the precedents and authorities
bearing directly upon this subject, to which we have had access.
They will be found to clearly and absolutely con�rm the views
above expressed. ,

We give, �rst, the classi�cation as adopted by the United
States government.

The ordinary expenditures of.that government are classi�ed
and stated as given below.

- For this we take as an example the statements for the �scal�

year ending June 30, 1874, from the Report of the Secretary of
the Treasury of the United States, as follows:

�For Civil Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....$ 17 ,627 ,115.09
For Foreign Intercourse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,508,064.27

&#39; For Indians . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,692,462.09
For Pensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,038,414.66
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For Military Establishment, including Forti-
�cations, River and Harbor Improvements
and Arsenals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,813,927 .22

For Naval Establishment, Including Vessels and 0
Machinery, and Improvements at Navy
Yards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  30,932,587.42

For Miscellaneous Civil, Including Public
Buildings, Light Houses, and Collecting
Revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .. . . . . . . 50,506,414.25

For Interest on the Public Debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107 ,119,815.21

Total Net Ordinary Expenditures, Exclusive
of the Public Debt (that is payments on the
Public Debt)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....$285,738,800.21�

Report of the Secretary of the Treasury of date December 7,
187 4, page iv. &#39;

At page v of the same report, Hon. B. H. Bristo-W, the then
Secretary of the Treasury, gives a siinilar itemized summary and

r classi�cation of the ordinary expenditures of the National gov-
ernment for the �rst quarter of the �scal year ending June 30,
1875. And on page vii of same report he gives an estimate of the
ordinary expenditures of the government for the �scal year end-
ing June 30, 1876, amounting to $�272,7 7 8,000.00, made up of the
items as stated and classi�ed in the statements of actual expendi-
tures for the two preceding years.

In this statement there is estimated for,

Interest on the public debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .$98,000,000.00
On the Paci�c Railway bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,878,000.00

as part of the ordinary expenses of the government.
The report of the Secretary of the Treasury for 1904 (House

Documents, 58th Congress, Vol. 81, p. 5) gives the total ordinary
expenditures, exclusive of Postal Service:
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: For 1903

f at $506,099,007 .04
including in these ag-

gregates the follow-

ing:
For Indian Service.

For Pensions . . . . ..

For interest on Pub-

lic Debt  . . . . .. 28,556,348.82

3; 12,935,668.o8
138,425,646 . 07

For 1904

at $582,402,321.31

s 10,438,350.09
142,559,266.36

24,646,489 . 81

The attention of the court is called to the items which make
up the above aggregate of expenses for those years which are given
on pp. 3, 4 and 5 of that report, which will be found to be very
interesting as showing What expenditures of the government were
classi�ed as �ordinary.�

The annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury for year
ending June 30, 1908, � gives the following statement of the ordi-
nary expenses of the United States government:

�Disbursements :

Civil Establishments . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Military . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Naval . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Indian Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Interest on Public Debt . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Postal Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . .$175,420,408.57

 175,840,452.99
 118,037,097.15
 14,579,755.75
 153,892,467.01
 21,426,138.21

$659,196,319 .68
. . . . 191,478,663.41

Total 07&#39;d"éna7&#39;y disbursements, including Pos-
tal . . . . . . . .; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $850,674,983 . 09�

See also the classi�cation of ordinary expenses of the National
government tabulated for the ten years ending June 30, 1890, in
the Eleventh Census. House Miscellaneous Documents, 1st Sess.
52d Cong., 1891-92, Vol. 50, Part II., �Wealth, Debt, and Taxa-
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tion,� pp. 418, 419. The more carefully these tables are examined
the more con�rmatory they will be found of the natural and reason-
able construction of the Words �ordinary expenses of the govern-
ment of Virginia,� adopted by the accountants for Virginia.

Examples to the same effect, as to the practice of the United
States gmernment. in the classi�cation of the expenditures which
are ordinary expenses of. government might be multiplied, but the
above will suflice. c i

As to the expenses of State governments which are regarded
and treated as �ordinary,� We beg leave to refer to the volume of
the 11th Census of the United States, just cited, Where at pages

/_ 464 to 477 the annual and aggregate ordinary a.nd other expendi-
tures of each of the States of the American Union are stated for

each year and for the decade ending with the �scal year 1890.
It will be seen that in each instance the great mass of the

expenditures of the State governments of a public character, in-
cluding �charities and gratuities� (such as the maintenance of
eleemosynary institutions and pensions), and including in every
case �interest on State. debt,� are counted as ordinary expenditures
of the State governments.

At pages 516 to 533 of the volume of the 11th Census just
cited will be found a tabulated statement of the expenditures of
1,319 counties of the different States reporting in 1890, in Which;
there is a compilation of such county expenses as are to be con-
sidered as �ordinary,� which gives data very interesting and perti-
nent to our present inquiry. In every instance the �interest on
county debt,� as Well as a number of other items of public expendi-
ture of a more or less irregular occurrence, and not at all always
po1itico-governmental in their character, such as expenditures com-
ing underthe heads of �Buildings, grounds, and z&#39;m-gmcovements,�
�Roads, ditches, and bridges, charities and g7°atmItz&#39;es,� and �Me&#39;s-
cellameous� are put in the category of ordinary expenses of gov-
ernment. L

The same comments will be found to apply with emphasis to
the returns and classi�cation of the expenditures of cities having
50,000 or more inhabitants given at pages 556-557; and to the
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tables giving the same statistics as to municipalities having 4,000
or more, but less than 50,000 inhabitants, at pages 580-590 of the
same volume of the 11th Census.

Strongly con�rming the reasonable classi�cation for which
We contend will be also found the practice of both the States and
cities of our country on this subject.

In this connection We Would call attention to the Report of the
�Bureau of Inspection and Supervision of Public Offices� of the
State of Ohio for 1906, which gives comparative statistics of cities
of Ohio. This report give us a scienti�c and accurate classi�cation
of all public expenditures. _

At pages 72-89 is printed a detailed schedule of ordinary ex-
penditures of the cities of that State, each of which embraces the
great mass of the expenditures of those cities for any public pur-
pose, and in every instance counts interest upon the publc debt as
an �ordinary� expense. A

A very valuable contribution to the law and literature upon
this subject is the 46th Annual Report of the Comptroller of the-
City of Chicago, 1902. This particular report is of all the more
signi�cance because it is approved by Messrs. Haskins & Sells,
Certi�ed Public Accountants, of 30 Broad Street, New York, who
were employed by the City of Chicago -to supervise the preparation
of all portions of the Comptro-ller�s Annual Report relating to the
receipt, accounting for, and disbursement of moneys for the year
1902. (See their certi�cate at page  This is all the more
interesting because Mr. Thomas Bird Dixcy, the accomplished
chief accountant for VVest Virginia, testi�ed that he was at one
time the manager of Messrs. Haskins & Sells. At pages 90 to 97 of
this report will be found tabulated statements giving in consider-
able detail the items of the ordinary expenses of the City of Chi-
cago for the year 1902, and the extraordinary expenses of that
city for the year 1902, at page 98.

�It will be seen that all interest paid, Whether on bonded debt
or upon miscellaneous accounts, and all cost of exchanges is charged
as an ordinary expense of the city, a.nd so also a vast number of
items for salaries, maintenance of charitable and other institutions,
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maintenance, repair, and renewal of buildings, etc., are treated as
ordinary expenses.

Some items are by these skilful accountans for Chicago rather
arbitrarily classied as �extraordinary,� which are among the usual,
appropriate, and necessary expenditures of city governments, such
as the purchase of new boilers for �re boat, the extension or the
erection of new bridges, and the enlargement of various public

works, expenditures which, however expert accounts may regard
them, are, according to judicial interpretation, as well as �according
to the uniform practice, of the Federal, State, municipal and county
governments, properly to be classed as ordinary expenses of a
municipality or other local government.

Still the classi�cation and system of accounting sanctioned by
the City of Chicago supports the correctness of more than 95 per
cent. in amount of the items which have been embraced by Vir-
ginia in the account of ordinary expenses of the State government.

Very many more examples and precedents from the well�con�
sidered and enlightened experience and practice of the National,
State, county and municipal governments, in America, can doubt-
less be cited, but it would be merely cumulative authority for propo-
sitions which are almost axiomatic, and the precedents and authori-
ties in the support of which are as to all of the items claimed by
Virginia overwhelmingly preponderating, and as to more than nine-
teen twentieths in amount of those items practically unanimous.

We desire now to invite attention to the views of Doctor Bas-

table, a writer of recognized ability andauthority upon any such
question. i

In his work on �Public Finance,� in discussing the subject of
�Public Expenditures,� that eminent political economist says:

Sec. 1. �State outlay like that of an.individual may be
distinguished into normal or �ordinary,� and abnormal or �ex-
traordinary.� These terms almost explain themselves, but may
be thus contrasted�: Normal expenditure is that which recurs at
stated periods and in a regular manner; it is accordingly capa-
ble of being regularly estimated, and provided for. Extra-
ordinary expenditure has to be made at inde�nite times and
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for uncertain amounts, and it cannot be reckoned for with any
approach to accuracy.�

But he adds:

�The distinction is not always applied in the same way,
and indeed the boundary line is not sharply drawn.� P. 130.

And again on page 132:

�There is also- in modern States a greater facility for fore- .
seeing, and so to say discounting the future. The re�ned �nan-
cial mechanism by which public borrowing is carried out en-
ables �extraordinary� expenditure for a short period to be
transformed into .�ordinary� expenditure for a long one.�

And again at page 133:

�Abnormal expenditure also frequently occurs in a some--
what different way, as in the case of durable public works or�
other improvements. * * * Outlay of this kind is, in mer-
cantile phraseology, �chargeable to capital, not to revenue,� and
is clearly abnormal. The method almost invariably adopted is.
to meet the abnormal outlay by an abnormal receipt, viz., bor-
rowing, or to put it in another way, to turn the extraordinary
expense o-f a given year into the ordinary one of interest on
debt.�

This distinguished author wrote with reference to British pre--
cedents. In the States of the American Union there are many sub-
jects of public expenditure which are usual, appropriate, and often
necessary, though not regularly recurring, which are doubtless un-
known in Great Britain, but which are none the less ordinary.

The tendency of expert accountants seems recently to be to
assimilate the accounts of expenditures of governments to those
of public service and other like corporations; that is, to treat those
which are �chargeable to capital� as �extraordinary,� and those
�chargeable to revenue� as �ordinary.�

A little reflection will show that there are many expenditures
of a State which are necessary, proper, and usual under the condi-
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tions of modern civilization, and which therefore are �ordinary,�
but which add to the public, though not always to the fiscal, assets
of the State.

As will be seen, the rule as sanctioned by judicial decision, and
by the great majority of precedents, while affirming the main doc-
trine as laid down by Doctor Bastable, is in this particular some-
What di�erent from that stated by him, and is in accordance with�
the reasonable and just contention of the plaintiff.

See also paper prepared by Professor T. S. Adams, of the
Department of Economics in the University of Wisconsin, which
contains an able, learned and non-partizan discussion of this sub-
ject, printed as Appendix IV of this Note or Argument.*

These conclusions are also supported by the decision of the.
Supreme Court of Alabama in the case of the Intendant and Coun-
cil of Livingston V. Pippin, 31 Ala. 5412, and by the decision in the
case of State, ea). rel. Branch V. Leapheart, State Treasurer, 11
South Carolina, 458 and by a number of other authorities, which

87 to 113. . .

There were some items of expenditure which the Master has
deemed it proper to reject on the ground that they were not ordi-
nary expenses of the State government. which we think can and�.
should be classi�ed as ordinary expenses. Such is the item of
$258,906.28, on account of constitutional conventions, a usual, regu-
lar and ordinary expenditure, though not one of periodical occur-
rence, in Virginia and other States of the American Union; also

*NoTn.��This very instructive paper was obtained under the following
circumstances : .

Mr. Anderson, then Attorney General of Virginia, in 1909, Wrote to
Doctor Richard T. Ely, of the University of Wisconsin, (than Whom there
is no more learned and eminent master of the science of Economics in this
country), for information as to the most trustworthy authorities upon the
subject of public �nance, particularly in reference �to the proper de�nition
and classi�cation of such expenditures as are �the ordinary expenses of a
State.� A

Doctor Ely referred Mr. Anders&#39;on�s letter to Professor Adams, for whom
he vouched, as being better situated to give the desired information.

Professor Adams, thereupon, prepared the 2b1e and elaborate paper
which is printed as Appendix IV hereunto, a service which was generously
rendered by him as.a free contribution to the literature of this� case.

49-
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expenditures for establishing boundary lines of the State, for mak-
ing maps of its territory, and expenditures for the enlargement and
improvement of the buildings and grounds of the deaf, dumb and
blind institutions, and other charitable and educational institu-
tions of the State, which we think the Master should have allowed
as items of ordinary governmental expenditures, under the prece-
dents and under the conditions of life prevailing in Virginia and the
other States of the American Union, and �in all other enlightened
and civilized countries. If, as we are con�dent is true, the pro-
visions of the VVheeling Ordinance should, under the circumstances
under which it was enacted. be construed more strongly against
i�West Virginia, whose citizens and representatives were its actual
:framers and enactors, then there ca.n be no question but that all of
:these items -of charge against her, rejected by the Master, should
ébe allowed. We are content, however, to submit to the court the
propriety of the Master�s action in disallowing these several items,
without further prolonging the discussion.

We are convinced that the conclusions reached by the Master
under this paragraph of the decree, except as to the cost of con-
stitutional conventions and the expenditures upon the instrumen-
talities and institutions of the State government rejected by him,
are in general and in almost every particular, in substantial ac-
cordance with the legal and equitable rights of the parties and
with the foregoing principles, and we therefore make no otherex-
ception to his �ndings under this head.

The reasoning of "the Master and the authorities cited by him
in support of his conclusions leave little, if anything, to be said in
support of their correctness.

1. As to the Ordinary E acpemes of the State G0/vem7.imen.t.

The master �nds the total aggregate ordinary expenditures of
the Commonwealth during the agreed period, from March 19, 1823,
to December 31, 1860, to have been . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 $40,274,896.70

Of this sum the defendant concedes the correct-

ness of items aggregating . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18,207 ,7 84.29

The defendant contests items aggregating. .  $22,067,212.41
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t The most important of these items of expenditure objected to
 by the defendant are the payments regularly made by the Com-
 monwealth during all of that period on account of interest on the
 public debt, aggregating $18,574,74=7.84.-�See Master�s Report, pp.
 57, 139.

The Master�s �ndings on these dilferent controverted items, and
it the reasons given by him in support thereof, are so clearly and
* fully stated by him, and so entirely supported by the record, and
by reason and authority, that we are saved the necessity of any

, very elaborate argument in support of the correctness of those �nd-
ings. I

We will notice only two of the controverted items, the allow-
V ance of which by the Master, is objected to by the defendant.

(a)

The Master has allowed, as a proper item of ordinary ex-
penditure of the State, the sum of $3,056,239.64 expended out of

&#39; the State treasury, during that period, upon schools.-�Master�s Re-
I port, 132.

West Virginia certainly cannot justly object to this charge.
There cannot be a shadow of a doubt that this sum was expended
in the several counties of the Commonwealthduring that period,
and that they were annual ordinary expenses� of the State govern-
ment for the purpose stated�the most regular and the most or-
dinary of all the expenditures of the Commonwealth during that
period, except the annual disbursements on account of interest.

The complainant had urged before the Master that so much
of the expenditures made by the State on accotmt of schools as
were actually paid out in West Virginia counties, being distinctly
allocated to those counties, should be charged against West Vir-
ginia under Paragraph. III of the decree, as being �expenditures
made by the Commonwealth of Virginia within the territory now
constituting the State of West Virginia since any part of the debt
as contracted,� �all� of which expenditures were required by the

decree and by the VVheeling Ordinance to be charged against West
7irginia.�See Exhibit C-1, p. 3, R. 374-
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There was no question but that expenditures, amounting to the
identical sum of $830,865.37 as shown by that exhibit, had been
made out of the State treasury distinctly in Wes.tVirginia counties
on account of schools between March 19, 1823, and January 1, 18.61.

The Master took a different view, his co~nclusion~ being that
the expenditures made on account of schools should not be treated

as distinctly expenditures made in �Vest Virginia territory under
Paragraph III of the decree, but as a. part of the general, ordinary
expenses of the State government; and that, instead of charging.
iWestVirginia with the sum of $830,865.37, shown by the record to
have been actually spent in the counties of that State out of the
treasury of Virginia on account of schools, he would ascertain the
total amount expended in the State for schools as a part of the or-
dinary expenses of the State government, and assign to West Vir-
ginia her proportion of those aggregate ordinary expenses.

While we think the actual expenditures should have been

charged against West Virginia. and not the computed expenditures,
we are disposed to waive that point; particularly if the apportion-
ment is made on the basis of the average population without slaves,
which certainly ought to be the basis adopted, inasmuch as the
slaves received no portion of that, or of any other items of the
ordinary expenditures of the State government, but as a rule all
of said expenditures were made on account of the white popula-
tion; and, so far as expenditures on account of schools were con-
cerned, they were absolutely con�ned to white schools and to the
white population, and were under the law always actually ap-
portioned upon the basis of free white population.��Appendix to
Record, pp. 146 and 147.

Apportioning the total school expenditures on the basis of
average white population. as the same is ascertained by the Master
(Master�s Rep., 141), we have 26.6631 per cent. of $3,056,239.84, or
$814,793.53, as the amount assignable to West Virginia; or only
$16,071.84�say, 2 �per cent.-�less than $830,865.37, the agreed,
"proved amount which was actually expended by Virginia in West
Virginia counties, on that account, between 1823 and 1861.���See
Exhibit C-1, p. 3; R. p. 374.
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M This result is signi�cant in two particulars of great interest in
7 connection with the question of the rule. by which ordinary ex-
}. penses should be apportioned, which will be considered later on
 under this paragraph of the decree: �

thatthe true basis for the apportionment of ordinary expenses is
the average white population; and

_ decades in the manner approved by the Master.
,3 Stronger con�rmation- of these two contentions could not be
 well given than this concrete illustration where the aggregate of
3 proved actual expenditures in West Virginia counties is so nearly
: the sa.me as the same expenditures in those counties ascertained
 by estimating them on the basis of total average white population

139, 140 and 141.
We are now come to consider the largest item of this account,

.- involving a question which, because of the amount which it in-
3 volves, is one of the most important which has arisen in the case,

and that is-�-

(b)

The intepest paid by the. Commonwealth upon the public
debt between M arch 19, 1823, and December 31, 1860, amount-
ing to $18,574,747.84.

I
There were no expenditures of the State government from

1823 to 1861, which were more regular, certain and ordinary than
he annual interest on the public debt of the State.

If this was not an ordinary expense of that government, then
  here was no such expense.   .

As has been already shown all governments and all authorities,
and all expert accountants and statisticians, so far as we have been
ble to ascertain, agree in classifying the interest on a public debt
+ among the ordinary expenses of government.
� It is to beassumed that the framers of the V/Vheeling Ordi-

First, in strongly supporting the justice of our contention -

Second, in showing that that average should be ascertained by

1, computed by the method adopted by the Mlaster.�Master�s Rep.,
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nance intended to do equity. At all events, a court of conscience
will not put an unconscionable construction upon that enactment,
particularly where a natural and reasonable construction can be
given to it, and one which will tend to an equitable result.

Now, if the language of Paragraph IV of the decree, and the
language of the Ordinance upon which that paragraph is predicated
be so construed as not to require the new State to be charged with
its just proportion of the regular and ordinary expenses of the
State in the matter of the payment of interest on the common
public debt, then West Virginia would be given credit in the ac-
count for all of her contributions to the treasury of the Common-
wealth on account of said interest charges from 1823 to 1861, and
yet she would not be charged with her aliquot just proportion of
those same expenditures.

It is not to be presumed that such an unjust provision was in-
tended to be made by the framers of the Wheeling Ordinance; nor
will a court of equity give such a strained, unreasonable and un-
warranted construction to the language used in that Ordinance,
and used also in the decree of reference, as would lead to such in-
equitable and unconscionable results. _ s

The decree, following the VVheeling Ordinance, requires VVest
Virginia. to be charged with a just pro-portion of the ordinary ex-1
penses of the government, and this requirement will not be satis�ed,
if the largest, the most important, and among the most regular,
necessary, and ordinary of those items of expenditure are omitted:
from those accounts. 1

2. As to the Basis of Apportvlon.-meat of the Ordinary Empenset
of the State Governm-ent:

The decree directs that this shall be made on the average total
population of Virginia, with and without slaves, as shown by the
census of the United States.

In ascertaining the average population of Virginia during the
period, the defendant argues that the average for the whole period
should be ascertained, and the apportionment made accordingly.
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The plaintiff has ascertained that average by decades.--(Se
Exhibit D-1, p. 2, R. 516).

The Master has adopted the method. approved by the plaintiff�s
accountants.

The purpose of the court in requiring the average population
to be struck was doubtless 1-.6 get as nearly to the true population
year by year, and for the very year in which the expenditures were
made, as was possible.

It is manifest that this can be more nearly att_ained by taking
the average for each decade, than by taking the average for the
entire forty years in lump. A

For instance, the average population for the decade from 1830
to 1840 could be fairly ascertained by taking the population as de-.
termined by the census year 1830 and in the census year 1840, and
dividing the sum by two, so as to give approximately the average
for each year from 1830 to 1840; and so as toeach of the other de-
cades. And this has been done accordingly in the account as stated:
and a.do-pted by the Master.

In no other way can an approximation to the truth be reached,
and it is the truth which the court, a.nd which we all wish to attain.

Another important question in this connection is��

Whether the average population with slaves, or the average
8 population without slaves, should be taken as the basis upon which�;

to apportion the ordinary expenses of the State government between
Virginia and VVest Virginia.

This is a question which was left open by the court in its de-
cree of reference, which accordingly has not been passed on by the
Master, but is necessary to be decided by the court.

We respectfully submit that the white population of the Com-
monwealth, and particularly of VVest Virginia, constituted the best
and fairest basis for this apportionment. That is, the free popu-
lation��the citizenship,�and not the total of the free and the slave
population.
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The care and policing of the slaves cost the State little or
nothing. Those matters were regulated by the masters on the plan-
tations. .

The debt was contracted solely by the White population or
their White representatives. It was expended by them or under
laws of their enactment. "

The taxes were levied exclusively upon the property of the free
population, and the revenues were appropriated and expended as
they directed.
A The negroes owed no part of the debt, did not constitute a

part of the citizenship of the. State during any part of the period
of time during which it was contracted, or the money realized from
it was expended; nor did they constitute any part of the body

politic.
As has been seen a large part ofthe ordinary expenses of the

government, as classi�ed by the Master, consisted of school ex-
penditures, Which were entirely con�ned to the White children.

Under these circumstances we would urge as a just criterion
for the apportionment of the ordinary expenses of the State gov-
ernment between West Virginia and Virginia, the White population
of the territory embraced in VVest Virginia, and of the territory still
remaining to and constituting the present Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia at the period when the expenditures to be apportioned Were
made.
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V.

The �fth inquiry directed is, t-hat the special Master will as-
certain-

�5. Such proportion of the ordinary expenses of the gov-
ernment of Virginia since any of said debt was contracted, as
was properly assignable to the co-unties which were created into

the State of West Virginia on the basis of the fair estimated
valuation of the property, real and personal, by counties, of the
State of Virginia.�

As stated by the Master, �this paragraph is clearly in the
alternative with the last clause of Paragraph IV.�

A correct response to this inquiry may have an important bear-
ing upon the equities of the case; but it is difficult to see how the
valuation of property, real or personal, in the two States would
furnish any just criterion for the apportionment of the ordinary ex-
penses of government. i

It will be noted that this paragraph �xes no date as of which
the fair estimated value of the real and personal property in the
counties constituting what is now Virginia. and what is West Vir-
ginia shall be ascertained.

The second paragraph of the decree �xed the 20th of June,
1863, the date when the formation of the new State was consum-
mated, as the date fo-r ascertaining the assessed Valuation of the
lands embraced in the two States, and that date was presumably
the one contemplated in the �fth paragraph.

It will be recognized as true that the accurate ascertainment
of the value of the real and personal property in a State is an ex-
cecdingly di�icult problem, at any time.

Because of the conditions of disaster, confusion, loss and de-
struction of values occasioned by the ravages of the then pending
war, the difficulty of the solution of this problem is here greatly
enhanced. And yet an approximation to a result fair and just un-
der all the circumstances can, we trust, be reached as nearly as is
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practicable, by proceeding along the lines of investigation and tes-
timony which have been pursued on behalf of the plaintiff, and
as to the real estate by the Master also. The only di�erence be-
tween the method adopted by the Master in this regard, and that
pursued by the plaintliff is that the Master has applied that just
method to the ascertainment of the Value of the real estate in the
two States, while the plaintilf has applied it to the ascertainment
of the values of both personal and real property.

The land assessments afforded, if not a fair criterion, the only
now accessible standard of value of the lands in the counties of

undivided Virginia in 1860.
But those valuations were made in 1856, seven years before

June, 1863, at which latter date� at least four��fths of the present
territory of Virginia and one-�fth of the present territory of West
Virginia had been ravaged and desolated by war, so that that valu-
ation of 1856 afforded no just measure �of values in 1863. It would
su�ice, however, to furnish a basis by which the depreciation oc-
casioned by the war could be approximately determined. if

The lands were assessed as of their cash specie value in 1856.
The personal property in Virginia counties was assessed an-

nually, on the 1st of February of each year, as of its then cash
value, in the currency which then constituted the medium of ex-
change and the standard of value.

_ After the war became �agrant, and particularly in February,
1863, that medium of exchange a.nd standard of Value, which was
the only currency of the people, and the currency with reference to
which as a standard of value all their transactions were conducted,
was the depreciated currency of the Confederate States.

This was uniformly true in all the regions dominated by the

Richmond governments. _
There can be no question that the market values of all personal

property, and indeed of all property, real and personal, in Con-
federate Virginia was. throughout 1863, �ctitiously enhanced by
reason of the depreciation of the currency in circulation in those
regions. in which currency alone those values were measured.
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This was true also as to West Virginia counties Within the Con-
federate lines. where the assessments were made by o�icials under
the Richmond government. .

The personal property in �Vest Virginia counties, outside the
Confederate lines, where assessments were made by o�icers under
the Wheeling government, was valued with reference to United
States treasury notes (green backs) as a measure of value. The
true value of this assesssed personal property in these West Vir-
ginia counties could be ascertained approximately, therefore, by
applying the scale of gold to the assessment in each case.

It Was impossible to get the assessed value of the personal
property in a number of Virginia counties because they were so
ravaged and so harried by War in 1863 that no assessments were
made in them of the very small quantity of personal property which
was then left there.

As to real estate, it Was by no means. an easy matter to get
at its true value in 1863, and yet a Way has been found by Which,
taking the assessed valuatio-ns of 1860 or 1861 as a basis, this has
been reached as nearly as is now possible.

i A number of witnesses of unusual intelligence, of the highest
character, and most of Whom had the best opportunities of as�-
certaining the facts as to the matters in respect to which they tes-
ti�ed, were called on behalf of Virginia. Their testimony will be
found at pages 739 to 7 86 of the record.� By them the great de-
struction and deterioration in value of property, real and per-
sonal, in Virginia in June, 1863, is satisfactorily proved, and the
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to his personal knowledge, had refused $75,000 in 1859, was sold in
1863 by the owner for $60,000 in Confederate money�,��then wortli�
not more than $15,000 or $20,000 in specie; and Major Wellford
(R. 762) testi�ed that he was offered the Moss Neck estate on the
Rappahannock river, an estate worth at least $40,000 before the
War, in the fall of 1863 for $100,000 in Confederate money, then
worth about $7,000 in good money; and by Mr. John B. Lightfoot,
J r., a number of most informing and signi�cant facts were proved,
which are set forth in the tabulated statements at pages .653 to 664
of the record, which furnish the proof of a. number of contemporary
sales of lands in Richmond city, Henrico, Hanover and Chester-
�eld counties, in 1863, at prices showing a depreciation exceeding
50 per cent., as compared with the antebellum assessed values of
the same properties.

These were. not selected transactions, but Mr. Lightfoot took
all of the transactions of the character indicated, which took place
about that time, of which the records of those counties and of Rich-
mond City furnished any evidence as to the lands then sold or
valued in Confederate money, the assessed value of which in 1860
or 1861 could be ascertained.

The evidence of these concrete facts, taken together with the
testimony of the eight witnesses, and the known facts of the his-
tory of those times, fully support the contention of the plaintiff
that the real estate in Virginia, and in the ten or eleven counties of
West Virginia which were usually dominated by the Confederate
forces and were generally within the jurisdiction of the Richmond
governments, had depreciated at least one-half, as compared with7
the assessed valuations of the same lands in 1860 or 1861.

The Master has accordingly adopted this valuation as to real
estate, and in this he was clearly justi�ed by the proofs, as Well as
by the history of those times, known and accepted of all "men.

To our surprise, however, the Master did not apply the same
rules of depreciation to the personal property in the two States.

While he properly �nds that the value of the real estate in
Virginia had been cut in half and reduced from $296,085,460.30 to
$148,042,�? 30.15, he �nds that the fair estimated value of the per-
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8 sonal property, including slaves, in Virginia counties had increased,
notwithstanding the destruction of war, from $264:,512,799r in 1,861,
to $403,696,228.59 in June, 1863. (See �gures given in the Master�s

3 report, at pages 167 and 168).
In this �nding of the Master he estimated the value of the per-

sonal property, other than slaves, in Virginia in June 1863, at
$152,844,637 .59, as compared with the estimated value of the same
kind of property, as stated by him, in 1861, of $102,114,863,���nd-
ing that, notwithstanding the depreciation and destruction caused
by the war, the personal property in Confederate Virginia Was- ac-
tually worth, in June, 1863, $50,729,774.59, (or nearly �fty per
cent.),. more than its fair estimated value in 1861.

An examination of the �gures adopted by the Master, given
on pages 167 to 169 of his report, will show that heagives, as the
fair estimated valuation of all personal property, including slaves,
in Virginia counties in June 1863 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$403,696,228.59;

Of all personal property, without slaves, in
the same counties . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 152,844,637 .59;

And that accordingly he computes the fair es-
timated value of the slaves in Virginia coun- A
ties, in June, 1863 to have been . . . . . . . . . . ..$250,851,591.00;

While he �nds that the fair estimated value of r

slaves in the same counties in 1861 was. . . .$162,537,936.00,
the agreed valuation of slaves in those counties in that year.

The master�s �ndings, therefore, give us the astounding re»
sult, that a considerably smaller number of slaves in Virginia coun-
ties in June, 1863, (nearly six months after Mr. Lincoln�s emancipa-
tion Proclamation had taken effect, by its terms, and had-become
actually effective in large portions of the territory embraced in
those Virginia counties), wereactually worth, in good money, 9587 ,-
329,635 more than a considerably larger number of slaves were
worth in 1861, prior  the beginning of the war, and when they
had a specie market value.

These results are not only in con�ict with the overwhelming
proofs in the case, but they are contradicted by the recognized
facts of the history of those times.
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The slaves in Virginia counties, as Well as in West Virginia
counties, were all of them then more than three-fourths, if not more
than nine-tenths free. As soon as any of that territory came within
the Federal lines (and at least one-third of Virginia was at that
time Within those lines, or dominated by the guns of Federal gun-
boats), or as soon as the slaves Went Within the Federal lines, they
became actually and absolutely free. 2

It is simply impossible that it can be true that the personal
property, other than slaves, in Confederate Virginia, was Worth�
anything like as much in June, 1863, as that personal property Was
Worth in 1860 or 1861, before it had been subjected to the disastrous
and destructive effects of the War which was then prevailing.

It is especially impossible that it can be true that the smaller
number of slaves in Virginia in June, 1863, (395, 105. See Joint
Exhibit, E-1, p. 7 , R. .645), after Mr. Linco~ln�s Proclamation, were
worth as much as, and still less that they could be Worth more than
the larger number of slaves (472,-49-1, as per U. S. Census of 1860,
and Report of First Auditor of Va., 1860-61, p. 75, and Exhibit
VVest Va. 2, R. 823 and 824), in those counties prior to the be-
ginning of the War, when the title of the master and the status of
the slave Were unquestioned. .

-The proof shows that slaves were such a precarious property
at that time as to possess very little value. As an instance of this,
Col. Branch testi�es (R. 756), that he purchased a slave in July,
1863, for the equivalent of $225 in go~ld��a servant Who Would
certainly have brought $1,200 in 1860, previous to the election.�

But. no proof ought to be required to show that the slaves in
Virginia. counties Were, in June, 1863, Worth very much less than
the slaves in the same counties were worth, in good money, in Janu-
ary, 1861, prior to the beginning of the war. 1 _

It will be remembered that Virginia at that time was the
theatre of the War.

In 1861 large armies had encamped upon her soil.
In 1862 and 1863 armies numbering in the aggregate from

250,000 to 350,000 men had occupied her territory, and largely sub-
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:sisted upon what they could take from the limited resources of her
people. , -

The Federal troops, in 1863, occupied the greater part of her
tidewater counties and large portions of northern Virginia; and
all of her coasts along the Atlantic ocean and Chesapeake bay, and
the navigable waters of the Potomac, the Rappahannock, the York
and the James were dominated by the gunboats of the United
States, where not actually occupied by their troops. In all of these
sections there were large numbers of slaves.

The uneontradicted evidence in the case shows that the

depreciation in value extended not only to slaves but to all per-
sonal property, and was at least �fty per cent. as a
There had� been enormous consumption and destruction of every
kind of personal property, and what remained had greatly depre-
ciated in value. 8

Now, it may be that the Master is correct in holding that the
plaintiff has failed to show de�nitely that the depreciation in value
of personal property in Virginia counties was, in 1863, 75 per cent.
of its value as compared with 1861. if

But there can be no question, that the evidence in the cause
(found at pages 739 to 786 of the record), corroborated as it is by
the known and unquestioned and unquestionable facts of history,
abundantly justi�es the conclusion that that depreciation amounted
to at least �fty per cent. in June, 1863, as compared with January,
1861.

We recognize that a similar depreciation existed in ten or
eleven West Virginia counties which were generally held by the
Confederate forces and controlled by the Richmond governments,
during that period. 7

The chief importance of the question here discussed is in its
bearing upon the question of an equitable proportion of the debt to
be borne by West Virginia, and it is because of its bearing upon
that aspect of the case that we have taken so much of the time of the
court in its discussion.
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VI.

By Paragraph VI of the decree the Master is directed to take
an account ascert-aining��

�6. All moneys paid into the treasury of the Common-
wealth from the counties included within the State of West
Virginia during the period prior to the admission of the lat-
ter State into the Union.�

The Master �nds (see his report, pp. 174-17 9) that the total
payments made into the treasury of Virginia from the counties of
West Virginia, for which the latter State is entitled to a credit in
the accounting under this paragraph of the decree, amounted to-
$6,105,884.75.

The plainti�� is satis�ed that the �ndings of the Master under
this paragraph do substantial justice between the parties, and there�-
fore waives any objection thereto.

The defendant objects to the Master�s �ndings under this head?
because he fails to give West Virginia credit for items aggregating�

$807,646.89. 
     
     These items are as follows:

Item 7 .�Dividends from banks in West Virginia
counties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7 86,666.98

Item 8.��DiVidends and interest from,Turnpike
Companies in VVest Virginia counties . . . . . .. 13,595.48

Item 9.-�Dividends from Bridge Companies in .
West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,028 .51

Item 10.�Dividends from Interstate Turnpik
Companies (proportion) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,355.92

$807,646.89 ,

See Joint Exhibit, F., p. 1, R. 805; Master�s Report, pp. 176,
I80. -
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The Master�s �ndinlg upon these items is evidently justi�ed by
the facts, and is consistent With the language of the decree and of
the Wheeling Ordinance. &#39;

The amounts received by Virginia upon thewaccounts and items
objected to by the defendant, particularly the dividends upon bank
stock, were in no sense money paid into the treasury of the Com-
monwealth from the counties included in the State of West Vir-
ginia. � a

They were the pro�ts earned by VirgiVnia�s own money which
she had invested in �scal institutions; or the returns made to Vir-
ginia upon the investments mentioned, and,not moneys paid to
Virginia from VVest Virginia counties, within the meaning or Within
the reason of the sixth paragraph of the decree and of the ninth�
section of the Wheeling Ordinance, on which that� paragraph of
the decree is based. V I V I &#39;=*

None of them could be regarded� as contributions from West?
Virginia counties, but they were the legitimate earnings from the
State�s own money invested in the banking business, and in the-.
properties created by its companies. -

As to the banks, While they had their principal places of busi--
ness in West Virginia,Vtheir assets were transitory and of a movable
character, having their situs not at all necessarily in West Virginia.

It will be seen that the Master had already Vheld,Vunder. Para-
graph III, that VVest Virginia Was not properly chargeable under
that paragraph with the money paid out by the Commonwealth on
account of stock subscriptions to banks, located in West Virginia�,
and had excluded that item from the debit account -against West
Virginia under that paragraph. � V &#39; - .&#39; V

We are convinced that the Master�s ruling upon this point was
correct, and by analogous reasoning the conclusions reached by the
VMaster under the sixth paragraph, that these dividends Were not
in any sense public payments, or payments from West Virginia
counties, was inevitable. �
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VII.

The seventh paragraph of the decree directs an account as-
certaining�

�7. The amount and value of all money, property, stocks
and credits which West Virginia received from the Common-
wealth of Virginia, not embraced in any of the preceding
items, and not including any property, stocks or credits which
_�were obtained or acquired by the Commonwealth after the
«date of the organization of the restored government of Vir-
vginia, together with the nature and description thereof.�

3.

This direction of the decree was doubtless given in response to
the provisions of sections 1, 2 and 5 of the act of the VVheeling Leg-
islature passed February 3rd, 1863.�-Appendix to the Record, pp.
128,129,130.

Therewas a large amount of property, chie�y unappropriated
or abandoned, and delinquent or forfeited lands, to which the
Commonwealth had title, which passed to the new State by the
said act of the Wheeling Legislature, and with the value of which
property West Virginia was chargeable by the terms of that act
upon such settlement as should be made between the two States.

After the decree of reference was entered it was ascertained

by the accountants and counsel for Virginia that West Virginia
had recognized the land warrants issued by Virginia prior to June,
1863, and had �allowed them to be used, without additional pay-
ment to that State, in the acquisition of vacant and unappropriated
lands within its limits to the extent of many thousands of acres,
and that the new- State received nothing for those lands. This was
done although the entries were made and the warrants located upon
those entries since the formation of the new State. &#39;

Under these circumstances, as the new State recognized the
warrants of the undivided State, it was considered by counsel for
Virginia that it would be inequitable to make any charge against
West Virginia on account of those transactions.
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It was also found to be impracticable, if not impossible, to �nd
any satisfactory records of the disposition which had been made by
the new State of large quantities of lands, delinquent and forfeited
to the Commonwealth prior to June, 1863, for the non-payment of
taxes, or for failure to enter the same upon the land books for
taxation, and that inquiry, therefore, has not been pressed.

So that the only charges made by Virginia under the seventh
paragraph of the decree are for money and bank stocks actually
received by West Virginia fro-m Virginia after the formation of C
the ne-W State in 1863 and in 1864.

The fact as to the receipt by West Virginia from the Common-
wealth of amounts aggregating" $170,771.46, stated in plaintiff�s ex-
hibit G-1, R. 819, is assented to and certi�ed by the accountants
for both parties, and is reported b-y the Master at page 181 of his
report.

The requirement of Paragraph VII of the decree was that the
master should ascertain and report �the amount * * * * * of all
money * * * * * which West Virginia received from the Com-
monwealth of Virginia� * *  * *. V .

Under these circumstances it is difficult to understand upon
what ground the Master excluded these items, amounting to $170,-
771.46, as to which the facts are unquestionable.

These sums of money were undoubtedly received by the new
fromthe old State. At that time the officials of the restored gov-
ernment of Virginia consisted of West Virginians. That govern-
ment was dominated by West Virginians, and the new State could
appropriate and take out of the treasury of the State of Virginia,
at Wheeling, whatever it chose; and it did undoubtedly receive from
the �restored� government of Virginia $17 0,7 7 1.46, for which sum,
we think, it. is fairly chargeable. 8

It is proper �here, however, to call attention to the fact that
the Special Master has included in the charges against West Vir- ,
ginia, under Paragraph VII,the value of the stock which repre-
sented the amounts expended by the Commonwealth on turnpikes
and bridges built by the following companies:
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Sweet & Salt Sulphur Springs Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ 7,578.00
White & Salt Sulphur Springs Co.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,000.00
F airmount & Palatine Bridge Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,000.00

Making a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . ...$23,578.00
The complainant has insisted, and still urges, that, under the

terms of Paragraph III, of the decree, and under the language of
the Wheeling Ordinance fairly construed, the expenditures made
by the Commonwealth in the construction of these internal improve-
ments should be charged against West Virginia under the third
paragraph of the decree; and by her second exception she has ob-
jected to the Master�s report for not charging West Virginia with
items 60, 136 and 145, Joint Exhibit C-1, R. 375, 37 7,-�which items
cover the expenditures made by Virginia on said Sweet & Salt
Sulphur and VVhite & Salt Sulphur Turnpikes, and on said Fair-
mount & Palantine Bridge.

If the complainant�s second exception is sustained as to those
items, the corresponding items charged. by the Master under Para-
graph VII, of the decree, aggregating $23,578, covering the values
of the expenditures in those works which were transferred to West

Virginia, should be deducted from the aggregate charged against
�Nest Virginia under said seventh paragraph.

We submit herewith a statement showing the amount charge-P
able against VVest Virginia under this paragraph of the decree in
accordance with the facts here stated, which are entirely sustained
by the record. r
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Statement of Money, Property, and Stocks received by West
Virginia from Virginia on and after June 20, 1863,�Pa7�ag7&#39;aph
VI I .&#39;

(a) As found by the master (Master�s Rep. 193) . $500,828.00
\ (b) Add for cash received by VVest Virginia from

Virginia (Master�s Rep. .181 and 193) . . . . . 170,771 .46.

Making a total of .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deduct for Value of stock in the Sweet & Salt Sul-

phur Springs, and VVhite & Salt Sulphur
Springs Turnpike Companies, and the Fair-
mount & Palatine Bridge Company, the ex-
penditures upon Which are included in the
total of $1,104,400.85 which complainant
claims should be charged under Paragraph
III see Plainti�"s Exceptions, p. 12, and

&#39; Joint Exhibit C-1, pp. 4, 5 and 6, R. 375,
376 and 377, and Master�s Rep. 193) . . . . . . ..

671,599 .46 I

23,578.00

Balance chargeable to West Virginia. .  . . . . $648,021 .46
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VIII.

What is West Virginia�s Share of the Debt?
Our rapid review of the master�s report, brings us to the ap- i

plication of its �ndings�modi�ed in the particulars covered by the
few, but important exceptions, which we have taken tothose �nd-
ings�to the solution of the main question in the cause, namely:

IV hat, upon the data thus ascertained, is the proportion of
the Virginia debt for which West Virginia is liable?

(1)

>� It cannot be too strongly emphasized that it is the just and
equitable liability of the new State which is to be determined: for
the Wheeling Ordinance imposed a just proportion of the debt upon
her, and by the compact created by the provisions of section 8 of
Article VIII of the West Virginia Constitution and the Acts of
Virginia and of Congress, by which she was granted statehood, it
was stipulated that an equitable proportion of that debt should be
assumed by the new State.

Upon elementary principles there can be no question but that
these provisions of the �rst Constitution of West Virginia consti-
tuted an essential stipulation and condition upon which the con-
sent of the Legislature of Virginia. to the creation of the new
State was predicated. We have a right to assume that the con-
sent of Virginia to her dismemberment would never have been
given but for the fair and reasonable stipulation clearly expressed
in that Constitution, that the new State should assume an equitable
proportion of the common debt, and would provide for the pay-
ment of the accruing interest of the principal in thirty-four years.

It is equally, though no more, certain that the United States
Congress would never have given its consent to the partition of Vir-
ginia and the erection of the new State out of her domain, but for
the fact that the new State had undertaken to assume an equitable
proportion of the then existing public debt of the Commonwealth,
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and to pay the same with the interest thereon. No evidence is
needed to establish this; but if it were required it would be fur-
nished by the records of Congress, and by the statements of hon-
orable and distinguished actors in that momentous transaction.

On the 31st of December, 1862, the Act providing for the for~
mation of the State of West Virginia was passed. by Congress.

When the bill giving the consent of Congress to the erection
of the new State was under consideration in the House of Repre-
sentatives, the following discussion took place:

Mr. Olin: �� * * * �I desire to ask what will become of
the bonds, a.nd other obligations which Virginia has issued or
incurred, by the recognition of a new State?� * * * *

Congressional Globe, Pt. I, 3rd Session, 37th Congress,
p. 45.

Mr. Hutchins: �I will answer my friend from New York.
Here is the provision of the Constitution of West Virginia in
reference to that matter: �An equitable proportion of the debt
of Virginia prior to January the �rst, 1861, shall be assumed
by this State, and the Legislature shall as-certain the same as
soon as practicable.� � * *  * �

Idem, page 46.

And again, while the bill was still under discussion in the
House, the following colloquy occurred: �

Mr. Crittenden: �Mr. Speaker,-there is another question
to which I invite your attention. The old State of Virginia,
when she embraced eastand west,owed a large debt. She owes
it to this day. Who is to be bound for that debt? Is the new
State? How is this debt to be divided?� * * * *

�Mr. Blair, of Virginia: �In regard to the public debt, the
Constitution framed by the convention of the people of the
proposed new State of West Virginia, binds. the new State to
pay its just proportion of whatever public debt the State of
Virginia owed prior to the Ordinance of Secession.� �&#39;5 * * *

Mr. Crittenden: �I only knew, Mr. Speaker, that in this
bill there was no provision made for a division of the State
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debt. The gentleman tells us there is provision made for it
in the Constitution, and I am satis�ed with that. That was
only aquestion of mere expediency which I wished to suggest;
but although a matter of expediency it was also a matter of
justice. If it has been attended to, I have no more to say
about it.�  * * *

Idem, page 47.

Years afterwards when the subject of the Virginia debt was
again under discussion in the United States Senate, statements
of great signi�cance and importance upon the very fact we are now
considering, were given out by Senator John Sherman, and eX�Sen-
ator Waitman T. Willey. Senator VVilley was one of the senators
from (Restored) Virginia, was one of the makers of the new State,
a member of the Wheeling convention, and was an active partici-
pant in all of the transactions which led to the formation of West

Virginia, had been for years a very active, intelligent, leading and
useful member of the Legislature of Virginia, and was as well ac-
quainted with the facts as to the origin and history of the Virginia
debt, and with VVest Virginia�s relations to it as any citizen of
either State. Under his leadership, and upon the views which he
earnestly urged, the United States Senate passed the bill giving the
consent of Congress to the creation of West Virginia. Even with
his able advocacy of that measure it was only passed by a majority
of six votes. Besides his intimate acquaintance with the essential
facts upon which West Virginia�s obligation for the payment of
an equitable proportion of &#39;the debt rests, Senator Willey was a
man of very high character. a

Senator Sherman had been a member of Congress when the bill
for the creation of West Virginia was passed. Being from Ohio,
an adjoining State, he had taken a deep interest in its enactment
and had actively supported it. No two men in the world knew
more about the history of that transaction than those two eminent
men.

We state here now upon the authority of these honorable sena-
tors that the bill admitting West Virginia would never have been
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passed but for VVest Virginia�s assumption of an equitable propor-
tion of the debt of Virginia. .

During the discussion of the subject in the 47th Congress, Sena-
tor Sherman read the following extract from a lett-er which he had
received from Senator Willey:

�I have a pretty distinct recollection that While the appli-S
cation for admission was pending before the United States
Senate, you suggested to me this Very matter, and that when
I pointed out to you the clause in the Constitution which I
have above quoted, you expressed your satisfaction and stated
to me that it removed one of the difficulties which had been
embarrassing you; and I say to you now, What I have said to
the people of West Virginia, that but for that clause in her
Constitution, the State would never have been� admitted. I
SAY FURTHER, THAT IN MY -OPINION. NO HONEST
MAN, OR HONEST PARTY, IN VVEST VIRGINIA, OR
OUT OF IT, WILL DENY THE OBLIGATION OF WEST
VIRGINIA TO PAY AN EQUITABLE PART OF THE
PUBLIC DEBT OF VIRGINIA.� (Capitals ours.)

After quoting this extract, and after reading the 8th clause of
Article VIII of West Virginia�s Constitution, Senator Sherman
said:

�But for this stipulation in the Constitution of West Vir-I
ginia, which was submitted to the Senate at the time of the
passage of the bill to admit that State, it never would have
been a State of this Union.��Congressional Record, Vol. 12,
47th Congress, p. 4:50.

|

No one can doubt, therefore, that West Virginia owes her
existence to her promise to assume an equitable proportion of the
debt of the old State, and to provide for the payment of the accru-
ing interest thereon and of the principal of the same.

It is the corner-stone of her existence as a State.

The methods adopted for the purpose of ascertaining What
West Virginia�s share of the debt is, are merely means for reaching
that end, and can be sanctioned only in so far as, fairly pursued,
they shall lead to an equitable result.
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It becomes important_ therefore to determine, What, indepen-
dently of any conventional arrangement, Would, under the circum-
stances which confront us here, be the equitable sha.re of that debt
to be borne by West Virginia?

The case presented is a. peculiar one. It is sml generis.
History furnishes no counterpart, no precise parallel or prece-

dent to guide us, by a clearly blazed path, to a correct conclusion.
Kingdoms, empires, and republics have been divided and sub-

divided, but never has a State been dismembered just as Was Vir-
ginia in 1863. &#39;

And yet there are certain established rules of right and prin-
ciples of equity which will enable us to reach a conclusion which
will do substantial justice between these parties. 1

According to the authorities upon public, or international law,
copious quotation from which Will be found in the Appendix No. 1
to the reply brief for Virginia upon the motion to refer the cause to
the master, printed in Vol. II of V\7est Virginia�s Compilation, pp.
163 to 167, the accepted doctrine seems to be. as the same is stated
by Mr. John Bassett Moore in his Digest of International Law, as
follows:   O

I

�In the event of a State being divided into two or more
independent sovereignties, the obligations which had accrued
to the whole before the division are ratably binding on the dif-
ferent parts; for as Story says, �the division of an empire creates
no forfeiture of previous vested rights of property.� �

1 Moore�s Digest Int. L., p. 334, citing
Abdy�s Kent, p. 96, and

I}awrence�s Wheaten, 52 (m) 20.

The debt should, therefore, be apportioned �ratably� between
the old and the new State.

For reasons already abundantly appearing in this case it is
exceedingly difficult, to determine accurately the true taxable values
of the property in Virginia as at �present constituted and in West
Virginia, on the 20th of June, 1863. There is less difficulty in
determining the relative values as to the real estate in the two
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States, respectively, than as to the personal property in the two
States. ~

The destructive and exhausting effects of the war then �ag-
rant, the depreciation of thecurrency in general use in Confederate
Virginia, were much more disastrous in their operation in what is
now Virginia than they were in the greater portion of what is now
VVest Virginia. The destruction of personal property was far more
�nal and complete than of real property. When horses or cattle.
were carried off, or wagons or farming implements were worn out or
destroyed, that was an end of them as property t_o their owners.

The lands might be, and were, greatly impaired in value by
the destruction of fences and buildings, and by neglect, but these
ravages of war could be, and in fact, in the forty-�ve years of peace,
have been in great part remedied. ~

Moreover, land existed as property, andi"as a subject of taxa-
tion much more uniformly throughout the territory embraced in
both �States than did any other species of property.

It constituted therefore a more uniform, as well as a more per-
manent and stable measure of the wealth and taxable resources of

the two States, at any time, and particularly at the date of the for-
mation of West Virginia.

The court must have been in�uenced by these considerations in
framing the second paragraph of the decree of reference, in direct-
ing the ascertainment of the �assessed valuation of the territory
of Virginia and of VVest Virginia J une 20, 1863,� and in excluding
from that account the value of the personal property therein.

Now taking up the Master�s �ndings and applying them seri-
atim, as they should be applied, we will endeavor to ascertain what
the result is, or should be, as to the part of the debt to be paid by
West Virginia:

(1)

, There need be no farther discussion under the �rst paragraph,
by which the amount of the debt is ascertained.
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(53)

Under the second paragraph it is ascertained that West Vir-
ginia had 36.1843 per cent. of the total area of the undivided State.

Apportioning the admitted $33,897 ,07 3.82 of the common debt
on that basis would assign to West Virginia $12,265,418.88, of
which $11,911,822.32 would be principal, a.nd $353,596.56 would be
interest. &#39;

West Virginia had 33.5231 per cent. of the total population,
excluding slaves. On that basis VVest Virginia would owe $11,-
363»,349.95, of which $11,035,758.90 would be principal, and
$327,591.05 interest. 4

West Virginia had 24.5145 per cent. of the total population,
including slaves. On that basis she would owe $8,309,698.16, of
which $8,070,140.04 would be principal, and $239,558.12 interest.

West Virginia had 21.7812 per cent. of the total values of real
estate upon the basis of the assessed valuation of 1863. Upon this
basis she would be charged with $7,383,189.44, of which $7,170,-
341.40 would be principal, and $212,848.04 would be interest.

W/iii part of the debt does West Virginia owe?
While taxable property seems, as a rule, to be the measure ac-

cepted by writers on public law for dividing a common debt between
two states formed by the division of a State into two states, it may
not be inequitable to bring population into the account here along
with property; for population, such as that of these two States
certainly constitutes an important factor of productive wealth.

Bringing the total population and the assessed valuation of
the real estate into the account as factors, and combining the two
and taking the average, we have $7,846,443.80 as West Virginia�s
portion of the debt, of which $7 ,620,240.7 3 would be principal, and
$226,203.07 interest.

If, discarding the method de�ned in the Wlieelcing Ordinance,
the apportionment should be made according to the fair value of
the taxable property in the two States in June 1863, taking for
those values the �gures arrived at in our consideration of the
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Master�s �ndings and the evidence. under paragraph V, we will
have the following results:

F air estimated value of the tamable property in Virginia and
West Virginia Counties, June 20, 1863:

Fair estimated value of real estate in Vir-

ginia counties, as ascertained by the Mas-
ter and accepted by the Plaintiff (Mas-
ter�s Report, p. 168) . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .. $148,042,730 15

Fair estimated value of personal property,
other than slaves, in Virginia counties-
not exceeding one-half of $152,844,637 .59,
its Confederate in�ated assessed valuation
in 1863, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . .  . . .. 76,422,318.79

Fair esstimated valuation of slaves in Vir-

ginia counties, not exceeding in good
money as a possible maximum, one-half of
$162,537,936, the agreed value on January
1, 1861, of the slaves in Virginia� . . . . . . . . 81,268,968 00

Fair estimated� value of all property,. real
and personal, in Virginia counties . . . . . . . ., $305,734,016 94

*Note.�(Exp1anatory -of the item of $81,268,968.00).�Upon the hearing
before the Master on the �rst of January, 1910, the following agreement was
made between� the counsel for the parties, and made a part of the record:

�It is agreed, between the counsel for Virginia and West Virginia that
there were 490,865 slaves in the Commonwealth of Virginia on the 31st of
December,~1860, and that the fair estimated valuation of such slaves was
$344 apiece; that of them, 472,494 were within the territory of the present
Commonwealth of Virginia, and that their fair estimated valuation at that
time was $162,537,936; and that there were 18,371 of such slaves on the same
date in the counties that now constitute the State of West Virginia, and that
the fairestimated valuation of such slaves was at that time in the aggre-
gate $6,319,624. .

�(Upon request the foregoing agreement was read aloud by the stenogra-
pher, and there was no objection to it by couns&#39;el for either party);

�M�r. Anderson: The Commonwealth of Virginia does not admit that
the facts here conceded to be true are either relevant, material, or responsive
to any issue in this case or any direction of the decree. Counsel for Vir-
ginia further object to the consideration of these facts� by the Master in
this case for the reason that both parties have down to the present _day
construed Section 5 of the decree as referring to the fair estimated value
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Fair estimated value of real estate in West

Virginia counties as per Master�s Report
tp. 168  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $67,676,127 44

Fair estimated value of personal property,
excluding slaves, in same counties (Mas-
ter�s Report, 168, 169) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 24,739,894 21

Fair estimated value of slaves in West Vir-

ginia counties, as conceded by Defendant,
(Master�s&#39; Report 169-170) ............ .,. 6,319,624 00

Total fair estimated value of all property,
real and personal, in West Virginia . . . . .. $ 98,735,645 65

Fair estimated value of all taxable property
in Virginia and West Virginia as of June
20, 1863, . . . . . .  ....................... .. $404,469,662 59

Of which there was in Virginia . . . . . . . . . . .. $305,734,016 94
And in West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 98,735,645 65

or 24.4111 per cent. in the latter State.

Upon the basis of the fair estimatedvalue of all property in
the two States in June, 1863, according to the Plainti��s statement
of those values. West Virginia�s share of the debt would be 24,4111

of the real and personal property in Virginia as of the 20th day of June,
1863, and have taken their testimony, prepared their schedules and exhibits,
and until to-day argued the case upon that basis; and they object to the
introduction of this new issue into the case at this stage of the litigation.�

*****=l=*$

�The Special Master: Have you any objection to adding this to the
agreement? V

�It is further agreed, inasmuch as� Paragraph 5 requires a report of the
real and personal property by counties, it is agreed that the aggregate num-
ber of slaves stipulated for in the foregoing agreement was taken from the
United States Census of 1860, and that in apportioning the number of slaves
and the valuation thereof to the various counties, the same census, showing
the slaves in the various counties� as the basis for making that distribution,
shall be used.

�Mr. Anderson: There is no objection to that. Let it be stated in the
record that this agreement was made at the close of the argument, on the
1st day of January, 1910.� 1

Stenographic Report of the Hearings before the Master, Vol. 20, pp.
3153-3154.
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per cent. of $33,897 ,073.82, or $8,274,648,58; of which $8,036.100.90
would be principal and $238,547 .68 accrued interest.

These estimates are more than liberal to West Virginia, for
they include the slaves, both those still nominally in bondage, and
those who were actually free, at a valuation equivalent to more

3 than half what those slaves were individuallyor collectively worth:
 in January, 1861.

VVe most earnestly and con�dently insist that the slaves in
Virginia and West Virginia in June, 1863, as a mass constituted
no such description of property as to be any just basis upon Which
to rest any State indebtedness. 3

The tenure by which they were held was so precarious, both
by reason of Mr. Lincoln�s Emancipation Proclamation, and be-
cause of the facility with which they could secure actual freedom
by escaping into the lines of Federal occupation, where they were
not already within those lines, as very many of them Were, that
they constituted no fair basis for the ascertainment of the share of
the common debt with which either State should be charged.

The above conservative �gures seem clearly to demonstrate
that, ascertaining West Virginia�s share of the common debt, in-
dependently of the VVheeling Ordinance, her equitable share of
that liability, computing it upon any basis which would be fair or
just, would bei$7,383,189.44, with interest on $7,170,339.47 from
January 1, 1861,�as a mémfmum, if it be ascertained on the
assessed values of real estate in the two States June 20, 1863;_ and
that it would be $8,274,648.58, with interest on $8,036,100.90 from
January 1, 1861, if the apportionment be made on the basis of fair
estimated value of both real and personal� property (including
slaves) in the two States June 20, 1863, and estimating the slaves at
a very large value considering all of the facts of the case.

These �gures will be found not to vary very radically from
the results which will be reached by applying the terms,�-(and using
the method prescribed by the Wheeling Ordinance, which VVest
Virginia in her answer insists, determined the nature and extent of
her liability), to the ascertainment of West Virginia�s share of
the debt, construing that Ordinance fairly with reference to the
established facts and circumstances of the case.
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(3.)

West Vi7*gz&#39;m&#39;a�s Just Share of the Debt Computed under tire
terms of the Wheeling Ordinance. i

We ask the attention of the Court to the question of the amount
of West Virginia�s liability ascertained in accordance with the
�ndings of the Master�s report under paragraphs III, IV, VI and
VII of the decree. &#39;

We beg leave to �le at this point as part of this argument
&#39; alternative statements prepared by Mr. A. G. Potter, the accom-

plished expert accountant under whose immediate direction the
accounts for the plaintiff were made up in this case, showing the
amounts due by West Virginia applying the �gures as ascertained
by the Master, under each of the paragraphs of the decree. (Ap-
pendix V to this Note of Argument).

Mr. Potter has also, at our request, prepared a statement show-
ing what would be the result under the alternative directions of

Paragraphs III, IV, V, VII and VI of the decree, if the Wheeling
Ordinance is construed and applied in accordance with the conten-
tions of VVest Virginia, which statement is �led as Appendix VI
to this printed argument.

Examination of this statement will show that, if West Vir-

ginia�s attempt, by eonst-motion, to defeat the expressed purpose of
the Ordinance, and to repudiate the compact which was the condi-
tion of her statehood, should be successful, then, instead of West
Virginia owing anything, the balance on the accounting would be
in her favor, to the extent of from $769,07 3.57 , as a minimum, to
$3,123,618.76! I ! »

These astounding results are reached by ignoring or distorting
the unmistakable requirements of the Wheeling Ordinancer

(1) By charging VVest Virginia with only some and a com-
paratively small part of the actual expenditures made by Vir-
ginia in West Virginia territory during the debt period. when the
decree and the Ordinance requires the new State to be charged
with ALL of those expenditures.
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(2) By omitting to charge West Virginia with any share What-
soever of the largest �items of the �ordinary expenses,� and failing
to charge her with a just pr-oportéoin, of such expenses as VVest Vir-
ginia concedes to have been �ordinary.�

(3) By taking credit for large sums as having been paid
into the treasury of Virginia from West Virginia counties, which
Were never in fact paid into the Virginia treasury, from those:
counties; and 8

(4) By omitting to charge West Virginia with money and
the fair value of bank stocks which she received from Virginia on
and after June 20, 1863. p _

These results are so unconscionable as to absolutely discredit
the data upon Which, and the methods by which they are reached.

We will submit alternative statements, showing the amount�)
of West Virginia�s liability upon the basis of the Master�s re»
port under paragraphs III, IV, VII and VI of the decree,..
modi�ed as We consider it should be in respect to the so-called�

�indirect� expenditures made by Virginia in building roads, ..
turnpikes, bridges, &c., in �Vest Virginia territory, and by the-�
addition of the money received by West Virginia from Virginia in..�:.
1863 and 1864.

These paragraphs, following the Wheeling Ordinance, direct
West Virginia to be charged with three classes of debits:

(1) With all State expenditures in �West Virginia counties;
(2) With a fair proportion of the ordinary expenses of the

State Government during the speci�ed period; and 6
(3) In addition to these items under the Ordinance, West

Virginia is chargeable With~&#39;the value of certain bank stocks and
with the money which the new State received from Virginia on and
after June 20, 1863.

West Virginia is to be credited under the Ordinance and
Paragraph VI of the decree with all payments made into the
�treasury of Virgnia from West Virginia counties during the
same period. .
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As we have already seen, the chief points of difference arise
in the determination of

(1) What expenditures were made by Virginia in West Vir-
ginia territory;

(2) What were the ordinary expenses of the State;
(3) What was �West Virginia�s fair proportion of those ordi-

nary� expenses; and
(4) What payments were made into the State Treasury from

VVest Virginia counties?
These questions have been, already, fully discussed in .a gen-

eral way.
A The points of dlivergence between opposing views will
;«g3le_arly presented By the following concise tabulated statements,
�showing the results in dollars and cents:
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STATEM,�EN T I.

Stating VVest Virginia�s liability, apportioning ordinary ex-
penses on basis of total population, including. slaves:

Debit 70/La7&#39;ges.° . . . .

Paragraph III.��Actual expenditures
made by Virginia in West Virginia

counties: 
     
     (a) Amount allowed by the Mas-

ter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .$ 2,811,559 98

(b) Add amount actually expend-
ed by Virginia in VVest Vir-

ginia territory through public
improvemnet companies . . .. 1,104,400 85 $3,915,960 83

Paragraph IV.-��Proportio-n of ordi-
nary expenses, on basis of total

population including slaves, ascer-
tained under this paragraph of the
decree by the Master (Master�s Re-
port, p. 140) I

Paragraph VII.�Money, property
and stock received� by West Vir-
-ginia from Virginia: &#39;

(a) As found by the Master . . . . .. $500,828 00
(Master�s Report p. 193)

(b) Add for cash received by
West Virginia from Vir-
ginia (Master�s Report, p.
181) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 170,771 46

8,147,455 92

$671,599 46
Deduct for value of stock, as charged

by Mlaster . under Paragraph VII,
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of the Sweet & Salt Sulphur Springs
and White & Salt Sulphur Springs
Turnpike Companies, and the Fair-
mount & Palatine Bridge Co., the
expenditures upon which are in-
cluded in the above total of $1,104,-
400.85 (para. III)�See p. 12- Come
plainant�s Exceptions, and Joint EX� .
hibit C-1, pp. 4, 5, 6, R. 375, 376, 377 23,578 00 648.021 46

$12,711,438 21

U7�-edvit West Vz&#39;7~gz&#39;n&#39;éa: I
Pa.ragraph VI.��By receipts from Wes�t Virginia

counties (Master�s Report, p. 179) . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884: 75

On this basis VVest Virginia�s share of the

debt, as of �January 1, 1861, would be. . . .$ 6,605,553 46
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STATEMENT II.

Stating VV est Virginia�s liability, apportioning ordinary ex-
penses on basis of population, eaecluding slaves:

D6Z22&#39;t 0ha.7&#39;g_es.&#39;
{Para 2. ill-I..;-�Expenditures made by "Vi&#39;rg.inia in

�Test. Virginia counties, as shown in Statement
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 3,915,960 83

Para :; lV..��-Proportion of ordinary expenses, on
basis of pojpulation without slaves (Master�s
Rep. 140)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .. 11,452,862 66

Para: VlI.�Money and stocks received by West
V iiginia from Virginia on and after June 20,
1868,�as shown in Statement I . . . .&#39; . . . . . . .  . 648,021 46

$16,016,844 95 
     
     I

C�rcd2&#39;21 T176825 T/2&#39;-7"gz&#39;m&#39;-a.�
Para: VI.�By receipts from VVest Virginia coun-

ties (Ma.ster�s Report, p. 179) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884 75

On this basis �West Virginia�s share  the debt,
as of January 1, 1861, would be .. . . . . . . . . . .. $ 9,910,960 20

For reasons already shown to the Court, we consider this a
fair, inst and equitable basis of adjustment�far fairer than it
would be to include the slave population as a factor in making this
apportionment». It is the amount assignable to West Virginia under
the Wheeling Olrdinance, reasonably, and fairly construed and
applied.

But, following a suggestion made by Mr. Justice Harlan dur-
ing one of the former hearings of the case (See West Virginia�s
Compilation, Vol. II, p. 227), we have had an alternative state-
ment prepared, apportioning the ordinary expenses of the State Gov-
e1&#39;1&#39;m1ent on the Federal basis, by which t/wee-�fths of the slaves
would be counted, as follows:
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STATEMENT III.

Ascertaining VVest Virginia�s liability, apportioning ordinary
expenses on the basis of total white and three-�fths of the slave
population :

Debit C&#39;ha&#39;r_§/es
Pfara: III.�Expenditures made by {Virginia in

West Virginia counties, as shown in our State-
: ment I, supra . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . ..

Para: IV.�\Vest Virginia�s share of
$ 3,915,960 83

ordinary ex-
penses, averaged by decades, on basis of total
white and three��.ft&#39;hs of slave population, as
follows :

Mar.

�Oct. 
     
     Oct. 
     
     Oct.

19, 1823 to Sept. 30, 1830.
1, 1830 to Sept. 30 1840..

1, 1850 to Dec. 31, 1860.

.3 584,731 27
1,087,063 53

1, 1840 to Sept. 30, 1850.. 2,017,673 93
5,472,521 32 9,161,990 05

Para: VII.��Money and stocks received
by West Virginia from Virginia on
and after June 20, 1863,��as
shown in Statement I, supra,

/lredit West Virginia
Para: Vl.�By receipts from VVest

Virginia counties (Master�s Re-
port, p. 179) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

648,021 46

$13,725,972 34
\
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It is a signi�cant circumstance that the amount which West
Virginia would have to pay upon this basis is so nearly the same
as the sum Which would be assigned to her, if, discarding the Wheel-
ing Ordinance, the apportionment were made on the basis of the
assessed xfalue of the real estate in theitwo States as of June 20, 1863
which gives West Virginia�s share of the debt as being $7 ,383,189/14,
the difference being only $236,898.15, or only about 3 per cent.

Following the .Master�s report, we will now submit statements
of the amount of VVest�Virginia�s liability, under the directions of
paragraphs III, V, VII and VI of the decree:
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STATEMENT IV.

Giving West Vi1&#39;ginia�si,liability, apportioning the ordinary
expenses of the State on fair estimated value June 20, 1863 of
real and personal property, with slcwes-��esstimated values of
personal property and slaves being those adopted by the Master
b1.t excepted to by Plaintiff�:

Debit ff�,�2a:~rgcs
Para: III.��EXpenditures by Virginia in VVest Vir-

ginia territ-ory, as shown in our Statement I,
above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 3,915,960 83

Para: V .-�Proportion of ordinary expenses of
State Government on basis of estimated value of

real and personal property, 2&#39;.ncZud27n.g slaves,
counted at the �gures reported by the Master for
said personal property and slaves on June 20,
1863,���excesssive as We believe, and as we think
We have shown those valuations to be (Master�s
report, p. 172) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,078,367 9.6

Para: VII.��Bank stocks and money received by
VVest Virginia from Virginia, on and after
J1me 90, 1863, as shown by Statement I, above 648,021 46

$10,642,350 25
C�9�-edit West Vz&#39;9~g2&#39;mIa:

Para : VI.�By receipts from V.Vest Virginia counties a
(Master�s report, p. 17 9) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . 6,105,884 75

On this basis �Nest Virginia�s share of the debt
as of January 1, 1861, would be . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 4,536,465 50-
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STATEMENT V.

sshmving �Nest Virginia�s share of the debt on same basis as No.9
IV, except that the slaves are emclurled from the computation of
estimated values of real and personal property in June, 1863:

Debit 072,rr2°ge.9.&#39;
Para: III.-�-Expenditures in West Virginia terri-

tory, as shown in our Statement I, above. . .. $ 3,915,960 83

Para: V.��Proportion of ordinary expenses, appor-
tioned according to fair estimated value of real

and personal. property, wwi�zout slaves, (Mas-
ter�s Report 172) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9,463,553 58

Para: VII.�-Value of stocks and money received
by �West Virginia from Virginia on and after
June 20, 1863, as shown in our Statement 1

{Masters Rep. 193) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 648,021 46

$14,027,535 87

é77*ecl-it West Vérgém7a.- .

Para: VI.���By receipts from VVest Virginia coun-
ties (MasteIi�s Report, p. 179)  . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884 75

On this basis 1/Vest Virginia�s share of the debt
as of January 1, 1861, would be . . . . . . . . . . .. 7,921,651 12

These Statements IV and V are given, not because we consider
that property values constitute the fairest or a fair criterion for the
appurtionrnent of the ordinary expenses of a State, or because We
consider the Master�s large estimates of the value of the personal
property and slaves in Virginia in June 1863, as at all justi�ed
by the proofs, but merely to indicate that even upon those exces-
sive valuations the indebtedness of West Virginia would be $4,-
362,964.50, on January 1, 1861, if personal property and slaves be
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counted as being Worth in Virginia in .June 1863, Very much more 1
than they were in January, 1861, and Would be $7,921,651.12, if
slaves is excluded from the calculations, as they ought to be as a
matter of fair dealing, in apportioning the ordinary expenses of
the State. _ 6
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3 STATEMENT VI.

Showing West Virginia�s share of the debt, apportioning or-
dinary expenses on basis of property values, as of January 1, 1861:

Debit C�/Larges.-
iP�ara: III.-��Expenditures made by Viirginia in

West Virginia territory, as shown in our State-
ment I, above . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .;. .  ..  3,915,960 83

Para: V.-�-Proportion of ordinary expenses on basis i V
of fair estimated property values, including
slaves, on January 1, 186], (Master�s Rep 173) 6,805,289 57

Para: VII.�Va1ue of money and Bank stocks re-
ceived by West Virginia from Virginia on and
and after June 20, 1863, as shown in State-
ment I, above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 648,021 46

$11,369,271 86
Uredit West Virginia.�

Para: VI.��By receipts from West Virginia counties
(Master�s Report, p. 179) ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884 75

On this basis West Virginia�s share of the debt,
as of January 1, 1861, would be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 5,263,387 11
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STATEMENT VII.

Showing �West Virgina�s share of the debt, apportioning ordi-
nary expenses on basis of property values, eazeluding slaves, as of
January 1, 18.61:

Debit Charges.�
Para: III.��EXpenditures made by Virginia in West

Virginia territory, as shown in Statement I,
above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 3,915,960 831

Para: VI��-Proportion of ordinary expenses on basis
of fair estimated valuation of property, ewe-Zual
ing slaves, as of January 1, 1861, (Master�s Re-
port 173) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,586,648 25

Para: VII.��Value of stockss and money received
by West Virginia from Virginia on and after
June 20, 1863, as shown in our Statement I,
above, . .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 648,021 46

$13,150,630 54
Oreclit West Virginia.�

Para: VI.���By receipts from West Virginia counties
�(Master�s Report, p. 179) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,105,884 75

On this basis West .Virginia�s share of the debt,
as of January 1, 1861, would be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7 ,044.745 791 ,

These last two tables are given not because we consider the a
principle on which they are stated a correct one, but merely to
show that even upon the inaccurate basis upon which they rest,
sVVest Virginia will owe a very large sum.

The more we consider the problems presented in this case the
stronger our conviction is that the amount of West Virginia�s lia-
bility, ascertained under the terms of the Wheee.ling Ordinance-�if 0
that ordinance be sensibly, reasonably, and� fairly construed��iS
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justly and equitably ascertained in Statement II, hereinabove sub-
�: mitted by us. That statement, which is supported by strong con-

siderations of reason and justice, ascertains that indebtedness to be
$9,910,960,20, as of January 1, 1861.

In any case and upon any amount for which West Virginia shall
be decreed to be liable, we most respectfully and most earnestly
insist that interest should be decreed against her according to her
moral and legal obligation under the terms of her contract.

With entire deference for the sincerity of the divergent views
of our honorable opponents upon these questions, We are 1. per-

t _ suaded that less than this would not do justice to the complainant,
and to the common creditors of the complainant and the defendant
here.
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(4)

The Liability of West Virginia for Interest.

Is West Virginia justly, legally, equitably, and contractually
chargeable with interest?~ p

In this connection, we must remember that the contract which
we are considering was a Virginia contract.

Under the law of Virginia as repeatedly adjudicated by her
highest court, the interest is incident to the obligation, and when-
ever a debt is due, the debtor is bound to pay interest unless re-
lieved from this obligation by agreement. This is, and has been
the law of the Commonwealth for more than one hundred years.

In Jones v. lVilliams, 2 Call, 106, decided in 1799, Edmund
Pendleton, who was one of the great Judges of our country, de-
livering the opinion of the court said:

�Interest is allowed because it is natural justice that he who
has the use of another�s money should pay interest for it.�
Cited with approval in Baker v. Morris, 10 Leigh 284, Me-

Veigh v. Howard, 87 Va., 599, and Stuart v. Hart, 88 Va., 343.
In H ateher v. Lewis, 4 Randolph 152, 157, the court laid down

the rule iii the following expressive language:

�The interest follows the principal as the shadow does the
substance.�

In Chapman v. Shepherd, the court said:

�In contracts for the payment of money, interest. is not given
as damages at the discretion of the court, or jury, but as an
incident to the debt, which the court has no discretion to re-
fuse.�

Chapman v. Shepherd, 24 Grott, 377, 384
Roberts V. Cache, 28 Grratt, 207.
Tidball v. Shenandoah National Bank, 100 Va. 741.
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�Interest is favored both by the legislative and judicial
bodies of the State.� S

Tazewell V. Saunders, 13 Gratt. 354, 370.

In McVeigh V. H oward, 87 Va. 599, the Supreme Court. of Ap-
peals of Virginia said:

�It is the settled rule that when no day is named in the
bond or note given for the payment of a precedent debt, it is
due and payable on the day of its date,�and bea.rs interest from
that date, though no interest be reserved. Such an instru-
ment like a bond or note payable, in Virginia, on demand, is
payable presently, and bears interest from date. This doctrine
is founded in good conscience and correct morals.� * * *

Citing Jones V. Wvillelams and H az�cher v. Lezvés, quoted above.

Such is the law of Virginia as to interest.
The law of West Virginia in regard thereto is the same.

In Shipman v. Bailey, 20 W. Va. 140, 146, Judge Snyder, an-
nouncing the unanimous opinion of the Supreme Court of Appeals
of that State, after citing a number of authorities upon the ques-
tion, stated the rule as follows: �

�Other authorities of the same character might be cited,
but, We think, we have given su�icient to establish the rule
which seems to be, that in contracts for the payment of money
interest on the principal sum is a legal incident of the debt
and a part of the contract, and Wherever there is a contract
for the payment of a -speci�ed legal rate of interest, Whether
such rate is �xed by the contract itself or by the law of the
place Where the contract is made, the obligation of the con-

does to the principal sum. and courts have no more power to
change the rate of interest thus �xed, than they have to dis-
pense with the enforcement of the contract either in Whole or

in part.� 
     
     1
That decision rea�irms another proposition, applicable to this

case, already a part of the jurisprudence of West Virginia, by the

tract extends to the payment of such interest as fully as its
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adjudications of the Supreme Court of Virginia rendered before
the birth of the new State, namely, that the Zea: loci contraetus
controls in the matter of the interest chargeable against a debtor.

In Pielcins V. M0003/, 241 VVest Va. 344-352, the court a�irms
S/Lipmcm V. Bailei, and adopts the language just quoted from that
decision.

Independently of these VV est �Virginia decisions, such parts
of the common law and of the laws of the State of Virginia as _
were in force on the 20th of June, 1863, when the �rst Consti-
tution of West Virginia Went into operation, and as are not re-
pugnant to said Constitution, Were continued and declared to be
the law of West Virginia. Section 8 of Article XI, of the �rst
VVest Virginia Constitution. And see present West Virginia Con-
stitution. A �

The effect of this provision Was to adopt for the new State
the body of the common and statute laws of the Commonwealth,
so far as the same Were in force Within the boundaries� of the new

State on the 20th of June, 1863. _ A
As a part of this body of laws, the law of Virginia as to

interest became, and has continued to be, a part of the laws of
West Virginia.

Such, then, was the law of Virginia before, at the time of and
since the formation of West Virginia, as to the legal and equita-

&#39; ble liability of a debtor or contractor to pay interest. Such has
been the law of VVest Virginia since the hour of her birth. And
such Was, and is, the law of the contract evidenced by the pub-
Jic Acts of Virginia and �Vest Virginia set forth in complainant�s

Bill. , 
     
     \

This is the rule in Virgivvia as to debts due by the (/0mm~0ni�

«wealth. 
     
     The question was presented in the celebrated case of I-Iiggivzr
botlm/m�.s* Ezveeutriae V. 00mm.0n.weaZth, 25 Gratt. 627.

That was a suit against the Connnonwealth to recover the
amount due Higginbotham�s Executrix on certain past due divi-

which
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ginia by the Acts cited in the opinion of the Court.�26 Gratt.
630, 631. �

There was no express contract by the State to pay interest
upon said dividends. The petitioner�s claim was for the amount
of the dividends �with its accruing interest.�

T�he unanimous decision of the Supreme Court of Virginia
was that �judgment should be entered for the petitioner for the

, amount of her demand with interest.��Iclem, p. 641. I
The framers of the Wheeling Ordinance must be presumed to

have drawn that instrument with reference to the principle of
equity and justice which had then and long before that time been
embodied in the laws of Virginia by the repeated decisions of her
highest court.

To Virginia. and West Virginia. lawyers of that day, as since
that time, Judge Coalter�s apt formula that, �the interest follows
the principal as the shadow does the substance,� was as familiar as-
any other accepted rule of equity or of law. =. ,

Under the law of Virginia in force at the time of these trans--~
actions, interest upon the portion of the debt which West Vir--
ginia was to takeiupon herself, was an esssential incident of the :
debt, and its payment as much a part of the obligation as was.
the payment of the principal. .

But, even if the Zea: Z002� contractus had not brought us tots
this conclusion, the language of the ordinance itself, fairly con»-
strued, leads to the same result. _ "p .;

That language is that: is y 9&#39;    U

�The new State shall take upon itself a just proportion
of the public debt of the Commonwealth o&#39;f�Virginia, prior
to the �rst day of January, 1861,� etc. &#39;

Now, that debt was an interest bearing debt. It was repre-
sented by obligations of the undivided State, some of them paya-a
ble at afuture day, some of them at a future day and thereafter
at the pleasure of the Commonwealth, but all of them interest
bearing obligations, obligations in which the payment of the stipu-

rx
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lated interest was made as much at part of the debt. as was the pay-
ment of the principal. 0

T�he interest was an integral part of the debt, and as many ,
of the bonds were payable thirty-four years after date, and over
�$10,000,000 of them at the pleasure of Virginia, with interest
from date, the interest as to much of the debt constituted much
the greater part of it.

It was the manifest intention of the enactors of that ordi-S

nance, unless we are to ascribe to them the sinister purpose of
_j_perpetrating �agrant wrong and injustice, that the new State should
iitake upon itself, and relieve what remained of the old State of a
�gpart of the burden of debt which rested upon both States. They
�slmew that that burden consisted as well of interest, as principal,
and as much, of interest as of principal. 0

It was not proposed that the new State should, as soon as p
she became a State, pay in cash a sum to be ascertained in the
manner indicated in the Ordinance. �The framers of the ordi-L
nance understood too well that under the conditions then exist-
ing, it would be impossible for the new State to raise and pay
any considerable sum in cash.

Why the new State was dependent upon the old State for the 0
money necessary to enable her to begin business and she did not
have and in the nature of things could not command a sufficient T
amount in cash to pay off one-tenth or even one-twentieth of the ~
then Virginia debt.

The stipulation was not that the new State should pay a sum 1
in cash on account of its share of a common indebtedness; but that A
it should take upon itself a just proportion of that debt, to be as-
certained as in the Ordinance prescribed.

Are we to understand that a court of -conscience is to be
asked to construe that stipulation to mean that the new State shall 0
take upon itself only a proportion of a part of that debt? That
it shall assume a share of the principal only of the debt, but shall
be exonerated from any part of the interest which was, and is, as
integral a part of the Virginia debt, and of the obligations which
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represent it,  the b-ranclies are a part of the tree from Whose
trunk they spring? ~ ~ _

in their elaborate arguments in this case, opposing counsel
have heretofore devoted very little attention to this important
question, although it was plainly in their minds when they pre-
pared their draft of decree, and although their attention Was chal-
lenged to it by the argument for Virginia. In so far as they
have discussed it, they have ignored the facts and principles upon
which West Virginia�s legal, �equitable,� and �just� obligation to
assume and pay the interest as well as the principal of her share
of the debt, rests.

But West Virginia�s equitable and legal liability to pay in-
terest upon her share of the debt of Virginia does not at all de-
pend alone upon the VVheeling Ordinance, or upon the law of
Virginia and VVest Virginia, which makes the interest a.n essen-
tial part of the debt; but it rests still more and beyond the possi-
bility of question upon the express terms of the Constitution un-
der which �Vest Virginia became a State. ,

V The fact, the character and the legal effect o-f the compact
created by that important transaction have already been fully
discussed. S

West Virginia�s solemn covenant in regard to the equitable
proportion of that debt which she assumed vvas that her Legis-
lature should �provide for the liquidation thereof by a Sinking
Fund, sufficient to pay the accruing interest and redeem the prin-
cipal Within thirty-four years.�

This was precisely in accordance with the plan which had long
theretofore been adopted by the Commonwealth for the payment

�_ Of her debt.
This plan Was embodied not only in the statutes but also

in the Constitution of Virginia, in force when West Virginia be-
came a State. &#39; .

It was embodied in that Constitution in the following terms:

�29. There shall be set apart annually, from the accruing
revenues, a sum equal to seven per cent. of the State debt
existing on the �rst day of January in the year one thousand
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eight hundred and hity-two. "the fund thus set apart shall
be caneu the sinking fund, and snail be applied to the payment
of the interest or the �state debt, and the principal of such part
as may be redeemable. if no part be redeemable, then the
residue of the sinking fund, after the payment of such in-
terest, shall be invested in the bonds or certi�cates of debt of
this Commonwealth, or of the United States, or of some of
the States of this Union, and, applied to the payment of
the State debt as it shall become redeemable. Whenever, after
the �rst day of January, a debt shall be contracted by the Com-
monwealth, there shall be set apart in like manner, annually,
for thirty�fo-ur years, a sum exceeding by one per cent. the
aggregate amount of the annual interest agreed to be paid
thereon at the time of its contraction; which sum shall be part c
of the sinking fund, and shall be applied in the manner before
directed. The General Assembly shall not otherwise appro-
priate any part of the sinking fund or its accruing interest,
except in time of war, insurrection or invasion.�

Section 29 of the Constitution of Virginia, in force from
January 1, 1852, Code of Virginia for 1860, p. 47 ; Appendix
to the Record, p. 200. c

It was expressed and given further effect by the second section
of the following Act passed by the General Assembly of Virginia:

�Chap. 17. An act establishing a sinking fund and pro-
viding for the payment of the semi�a.nnual interest on and
redemption of the public debt.
Passed March 26, 1853.

�2. VVhenever after the said �rst day of January, eigh�
teen hundred and �fty-two, a debt shall be contracted by the-
Commonwealth, there shall be set apart, in like manner, an-
nually for thirty-four years, a sum exceeding by one per cent.

�the aggregate amount of the annual interest agreed to be paid
thereon at the time of its contraction, which sum shall be part
of the sinking fund, and shall be applied in the manner here-
inbefore directed.�

Acts of General Assembly of Virginia, session of 1852-3,
Ep. 29; Appendix to the Record, pp. 200, 201.
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Its effect was, therefore, well understood to be to conform the
undertaking of West Virginia in regard to the time and manner
of the payment of her share of the debt to the plan and scheme of
payment which had been adopted by the Commonwealth, and
which experience had approved.

That scheme was, the creation from the annual revenues of the
State, of a fund equivalent to seven per centum of the principal
of the debt. Of this, six per centum went to pay the annually ac-
cruing interest, and one per centum was invested and set apart to
retire the principal sum due, within thirty-four years, and this ar-
rangement was de�ned as a sinking fund.

It was found, and if the calculation is made it will be shown
to be true, that one per cemfum of any sum invested and com-
pounded at six 3967&#39; cemfum interest per annum, will in thirty-four
years produce an amount equal to such sum.

This was the theory and the plan which Virginia had adopted
for the liquidation of her debt.

It was a plan with which Messrs. Willey, Van Winkle, Hall,
Brown, Haymond, and other members of the first West Virginia
Convention, who had been previously members and some of them
able members of the General Assembly of Virginia, were doubt-
less entirely familiar: And it is the same plan which we �nd
incorporated� in the scheme of settlement _which constitutes a part
of the foundation upon which VVest Virginia�s existence as a State
rests.

By this clause of West Virginia�s Constitution, therefore. it
was required, not that the new State should pay a lump sum in
cash, to be ascertained in the manner prescribed, but that she
should assume �an equitable proportion of the public debt of the
Commonwealth� existing on the 31st of December, 1860, and should
�provide for the liquidation thereof by a sinking fund sufficient
to pay the accruing interest and redeem the principal within thirty-
four years.� I

The framers of the. West Virginia Constitution thus mani
festly adopted, and engrafted upon that instrument, the plan which
for nine years or more had been a part of the organic and statutory
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law of Virginia for! the extinguishment of her public debt, and the
Legislature of Virginia accepted and approved that plan.

That plan �included, (as the West Virginia Constitution also
expressly included), an undertaking on the part of the State to
pay the accruing interest, and to liquidate or redeem the principal
of each bond representing the debt, within thirty�four years.

In simple language, the stipulation of West Virginia expressed
in her Constitution, and accepted and acted upon by_Virginia, was,
that West Virginia would pay the accruing interest o-n "her share 1
of the debt, as it should accrue, and the princippal thereof within &#39;
thirty-four years.

That such was her express undertaking, appears from the \lan-
guage of her �rst Const.itution, interpreted according to the reas-
onable and natural meaning of that language.

That such was the purpose, meaning, and e��ect of that lab...
guage, is conclusively shown when we read it in the light of the
plan established by the Constitution and statute of Virginia, then
in force, for the establishment of a sinking fund for the liquida-
tion of her public debtwhich plan was adopted by the new State
as to its share of that debt-.

And so, we �nd thatboth by the express terms of the VVheel-
in-g Ordinance fairly construed, and by the express terms of the
Constitution under which Virginia andthe National Congress con-
sented that �Vest Virginia should become a State, this new State
has become expressly obligated to pay interest upon the share of
the principal of� the common public debt. for which she is liable.

These positions are not at all in con�ict with the general rule
of American and of public law, as clearly de�ned by this court in
United States v. N orth (,�arol7§na, 136 U. S., 211, as the law govern-
ing that case, that,

1. �Interest, when not stipulated by contract or authorized by
statute, is allowed by the courts as damages for the detention of
money or property ;� -

2. �Interest is not to be awarded against a sovereign unless its
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consent has been manifested by an act of its legislature, or by
a lawful contract between execut.ive o��icers;�,

3. �By decisions in North Carolina tha.t State, unless by or pur-
suant to an explicit statute is not liable for interest. even on a sum
certain which is over due and unpaid.�

See also South Dakota V. N orth (,7�a7&#39;oZ7}n.a, 192 U. S., 286.
The question presented in the case at bar is taken out of the

reason and the decision of this court in the North Carolina cases

by the following circumstances:

(1) The obligation to pay interest is determined by the lea:
loci oontraetas, and under the settled la.w of Virginia which was
the law of the contract between West Virginia and Virginia, and
under the law of West Virginia. also, interest is not and never has
been allowed as damages for the detention of money, but in those
jurisdictions interest is allowed as an essential incident of a con-

tract, whether express or. im_plied, for the payment of money, and
as a matter of right and justice.

This court, in its opinion in I/nited States V. North Uarolina,
expressly rested that decision upon the fact that under the law
of North Carolina no interest was payable on such a contract.

(2) The payment of interest is here. an obligation imposed by
statute���rst by the \Vheel.ing Ordinance, and second by the Con-
stitution under which West Virginia became a State.

(3) The express contract of �West Virginia upon which her
existence as a State was conditioned requires her to pay interest
on the part of the debt which she assumd.

This is a very much stronger case for a decree for interest than
United States V. State of New York, 160 U. S. 600,, righteous as
was the allowance of interest there.

Paraphrasing the language. of this court in that case, p. 621, �It
would be a reflection upon the� honorable motives of the mem-
bers of the Conventions which framed the Wheeling Ordinance
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and the West Virginia Constitution �if we did not place a liberal
interpretation upon those acts and give effect to what, we are not
permitted to doubt, was intended by their passage.�

Another question which arises in connection with the consid-
eration of this subject, is, from what time is West Virginia justly
and equitably bound to pay that interest?

Answer to this is furnished by the VVheeling Ordinance and A,
by the section of the first West Virginia Constitution above quoted.

The settlement by the terms of both instruments was to be
made as of the arbitrary date of January 1, 1861, or to be precisely
accurate, as of December 31, 1860. That, accordingly, is the date
from which fairly equitably, and legally, (because it accords with
the express terms of both the ordinance and the Constitution), the
interest should be computed.

As already shown, the debt, a proportion of which as of that
«late, VVest Virginia was to assume and pay, was an interest bear-
ing debt, and the interest was as integral a part of it as was the
principal. ,

A farther kindred inquiry to the last is: To what time should
West Virginia be required to pay such interest?

Our response to this is, that she is justly, equitably and legally
bound to pay this interest,

(1) By the terms of the Wheeling Ordinance,� certainly, for
the period during which the debt of the Commonwealth existing
on the 31st of December, 1860, would continue to be an interest
bearing debt: And we have seen. that that was not only until
the obligations representing the debt became due, but under the
just rule of the law of Virginia as to interest, in force during the
Whole period of the creation of the debt, until that principal should
be fully paid. �

(2) By the terms of the section of her Constitution above
quoted, accepted by Virginia and by the Congress, West Virginia un-
dertook to pay all the accruing interest on, and the principal of,
her share of that debt in thirty-four years.

_She has failed and refused to pay that share, or any part of
it.
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The interest accruing thereon from December 31, 1860, has con-
tinued to accrue, as to her, until it now amounts to vastly more
than the principal. It was that interest which �Vest Virginia
agreed to pay, and it was that principal for the payment o-f whichi
West Virginia�s Legislature was to make provision, so that the
same should be paid within thirty-four years.

We are unwilling to anticipate that the learned counsel for
the defendant will argue that West Virginia, by the language of
that provision of her Constitution, is only bound to pay interest
for thirty-four years from December 31, 1860, or from June 20,
1863, because we are unwilling to assume that our distinguished
opponents would contend that a State, any more than an indi-
vidual, should be allowed to take advantage of her own wrong,
or pro�t by her own procrastination, and neglect of duty.

Here, West Virginia has not only not paid. a just, or any
other proportion of the common public debt, nor provided for the
payment of the accruing interest thereon, and for the payment of
the principal, but she has persistently failed and refused to do
either of these things, and has by the votes of her Legislature, again
and again repudiated any and all liability whatever for any part
of that indebtedness. . i

(See Resolutions of Legislature of VVest Virginia, App. 247,
248.) , &#39;

With all deference for the distinguished counsel for the de-
fendant, we venture to believe that a court of equity will not al-
low any defendant, and particularly a State. which should be an
exemplar of fair and honorable dealing in all of its transactions,
to make gain out of its own palpable dereliction of duty.

And so, our response to such contention, if it shall be urged,
is, that equity will not suffer any party to take advantage of his
own wrong. �

CoNoLUsIoN

It is, true that the amount which West Virginia is thus equi-
tably bound to pay, including the interest fairly and justly due
thereon, will, as of this date, aggregates a very large sum; but
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that constitutes no argument for her eX.onerat.ion from the pay-
ment of the same.

Fortunately for �West Virginia this indebtedness, even if the
very largest sum which under any of the alternative statements
in the case could by possibility be found to be due. by "her, should
be decreed against her, Would, in the affluence which the record shows
she now enjoys, wealth largely resulting from the construction of
the very improvements upon which the expenditures made by Vir- ,
ginia in roads, turnpikes, railroads and bridges, and in the im~
provements of the navigation of her rivers were made,�impose
upon her a burden easy to be borne, and light, as co-mpared with
What Virginia, during the period of her greatest impoverishment,
has assumed and borne.

Virginia not only assumed tWo�thirds of the original debt and
two-thirds of the accumulated interest upon it down to January
1st, 1871, and in addition thereto the accumulated interest upon
over $8,000,000 of bonds issued by her on account of unpaid and
accumulated interest prior to January 1st, 1871, but she paid off
in full large amounts of interest accruing after December 31st,
1860, and before January 1st, 1871; and she has paid off, also, in
full very large amounts of the principal of the original debt; and
has, also, paid off large amounts of the principal of the two-
thirds of the debt assumed by her in 1871.

In addition to this Virginia has paid, as of this date, over
$38,000,000 of interest.

It must be remembered that these payments, made by Virginia,
have been distributed� through a period of more than forty-�ve
years. A

Large portions of these payments were made by the people
of Virginia out of limited resources, in the period of their greatest
poverty and distress.

If interest were to be computed upon the payments thus made
by Virginia during the last forty-eight years on account of this
common debt,��Which would have to be done in order to equalize
West Virginia with Virginia in regard to these trans;actions,�-
the average period upon which interest should be so computed upon
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the payments so made by Virginia in order to thus equalize her
with West Virginia, would be considerably more than twenty
years; and the amount assumed and paid by Virginia,including
the upwards of $25,000,000 of "her recognized and regularly met
obligations still outstanding, and including the payments she has
�heretofore made on the whole debt, and on the two-thirds she has
speci�cally assumed, would aggregate considerably over $100,000,-
000, as of this date.

Large portions of West Virginia would to-day be a wilder-
ness, but for the building of the works of internal improvement
whose construction was secured by the expenditures above referred
to, and the building of other works of internal improvement which
have resulted from the construction of the great lines upon which
Virginia expended so many millions of dollars of her substance.

The people of West Virginia are to-day enjoying the fruits
of the enterprise and liberality of the Commonwealth in those ex-
penditures,�not only those expended within the limits of West Vir-
ginia, but also in the expenditure of millions of dollars on works
outside of the territorial limits of West Virginia, but which were
built in large part for the purpose of developing the resources of
the territory now constitutingthat State. 0 .

Too much emphasis cannot. be laid upon these facts and con-
siderations. �

Nor can it be fo-rgotten that almost the entire indebtedness
which is the subject. matter of this investigation was created by
the votes of the representatives of VVest Virginia, and that very
little o-f it ever would have been created but for the support they

gave to the Acts by which this large indebtedness was imposed
upon the Commonwealth. 0 p ,   ,

� .The complainant desires and asks only that a decree which is
in accordance with the legal and equitable rights and obligations
Of the parties shall be entered. I

Such a decree, she is satis�ed, will impose upon the new State
the duty of paying a very large sum on account of this long ig-
nored obligation, but a sum, every dollar of which West Vir-
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ginia justly owes and the complainant is righteously entitled to
recover. I

Her earnest plea is that West Virginia is bound both by the
terms of the Wheeling Ordinance, and of her �rst Constitution to
pay a just and equitable part of this debt With interest until the
same shall be fully paid, and that she shall not be su�&#39;ered to re-
pudiate either obligation.

She respectfully asks that a decree may be entered for such
sum as is thus equitably due, with interest thereon from the 1st
day of January, 1861, until the obligation shall be fully discharged.

SANFUEL W. WILLIAMS,
Attorney General of Virginia.

WILLIAM A. ANDERSON,
RANDOLPH HARRISON,
JOHN B. MOON,

Of Counsel for Complainant.
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TO NOTES OF ARGUMENT FOR THE COMPLAINANT.

Statement showing the principal expenditures made by Vir-

nal improvements designed and built for the purpose of opening
up and developing West Virginia territory, or which are to-day
parts of railway systems and lines of communication which serve
the territory and people of VVest Virginia and afford them outlets to
the markets of the world:
1.

II.

III.

On railroads which constitute parts of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway : I

On the Virginia Central R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2,484,134.00
On the Blue Ridge R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,744,723.00
On the Covington 8.: Ohio R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,206,461.83

Total on Chesapeake &- Ohio R. R. . . . . . . . . $7,435,318.83
On Railroads which now constitute

parts of the Norfolk & Western
Railway: ~

On Norfolk & Petersburg R. R. . . $1,341,341.00
On Southside Railroad . . . . . . . . .. 1,833,500.00

On Virginia and Tenn. R. R.  3,755,000.00 
     
     95 6,929,841.00

On VVinchester & Potomac R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ 270,000.00
On Alexandria, Hampshire & Loudoun R. R. . . . . 1,017 ,248.00
On Marietta & Cincinnati R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 202,611.00

Amount expended on Railroads . . . . .  .$15,855,018.83
Canals:

On James River & Kanawha

Canal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .$10,400,000.00
On Chesapeake & Ohio Canal .. 250,000.00

$10,650,000. 00
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IV. Bridges in �West Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81,412.00
V. On Turnpikes and Roads chie�y in VV.  2,849,579.71
VI. On "�Navigat.ion Companies in iWest Virginia.. 210,500.00

Total on Works built to develop or serving
West Virginia  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$29,646,510.54

For above �gures see message of Governor Walker to the
General Assembly of Virginia March 8, 1870, Report of West
Virginia Debt Commission, West Va.�s Compilation Vol. 1,
page 474, and Joint Exhibit C-1, R. 374. to 377; Reports of
Auditor of Public Accounts of Virginia 1861, of 2d Auditor,
1872, Journal of House of Delegates of Virginia 1871-2, Docu-
ment VI.

The above amounts do not include considerable sums expended
on roads and turnpikes Wholly in what is now Virginia, but which
connect with roads or turnpikes lying Wholly in West Virginia
and constitute lines of travel which serve West Virginia as well as
Virginia. 2 V
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containing extracts from the public records and statutes of the
Commonwealth showing the n.ature, motive, and object of her ex-
penditures through joint stock internal improvement companies:

Report of the Committee on }E&#39;0aa7s and I7zteirn.a.Z Na-vigatiort
to the General .A.s8em.bZg./, 8u�7)m.itted December, 1815 (Board of
Public Works Reports, Vol. 1. p. 43) :

�Whatever difference of opinion may have at any time existed
as to the expediency of controlling the voluntary direction of the
Wealth and the labor of individuals by the application of legal con-
straint, there never has existed a doubt but that it is the duty as
well as the interest of every good government to facilitate the
necessary communication between its citizens.

�Next to the enjoyment of civil liberty itself, it may be ques-
tioned Whether the best organized government can assure to those
for whose happiness all governments are instituted, a greater
blessing than an open, free and easy intercourse with one another by
good roads, navigable rivers, and canals. &#39;I�heir tendency, by ex~
tending commerce to promote the agriculture and manufacture of a
nation and thereby to augment its Wealth and population, is too
obvious to require much illust-ratio-n. i

�The planter and farmer realize their share of this bene�t, in
the augmented value of their lands; the manufacturer and the
merchant, in the increased and diversi�ed demands for their indus-
try and capital. Nor are the higher interests of society less in~
debted for their advancementto the multiplication and impx»-ve~
ment of these channels of useful intercourse. They afford the
means of exploring the natural resources of a country and invite
the genius of speculation to �t them for the uses of man. Lands
too remote from markets to tempt cultivation; forests, hitherto
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regarded as inaccessible; beds of minerals and fossils unknown or
neglected, are brought within the reach of ordinary enterprise and
rendered subservient to the convenient comfort of the citizen or to I

the defense and safety of the State. They confer on an extended
empire the promptitude and energy of action, which are considered
peculiarly characteristic of one of narrow dimensions; since with
out contracting the limits of its territory they reduce the distance
and expedite the communication between the seat of its govern-
ment and its remotest extremities.

�Whethrer the public force is to be spread out for defence or
combined for attack, they alike contribute to the rapidity and vigor
of its operations �

�In a republic, especially, where public opinion exerts a con-
trolling in�uence, and public virtue. should be the spring of all
public action, they may be considered an important auxiliary, if
not a necessary ingredient of public liberty. They tend to difuse-.
more equally the knowledge which experience acquires and the
leisure which wealth alone can purchase; they strengthen the cords
of social union and the quick and generous feeling of patriotism,.
which is ever ready to exclaim at the contemplation of an extended
scene of public improvement. �I love my country� because she is
worthy of my affection.� ,

�The duty, which is obligatory upon all governments, is pecul-
iarly incumbent upon one, whose territory like that of Virginia,
nature has done so much both to unite and separate-��to whom she
has presented so many advantages to improve and so many ob-
stacles to overcome.

�No State of the Union is intersected by so many� navigable
rivers or divided by so many chains of lofty mountains; none per-
haps abound with such happy varieties of climate and soil, so many
resources for internal commerce. In her coal, iron, lead, tin and
salt, she is unrivalled. Her tobacco and grain command the high-
est prices abroad. The fertile banks of her rivers and the moist
valleys of her mountains yield abundant crops of flax and hemp.
Her lowlands would supply her with cotton for her own consump-
tion, and the �eeces of the�ocks which pasture on her hills are not
surpassed in quality.
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�Notwithstanding these advantages, the principal part of her
�commerce and almost the whole of her navigation, pass out of her
hands to enrich the coffers of her neighbors. There is scarcely a.
village to the west of the Blue Ridge and very few above tidewater,
from the Roanoke to the� Potomac, which derive any part of their
supply of manufactured commodities, either foreign or domestic,
from the seaports of Virginia. i i

�While many other States have been advancing in wealth and �
numbers with a rapidity which has astonished themselves, the� an-
cient Dominion and elder sister of the Union has remained sta.-
tionary. .

�A very large proportion of her western territory is yet unim~
proved, while a considerable part of her eastern has receded from
its former opulence.

�How many sad spectacles do her lo-wlands of wasted and de-
serted �elds present? �Of dwellings abandoned by their proprietors..-
of churches in ruins? The genius of her ancient hospitality be-
numbed by the cold touch of penury, spreads his scanty board in»...
naked halls, or seeks a coarser but more plenteous repast in the-
lonely cabins of the West. The fathers of the land are gone, where�
the outlet to the ocean turns their thoughts from the place of their�
nativity and the a��ections from the haunts: oftheir youth. Beyond"-.
the Alleghanies an unexpected revolution threatens the Atlantic:
States in general, the accomplishment of which will create new in�-�
terests and views in that �ourishing and important section of
America, and probably, for them, the hope of reuniting it by com-
mercial ties to the markets of the East. *

�If it be true, as your committee con�dently believe, that in a
connection between the Roanoke, the James, and the Potomac, with
the waters of the Kanawha or Ohio, this Commonwealth possesses
the best means of arresting the progress of this revolution, it is a
duty which she owes not only to her self, but to the Atlantic
States and to the Union at large to call those means into action
3-� * =8 &#39; -

�Your committee are far from intimating that the General
Assembly of Virginia has been totally unmindful of those natural
adva.11tages or wholly regardless of their improvement.
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�The Commonwealth required time to recover from pecuniary V
losses- which she sustained during the "War of the Revolution. It
fouiid her citizens laboring under very heavy private debts, and
left her government encumbered with a public debt of much greater
magnitude. _ _ _ _ _ .

� �Yet in circumstances so inauspicious the statesmen ofthat day
and especially the illustrious man to Whom, under heaven this na-
tion was indebted for the establishment of its freedom, did not dis-
dain to enquire into the humblest means of giving to that freedoms
value. From his zealous exertions sprung the Potomac and James
..�}iivei° canal companies. To the first of these the Common:-vealthi
ffis indebted for a Water communication 338 miles; and upon  anrrl
21�-tlie -.contemplate.d Works of the Shena.ndoah she relies for the fur-
�uftiher improvement of a navigation of 390 miles. She has sh=ai&#39;ed
with a sister State the bene�ts of the labor already performed on
this river; in that which remains to be accomplished on the south
branch of the Potomac and Cacapehon and the Shenandoah, she
has an extensive interest.

�The James River Company have opened a navigation of 300
miles. t

�The Appomattox and Dismal Swamp canal naturally followed
into existence those which were indebted for their origin to the
patriotism oi (ireneial Washington. The former opened a naviga-
tion of 100 miles. The latter was designed merely to connect waters
already navigable, but in its present use and remote consequences is
not inferior in impoitance to any public Work in the C�ornn1on�

  wealth. A

K �The expense of the �rst of the preceding work does not
&#39; exceed $1,500 per mile upon the navigation already opened; that
S of the second is about $1,200; the average expense will be annually

diminished in the history of future improvements on the branches
of those rivers as the principal obstructions to their navigation
were ieznoved before their waters could be b_rought into partial use.

�The actual cost of those public Works does not exceed one-third
of the expense usually attendant upon the structure of turnpike
roads; which in the absence of navigation are the only substitute
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for them. It is due to the latter, however, to remark that the addi-
, tion 1&#39;ecentl_v made to them of parallel lines of rails, immovably set

in the earth at proper intervals� for the wheels of wagons, has more
than equalized the advantages of such roads with the best ascend-
ing navigation which the resources of Virginia afford above their
principal falls; and that the additional cost which this improve-
ment gives to the structure of the turnpike, although great in itself,
is inconsiderable when compared with its effect in reducing the ex-
pense of loads carried. The turnpike roads of the Commonwealth}
except a few short pieces of particularly mountainous, and a road
recently begun from Fredericksburg towards the Blue Ridge, are
con�ned principally to the county of Loudoun, the adjacent coun-
ties of Fairfax, Fauquier, Frederick, and to the vicinity of the seat
of Government,

�There is but one to which the funds of the Commonwealth
have contributed any aid.

�All of these public works are alike in one respect. They pur- T
pose to defray the expense of their first cost and of their subsequent
repairs, out of the tolls collected upon them; and these are equitably
levied upon those who use them in sums proportionate to the bene�t
which they respectively derive from such use. Where it is abso-
lutely certain that such works can subsist upon this basis alone, the
revenue of the Commonwealth, although it may expedite their
pro ress is not indis ensablv necessa to their creation.� T8&#39; 3 P . 1&#39;5�

�Private wealth will of itself take the direction which personal
interest prompts. But there are many such wo-rks essential to the s
prosperity of the Commonwealth, the persons immediately inter-
ested in which have not capitals sufficient to commence their foun-
dation, and there are many others of like utility which if completed
would require the lapse of many years to make them pro�table tn
the individual subscribers to their stock. The population and
commerce which infallibly follow their direction, spread out upon
their borders and swell their tolls, cannot be expected to precede

C their existence.

�Although almost all the turnpike roads within the Common-
wealth of Virginia have been made without any other legislative
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aid than their respect.ive acts of incorporation, yet it is probable
that neither the Potomac nor James River would have been ren-

dered navigable above tidewater with such assistance alone. Mary-
land and Virginia subscribed more than one�half of the capital
stock of the former, and Virginia alone more than one-third of
the latter. The tolls hitherto collected on the one would not have

justi�ed a subscription to its stock with a view to mere pro�t; and
though those of the latter have for some time realized the most
sanguine expectations of its friends and its stock is 80 per cent.
above par, yet the revenue of the company apart from the apprecia-
tion� of its stock, would not net to its members 6 per cent. per annum
upon the sums which they have actually expended upon that river
from the commencement of their labors to the present period.

�Your committee, however, con�dently believe there is not an
individual within the Commonwealth alive to a sense other true

interests Who would have desired for the sake of a higher pro�t
to the treasury upon the stock of the public in either of these works,
to withdraw the funds which were required for their completion
and permit this noble resource to return to a state of nature.

�Those who reside near to their banks directly participated
in the bene�ts thus afforded them of a cheaper mode of transport-
ing the productions of their labor to market; and those even who
accidentally possessed the superior advantages of tidewater, or who
were compelled by their distance from both to resort to the com-
mon highways in order to reach the same markets, have greatly
pro�ted by those improvements of navigation which augment the
extent and value of that market, could not fail proportionately to
enhance the price for their produce. So true it is that what-
ever contributes to increase the population and wealth of the towns
must contribute to the growth and improvement of the country.
And this effect is wrought not solely on the vicinity of those. towns,
it is seen not merely in the wealth which collects in their suburbs;
but is discovered in the augmentation of their means of consump-
tion and the enlargement of their commercial capitals.

�In this necessary and reciprocal relation of commerce and
agriculture, the country below tidewater in Virginia has an immed-
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iate and even local interest. in the progress and perfection of all
those public works exclusive of its general interest in whatever
advances the growth and prosperity of the Commonwealth. The
inhabitants of the lowlands will therefore partake of the bene�t of
every application of public revenue to the improvement of the con-
nection between their market towns and the country above them.
It should be peculiarly their policy to turn the commerce to the
west from its northern direction into the bosom of their 0-wn terri-

tory. In the efforts which are contemplated to improve the roads
passing immediately through their own country they have an in-
terest more sensible to the eye but less so to the understanding.

�Although much has been done for the improvement of the in-
terior of Virginia, more yet remains to be accomplished.�

�If nature has divided the territory of the Commonwealth by
numerous chains of lofty mountains it is only to incite the genius
of mankind to climb them, and the period is not unthinkable�nay,
it rests with the legislature to determine whether it be remote, when
the roads which crcss those natural and formidable barriers shall"

�rX<>l<>�;=not be surpassed by those which run along their base
�Should the General Assembly determine to patronize by the

application of the public revenue all such works as are likely to be
of great public utilit.y, it becomes important to decide whether an
improvement may not be made in the mode heretofore pursued of
extending to them patronage.

�Your committee are fully satis�ed that much loss has been
sustained by all the canal companies which have been incorporated
hitherto for �want of skill in their conduct. Their directors have
served, it is true, without compensation. They have generally been
public spirited private gentlemen, but neither professional engineers
nor capable from experience and observation of guarding against &#39;
the errors and frauds of agents who pretended to be so.

�No single company could afford to purchase or could fully
employ in a country where a few public works were begun, the
services of a distinguished engineer; and yet without the previous
surveys, plans and estimates of such an o-�icer, no very arduous pub-
lic wdrk could be con�dently begun or successfully conducted. To
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supply the defect of such an officer would be the obvious interest of
the Commonwealth, and if he were not su�iciently compensated
by the general utility of his labors, he might demand of each com-
pany such an interest in its stock as would be equivalent to the
value of the service rendered tothe company by such officer.

�Whatever funds the legislature may be inclined to appropriate
for internal improvements, a difficulty must occur in settling the re-
lative importance of its principal objects; and if the appropriation
were also required to designate some particular object it would be
often impracticable from the variety of opinion��always existing

� in an Assembly representing many local interests���to procure an
union in the choice of any one. ,

�The �rst of these di�iculties may be obviated by organizing a
proper body to collect and prepare for the General Assembly the
facts and information necessary to cast upon every application for
a portion of the fund light enough to guide the sound discretion
of the Legislature in the selection of subjects.�

�And these facts, will be entitled to the higher con�dence if
&#39; reported under the sanction of o�icial responsibility.�

�To allay such local jealousies as might obstruct an agreement
in favor of any single object of internal improvement, a fund may
be previously segregated and set apart for the accomplishment of
all by one appropriation. If the term by future application to any,
be at the same time prescribed, a like participation in the bene�t
of the fund would be assured to every interest which it is calcu-
lated to promote; and the speedy enjoyment of that bene�t will be
secured to each by apportioning the magnitude of the fund so set
apart to the number a11d importance of the objects for which it is
designed to pro-vide.

�It may be sound policy for the Commonwealth, in order to
accomplish some great commercial or political purpose, to throw
open to general use, without the charge of toll, a particular canal
or road; but it can never be to its interest, for many reasons, to
become the sole proprietor of all the public works within its terri-
tory. c

�Experience testi�es that they will be more economically im-
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proved and better repaired if their management be left to the in-
dividuals who subscribe to their stock, with a view to private gain,
than if co-n�ned to public o�icers o-r agents. &#39;

�The Commonwealth should subscribe so much to their stock

and on such terms as will suffice to elicit individual wealth for

public improvement~�and the control which she retains over the
con.duct of the individual subscribers should extend no further

than to prevent or correct such abuses upon the community at
large, as might be apprehended from the too eager incentive of gain.

�By yielding to the individual subscribers the pro�t of the
State on its shares of the stock of any company where required to
secure such individuals against temporary loss, a much smaller
subscription �of the public money will suffice to draw forth private.
enterprise.

�The Commonwealth can never be a. loser if a public work

judiciously begun be �nally perfected�and the public security
against such loss will be found inthe discretion which the legisla-
ture retains over the choice of the object for -which its patronage
is sought.

�As the market rate of interest decreases in every commercial
country with the growth of its capital, the maximum pro�t of the
stock of each company may be reduced after the lapse of a limited
period of time. p

�The principles laid down in the preceding part of this report
the committee has embodied in the resolutions which are subjoined
to it; but they would not have performed their duty to the House
if before� they recommended the application to objects of internal
improvement of all the public stock of the Commonwealth as well
as the premium which may be hereafter received from the incorpor-
ation of new, the extension of the capitals or the duration of the
charters of the existing banks, they had not- enquired into the
actual state of the debts and of the annual revenue and expenditure
of the Commonwealth.�-�

�That inquiry resolves itself into the establishment of the
following propositions: &#39; &#39;-   .

�lst. That for �fteen years prior to the commencement of the
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late War, the ordinary revenue of the Commonwealth has not only
been adequate to meet the ordinary expenditures charged upon it,
but to enable the Commonwealth to arm from time to time a large
part of her militia���to lay the foundation of her literary fund, to
�erect several very costly public edi�ces, and to complete the purchase
of the stock subscribed by the Commonwealth to the Bank of Vir-
sginia; objects which occasioned a disbursement from the ordinary
revenue of a sum exceeding one million of dollars. �

.�Zndly. That since the commencement of that war the revenue
of the Commonwealth more than doubled by additional taxes and
farther augmented by considerable loans from the bank, has not
only su�iced for the ordinary possible expenditure, but enabled the
legislature to assume the State�s quota of the direct tax of 1814 and
to apply to the defense of the United States a. sum exceeding
eighteen hundred thousand dollars, exclusive of the interest paid
upon those loans.

�3rdly. That the Commonwealth has at present a claim upon
the United States of unquestionable justice for more than seventeen
hundred thousand dollars of the above amount, together with the
interest on such portions of it at least as were obtained on� loans,
which claim when satis�ed will furnish a sum competent to dis-
charge all the debts of the Commonwealth, to provide for the ex-
penditures of the current �scal year and to leave at the end of that
year a balance in the treasury of three hundred and �fty thousand
dollars to be applied to any other object of internal interest.
y �4thly. That the present taxes may be reduced to the amount

levied before the late war, provided the United States shall reim-
burse the sums advanced for the defense of the Commonwealth; and
even should the payment of those sums be withheld, which a just
con�dence in the good faith of the General Government forbids
your committee to expect, a repeal may yet be e�ected� of such pro-
portions of the war taxes as are not absolutely pledged for the pay-
ment of the interest, and the redemption of the principal of the
public debt.

�From all of which it evidently appears that the fund which
it is proposed to apply to the purposes of internal improvement
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may be spared from the revenue of the Commonwealth without any
embarrassment of her �nances, any violation of her engagements
orepressure upon her citizens.

�Should the appropriation recommended by the committee re- I
ceive the sanction of the legislature, the fund for internal im-
provement will consist of the following stock:
�5,547 shares of stock of the Bank of Virginia

on which a dividend is now received, which
computed at par is worth �ve hundred
and �fty�four thousand, seven hundred
dollars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $554,700.00

�2,400 shares of the stock of the Bank of
Virginia whereupon no dividend will ac-
crue until after the �rst day of May, 1818. 240,000.00

�3,344 shares of the stock of the Farmers� &#39;
Bank of Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .. 333,400.00

�250 shares of the stock of the James River
Company, also estimated at par . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,000.00

�125 shares of the stock of the Appomattox 0
Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .  . . . 12,500.00

�70 shares of the stock of the Dismal Swamp
Canal Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17,500.00

�70 shares of the stock of the Potomac Company. 31,111.11-1-9
�100 shares of the stock of the Little River

Turnpike Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . 10,000.00

�Making a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1,249,211.11�1-9
�Of which, the sum of $938,100 is now productive of an annual

revenue exceeding $98,000; and $240,000 will become alike pro-
ductive after the �rst day of May, 1818.

�In the present state of the fund the progress of the public
works to which it may be expected to give rise will be until the first
day of May, 1818, at the rate of $245,000 per annum.. After that
period it will be further augmented by the addition of $60,000.

�So that the total value of the internal improvements of ten
years will be $2,777,500, and this calculation is grounded on a sup-
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position that a portion of the stock which is now unproductive
will continue to be so; and that no augmentation of the fund will
have been made by the creation of new banks. *� * * * * 9

�Be it therefore resolved� 
     
     * * * * 31¢ *

�8. That the president and directors of the BoardofiPublic
Works be authorized to subscribe in behalf of the Commonwealth

to such public works as the General Assembly may from time to
~ time agree to patronize such portions of the revenue from the
. fund for internal improvement as may be directed by law; but
that no part of the fund shall be subscribed towards the stock
of any canal or turnpike company until three�fifths at least of the
whole stock necessary to complete such canal or turnpike shall have
been otherwise subscribed; nor until of the stock so subscribed one-
�fth shall have been paid in by the respective subscribers or the
payment thereof effectually secured.� B. P. W. Reps, Vol. I, p.

~ 55 and 59(11)

APPENDIX NO. 11. .. . .

1st Annual Report Board of Public Works, for year 1816, Vol.
1, pt. 1 p. 81. A .

�The appeal which the board has thus made to the public.
spirit of the country has not been in vain. Great e�orts have been
made to fill the subscriptions for opening the navigation of the
Roanoke.�

*. * * �There are several objects within the scope of the
tem devised by the General Assembly for the improvement of the A
interior of Virginia which in the present state of her wealth and
population it is beyond the reach of her unassisted ability to ac-
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complish; but which being equally interesting to her sister States
and the Government of the United States, it may not be impossible
to further by their co-operation.� �

�The failure of the stock of those companies which have al-
ready been incorporated to yield an immediate income to the sub-
scribers is to be imputable to their tardy progress in building the
works which they had begun ;_ and delay which arose from their
having commenced their labors with inadequate funds; and which�
discouraged new adventurers from uniting with them or hazarding �
their fortunes in similar enterprises. ,

�The foundation which the General Assembly have now laid for
future wo-rks of this desscription is calculated to remove this im-
pediment to their progress, and to assure to the Commonwealth a
speedy return for such sums as the General Assembly may author-
ize the Board of Public Works to subscribe out of the funds for in-

ternal improvement.
�It is not in the power of the Board in the infancy of their

institution to include in this reporta detail of the report and condi-
tion of any public work commenced under the auspices of the act of
their incorporation. With a view, however, of early arousing the
enterprise and patriotism of their fellow citizens in general to
embark their private fortunes in the career of internal improve-
ment -opened to them by the liberality of the General Assembly,
the Board of Public �Works adopted at their extraordinary session
the accompanying resolution:

� �In a country so diversi�ed as the territory of Virginia by
rivers and mountains, possessing such a variety of staples and
so many markets for their exploitation, the board could be ex-
pected to recommend to the General Assembly but a very small
number of those public works which the future policy of Vir-
ginia may be inclined to patronize, and the fund for public
(internal improvements hereafter competent to aid:

� �To open the navigation of those rivers, penetrate deeply
into the interior of the country; to unite by commercial and
political ties the widely extended territory of the Common-
wealth, are in the estimation of the board objects of the �rst
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magnitude in the scale of improvements contemplated by the
General Assembly.� �
Resolution �B� p. 87, idem.

* * * * =l= * * *

�That the making of an arti�cial road from Staunton to some
point on the Ohio River in the county of VVood or Tyler is an
object of great importance to the interests of this Commonwealth.�

�That the making of an arti�cial road from some point on
J ackson�s River to some other point on the navigable waters of the
Kanawha River and the extension of the navigation of those rivers
as high up the same as practicable, are objects of great importance
to the interests of this Commonwealth.�

�Resolved, That the making of an arti�cial road from Salem
in the county of Botetourt, to Winchester, is an object of great
importance to the interests of this Commonwealth.�

�Resolved, That the improvement of the navigation of the
Monongalia River is an object of great importance to the in-
terests of this Commonwealth.�

�Resolved, That the making of an arti�cial road from VVin-
chester to a point near the eastern .base of the Alleghany
Mountain, on the roa.d which the Government of the United
States is extending from Fort Cumberland to- Whleveling, is an
object of great importance to the interest of this Common-
wealth.�

2d Annual Report Board of Public Works, Vol. I. pt. 2, p. 29,
1817 (In re improvements on Kanawha River.)

$**3!|****

�The report made pursuant to this instruction is no-w respect-
fully submitted marked �N� and will enable the legislature to de-
cide between the different modes of forming the connection;����
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�Much of the richestterritory of the State is on the Kanawha
and Ohio Rivers, a great proportion of which was granted in large
tracts to individuals for military service, many of which tracts have
been kept entire, and the greatest part of them remain unsettled
to this day; this circumstance, combined with the sparse population
of the counties through which the improvement was to be made,
induces the belief that the usual contributions from individuals
cannot be expected in that quarter of the country. It is therefore
respectfully suggested that the salutary restriction that requires
three-�fths of the stock to be taken by individuals be dispensed with
or modi�ed in this instance, or that the co�operation of capitalists
may be drawn to the aid of this work by combining a more immed-
iate and pro�table employment of capital with its execution.�

� * * * * * * * *

3rd Annual Report Board of Public Works, Vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 13,
1818. a

�The president and directors of the Board of Public Works
beg leave to submit t.o the legislature whether it is not expedient. to
appropriate such a portion of the income of the fund for internal
improvement not exceeding one�fourth of the annual income, to the
aid of turnpike companies, as that, while it shall produce an im-
mediate advantage to many considerable districts of country which
cannot otherwise receive any direct bene�t from the fund, shall
not obstruct the execution of other more important and extensive
Works. This policy seems to be recommendedby the consideration
that extensive districts cannot otherwise participate directly in the
bene�ts of the fund, and that all the advantages arising from works
on a small scale will be speedily realized. �

�If the legislature should adopt this policy, then� the board
recommends to the patronage of the legislature��� �
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�The latter of these companies� (referring to the Leesburg
Turnpike Company) �has also completed a considerable portion of
the road, and a subscription by the Board of Public Works of $33,
600, payable in four annual instalments, equal to two-�fths of the
stock of the company, of which three-�fths are already taken by
individuals, would enable them_to complete the road. A statement
cf the situation of. this company is subjoined.�

Report of Swift Run Gap Turnpike Co., to Board of Public
Worlts. B. P. VV. Reps, Vol. 2-, pt. 1, p. 56, 1818.

1
*******&#39;*

�That experience has too fully and universally evidenced the
great-»advantages resulting from good roads, for the transportation
to market of the surplus products of a country, to render it necessary
for them to enforce it by any remarks on their part, especially when
addressing a body whose very name and the object of whose creation
must satisfactorily indicate the growth and di��usion of liberal
and enlarged views upon the propriety of internal improvement
and the extinction of those prejudices which have but too long re-
tarded a measure deeply involving the best interests of/the Come �

�Jomonwealth. * * * �&#39;

Report o-f Leesburg Turnpike Co., to Board of Public Works.
B. P. W., Reps. Vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 60, 1818. e

* * $3 * * =I< * *

�It is further resolved that it be made known to the said

president and directors that upwards of one-�fth part of said road
is now completed, and that this board are of the opinion that unless
the said president and directors of the Board of Public Works shall
aid in the completion of said road by subscribing two-�fths of the
stock aforesaid, every exertion to produce the desired object must
prove abortive, and the public be deprived of a great and import-
ant internal improvement.� P
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4th Annual Rep. Board Public Works. Vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 11, 1819. 
     
     � 3

* * =16 =8 * * * *

�In reviewing the progress and condition of the various im-
provements now in process of execution under the patronage of the
legislature, the Board of Public Works are inspired with a just con-
�dence that the valuable and highly important objects for the at�
tainment of which the fund for internal improvement was created,

A will be fully attained by a patient perseverance in the application
of the daily increasing capital of the fund to those objects.�

Supplement to same, idem p. 4, Statement of Thos. W. Ran-
dolph, pres. B. P. W.

a==i<=z<"�=k::==a=>a==1<_

�The subject is now mature for the decision of the legislature;
and upon that depends what Virginia shall be twenty years hence;
whether as now, or with a great and �ourishing commerce, popu-
lous and wealthy cities, reoccupied plains on the east, and peopled
mountains on the west, a connection founded on mutual interests
with the great population of the Western States for the most part
driven originally by want of pro�table employment from her own
territory; and the mighty in�uence such advantages cannot fail to
create for the preservation of order, free principles and union in the

confederacy.�

5thsAnnual Rep. Board of Public Works, vol. 2, pt. 5, p. 13,
1820.

* Ii: * * * 75 * 3!:

�A review of the state of the fund and of the report of the
principal engineer, together with the other reports accompanying
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this, affords gratifying proof that whilst the territory of the Com-
monwealth abounds with objects of valuable internal improvement
in every district, the fund appropriated for that purpose is ade- l
quate, upon the principles upon which it is founded, to give effec-
tual aid to such improvements to the full extent of the demands
which can probably be made upon it; and that several public works
of great importance to extensive districts of the State are under
the patronage of the legislature �rapidly advancing to completion
Which, without such patronage, might have languished for years,

i and perhaps have been wholly abandoned.�

9th Annual Rep. Board Public Works Vol. 4, p. 168, 1824.
(In re improvements on Kanawha. River).

***=l=:_!<*=!==1=

�Your committee cannot close this report without calling the
attention of the legislature to the growing importance of the salt
trade upon the Kanawha River. At a very early period of this great
undertaking, this subject engaged the attention of the legislature;
and whilst the magnitude of those manufacturies, yielding at this
time about one million bushels of salt per annum, promised a large
revenue to the Commonwealth, a reciprocal advantage was expect-
ed to accrue to them in the increased facilities of their carriage to
their markets upon the Ohio River.

�We cannot, if we would, disguise it from ourselves that Vir-
ginia, if not deteriorating, is certainly not advancing with the same
rapidity as many of her sister States of this Union. Her popula-
tion is passing to the VVest, contributing by their wealth and indus-
try to raise up new and as yet unknown interests in that important
part of the United States. Itis in this point of view, as your com-
mittee conceive, that this subject becomes most deeply interesting,
and regarding this great chain of improvement as a social link unit-
ing the East and West, it deserves. the highest consideration of
Virginia.�
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10th Annual Rep. Board Public VVorks, Vol. 4, p. 190, 1825.

5? * * * =11 >2: *3?

�But few of the stocks of the canal and turnpike companies
acquired by the application of the income of the fund, under the
acts of the General Assembly and the resolutions of the board, as yet
pay any dividend, and the revenue derived from that source is at
present very inconsiderable. The appropriations made to companies �
with which this board has thus become connected, though unpro-
ductive of revenue, have not failed in producing a good e�ect.� T

� A spirit of improvement, it is believed, has been excited in
some sections of our State Where none existed before; and the as-
sistance a�orded in several instances has led to the undertaking of
improvements which otherwise would not have been commenced
and could not have been accomplished. The board, however, en-
tertains the expectation that in addition to the bene�t thus con-
ferred, a revenue Will in time be derived which Will enable it to
extend the sphere of its utility.� �  3

1�

14th Annual Rep. Board Public Works, Vol. 6,ip. 10, 18191..

* i* * * * *, =|=*

�Although it was not the original purpose of the legislature in
creating the fund for internal improvement that the aid to be ex-
tended to joint stock companies should be afforded upon the prin-
ciple of mere money making, yet its productiveness cannot fail to
be gratifying not only as yielding income, and thus enlarging the
capability of the fund for extended" usefulness, but particularly as
aiffoarding conclusive proof of the bene�cial application of its in-
come in the execution of important Work.� �

�There are other companies with Whom the fund for internal
improvement stands connected whoseiprospects, though not so
bright, are nevertheless encouraging. There are yet� some oth-
ers Whose reports scarcely justify the �faint �expectations of even
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deferred income from the capital expended, but whose werl:
nevertheless aiioros important facilities to the trade of exten~
sive and fertile districts of the State, and thus contributes to
the general weal.

�This view of the condition and prospects of the companies
who have been arduously engaged i-n making extensive and
valuable improvements in our country, and to whom the aid
of this fund is extended, is presented not only to excite atten-
�tion to the certain and contingent advantages of such improve-
.ments, but also to repress, as fas as practicable, that spirit of
impatience which so frequently manifests itself throughout the
«country by murmurs at the tardiness and the expense with
which the Works are prosecuted, and that the unpro�tableness
of the public investments. These murmurs seemed to indicate
the idle expectation that these great public works ought to be
conducted as rapidly as the ordinary operations o-f a farm, and
a belief that the public investments are made upon the princi-
ples of common stock j obbing.� p

�This spirit of impatience opposes all its energies to that
public spirit which should animate every community in its
march to high prosperity. The latter ought to be cherished as
being of inestimable value, while the former ought to be sup-
pressed as tending to desolation only. Although it is far from
being desirable that the stocks subscribed by the Board of Pub-
lic Works, under the direction of the General Assembly, should
be unproductive of income, yet if the enhancement of real and
other property in the country be equal in amount to the invest-
ment made, the community has surely lost nothing, and if the
enhancement be inde�nitely greater, so also. is the common
bene�t. That such enhancement does occur in every commmun-
ity where the improvements of the country are vigorously
prosecuted, is abundantly and irrefragibly demonstrated by
the experience of Pennsylvania, New York, and New England,
where lands naturally less valuable command a price from four
to ten times� greater than they do in Virginia; and although
their public stocks should yield them no income, yet the com-
munities are otherwise bene�ted by them in a ratio of arithme-
tical progression. Public spirit and due perception of com-
mon and mutual interest is the great desideratum in Virginia.
�Vere it to awaken, it would readily �nd subjects of improve-
ment muni�eently spread before them. Surely, no country
possesses greater capabilities than Virginia.�
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151.11 --.\nnua.l Rep. Board of Public Wiorlis, Vol. 6, p. 113, 1830

=l= * * * =l= * * *

�&#39;l&#39;hi;~~. prosperous state of the fund, combined with the in-
creased solicitude of the public on the subject of internal im-
provements, a solicitudc created by the real necessities that
exist for the construction of various improvements throughout
the State, and which has been heightened by the example of
some of the neighboring States who have been guided by an
enlightened and liberal policy on this subject, has urged on
the Board of Public VVorks an inquiry into the capacity of the
fluid of internal improvement to complete the Works already
commenced and to construct such others as the interests of the
public may render necessary. In administering the fund to the
Wants of so- extensive a country, presenting great varieties of
situation, soil, and products, with a population in some in-
stances separated by mountains and forests, any uniform rule
founded upon the principles of justice and equality seems to
be impracticable.

�If the principle of only applying the funds in combination
With individuals in. the form of stock companies, according to
the provisions of the eleventh section of the act creating the
fund, should be adopted and adhered to, the consequence would
be that the energies of the fund will be exhausted upon local
objects of partial bene�t and extent, to be found most gener-
ally in such parts of the State Where the population has already
acquired suflicient surplus Wealth to enable them to embark
in such enterprises, and Where the end to be gained is the ad-
vancement of individual interest rather than the public good.
On the other hand, if only the income that arises upon the capi-
tal stock or investments of the fund is to be applied as it an-
nually accrues, the amount. is t.otally insufficient to effect any
extended scheme of improvement commensurate With� the great
Interests of the State. &#39;

�The act creating the fund contemplated the �rendering nav-
igable and uniting by canals of the principal rivers, and of
more intimately connecting, by public highways, different parts
of the Commonwealth.� The objects embraced by it are so ex-
tensive and important in their nature as to be excluded from
the reach of individual enterprise and capital; besides it may
happen that improvements are required essential to the best in-
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terests of the country, but from which no direct income will
be realized, although the State would be abundantly remun-
erated by the stimulous it would give to industry by the de-
velopment of new sources of wealth, by enhancing the value of
lands, and by the increase of population, thereby� adding to
the moral and physical ability of the State to sustain itself in
time of war and peace.� &#39;

26th Annual Rep.   Worlrs, Vol. 12, p. 9.�1841.
* .* * * * *

�In connection with the subject of railroads, the board re-
spectfully begs leave to submit the following remarks:

�It is well known that the capital of all our railroad com-
panies proved to be entirely insu�icient to complete the forma-
tion of the roadbeds and superstructure and to provide depots,
work-shops, engines and all. other necessary appendages for
carrying on the business of the roads. It is equally well known
that much of the capital was wasted in consequence of the nec-
essarily imperfect knowledge of the subject which was pos-._
sessed by engineers at the time of the introduction of railroads
into the United States; and partly owing to neglect and want
of economy, method and proper supervision in the transaction i
and management of their affairs at the outset and for some
time after.

�The result has generally been that the companies have found
the aid so liberally extended to them in the shape of loans very
inadequate to their real ne_cessity. They are mostly still in-
volved in heavy debts, exclusive of those to the State, and the
urgent demands upon them for the payment of principal and
interest which they are compelled to meet promptly in order to
keep their works in operation, absorb their pro�ts to such an
extent as t.o deprive them, in a great measure. of the ability to
keep the roadbeds and the motive power, and so forth, upon
them in the perfect order they should be to insure regularity,
safety and expedition. ,

�I t must be remembered that these improvements werenot
fostered by theplegislature t72,roug7zaeor2.tri?)utz&#39;om 7372. subscrip-
tion amalwloams merely as zhzrestlmentas of so much money in
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pro�table stocks, but that they were actuated by a higher
consideration, that of promottng the prosperity of the State
at large by contracting to build up the local prosperity, of its
di�erent sect7Zo=ns.� (Italics not in original.)

�That the most bene�cial results have been experienced by
every railroad that has been established is not a matter of con-
jecture. Industryhas received from them a new impetus. The
cultivation of the soil in every part of the country within the
rangeof their in�uence has been greatly extended; arts, trades,
and commerce �ourish to a greater extent, and a greater re-,
duction has been effected in the expense of transporting the
produce of the farmer and the goods of the merchant to mar-
lzet, and a speedy and cheap transportation between the citizens
of our own State with each other and with the citizens of other ,
States has been established. * * * * *

EXTRAGTS FROM ACTS OF ASSEMBLY or VIRGINIA WITH REFERENCE TO

EXPENDITURES FOR INTERNAL IMPROVEMENT, THROUGH,

JOINT STOCK C0MI2ANIEs.

UHAP. IYVII.

}in Act to create a fund for Internal Improvement.

[Passed February 5th, 1816.]

1. Be it enacted by the (lereeral �Assembly/, That a fund. shall be,
and the same is hereby created, to be denominated �The Fund for
Internal Improvement,�aand to be applied, exclusively, to the pur-
pose of rendering navigable, and �uniting by canals, the principal
rivers and of more intimately connecting by the public. highways,
the different parts of this Commonwealth.
�:-

=t=***=i==u=&#39;**

3. And be it further enacted, That, for the purpose of preserv-
ing and improving this fund, and of disbursing such portions of it
as the General Assembly may, from time to time, direct, to be ap-
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plied to any object of internal improvement, it shall be and the same
is hereby vested in a corporate body, to be styled, �The President
and Directors of the Board of Public Works� in which name they
shall have a common seal, and perpetual succession, subject to the
limitation hereinafter provided, shall be capable of suing and being
sued, pleading and being implead-ed, and shall have and enjoy
all the rights and privileges of a corporation.

4. And be git furtlzer enacted, That the Governor of the Com-
monwealth shall be ex-o��icio President of the Board of Public

�Works; that the directors a majority of whom shall constitute a.
Board for the transaction of any business devolving on the corpor-
ation, shall consist of the Treasurer and the Attorney General of
the Commonwealth, for the time being, and of ten citizens thereof;
of whom three shall reside westward of the Alleghany mountain;
two between the Alleghany and the Blue Ridge; three �between the
Blue Ridge and the great post road, which, passing through the
territory of the Commonwealth, crosses the principal rivers thereof
at, or about the head of tidewater, and the residue between that
road and the sea. coast.

* * * * * * **

8. And be it further enacted, That the President and Directors
of the Board of Public VVorks shall hold an annual meeting in the
City of Richmond, or at such other place as may be designated
by law, to begin on the �rst Monday in November of every year, and
to continue until the business of the board is transacted-But,
that the President of the Board may, at his own pleasure, or shall,
at the request of any three Directors thereof, �convene an extra
meeting of the Board, for the transaction of any extraordinary
business which may devolve on.the corporation.

* * * =l= >I< * **

10. And be it further enaetea�, That the fund for internal im-
provement, subject to the order of the President and Directors of

D the board, shall be deposited in the Treasury of the Commonwealthl
and kept distinct and apart from all other public money: It shall
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be paid out or delivered by the Treasurer of the Commonwealtlr
to the order of the board, certi�ed and subscribed by the Secretary,
and countersigned by the President; that the Treasurer shall keep
a fair and regular account of all such disbursements, and carefully
preserve the certi�cates upon Which the same shall have been made,
and shall render an account thereof, to the General Assembly, at
the same time at which he renders his annual account of the dis-
bursements of the ordinary revenue; that once in every year &#39;the
Board of Public VVorks shall depute a committee of their body to
examine the accounts of all disbursements made by.order of the

board, during the year next preceding the annual meeting of the
board, and to compare these accounts with the Treasurer�s books,
and the certi�cates giviiig autheritay for the payment of the several
sums of money, or stock, entered therein; that their reports shall
certify to the board, that the same have beenfully accounted for, or
otherwise, as the case may be.

11. And be it further enacted, That the President and Directors
of the Board of Public V\§7o-rks. shall be, and they are hereby author-
ized to subscribe in behalf of the Commonwealth. to such Public
VVorks as the General Assembly may, from time to time, agree to/
patronize, such portions of the revenue. of the fund for internal im-
provement, as may be directed by law but that no part of the said
fund shall be subscribed towards the stock of any canal, turnpike,
or other Company, until three��fths at least of the Whole stock,
necessary to complete such canal, turnpike, or other public Work,
of such company, shall have been otherwise subscribed; nor until, of
the stock subscribed, one-�fth thereof shall have been actually paid
in by the respective subscribers, or the payment thereof effectually
secured by bond vvitli approved security, or a deed of trust upon the
real estate of such subscriber, of twice the value of such �fth part;
such bond to be taken payable to the President, Directors and
Company authorized to complete such public work, and to be re-
coverable against the obligor or his securities, on motion ofter ten
day�s notice, in any court of record Within the Commonwealth,
having jurisdiction thereof; and such deed of trust to be proceeded
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upon whenever the trustee therein named shall be required to do
so by such President, Directors and Company

* &#39;45 9!: =f= >I= =l< * 31:

13. And be it further enacted, That the President and Direc-
tors of the Board of Public Works shall Vest in some productive
fund the unappropriated dividends accruing upon any of the stock
committed to their charge, until the same shall be specially applied
by law to some object of internal improvement; and shall have
power subject to the control of the General Assembly, to- sell, from
time to time, as may be� ordained by law, the whole or any part of
the shares held by the Commonwealth, in the stock of any canal,
turnpike _or other company subscribed for under the provisions of
this Act, for the purpose of investing the proceeds of sale in the
stock of some other similar company, subject to the like conditions
as have been before expressed in this Act.

14. Be it further enaetecl, That the President and Directors of
the Board of Public �Works shall. have power to appoint, in behalf
of the Commonwealth, so many directors of every Public Work, as
shall bear to the whole number of the �directors of such work the

proportion of the Commonwealth�s shares of stock in such work,
which may be subscribed in pursuance of this Act, to the whole
number of shares subscribed thereto; presided, /zowever, that when-
ever it shall be found expedient by the Legislature. to authorize
the subscription of any part of the fund hereby created to any com-
pany already incorporated, the provisions of this section shall not
be construed as applying to such company unless it be otherwise
directed by the Act authorizing the subscription.

15. Be it furrtlzer enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Presi-
dent and Directors of the Board of Public Works, to keep a fair and
accurate record of all their proceedings, which shall be at all times
open to the inspection of the members of the General" Assembly,
and of the President, Directors and other officers of any company
interested therein; that they shall report to the General Assembly,
at or near the commencement of every annual session thereof, the
exact state of the fund for internal improvement; the progress and
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condition, noting especially the net income, of all the public works
within the Commonwealth; the surveys, plans and estimated ex-
pense of such new works as they may recommend to the patronage
of the General Assembly, together with such other important in-
formation as they may have it in their power to collect, in relation
to the objects committed to their trust.� s

16. And be it further enacted, That the public faith shall be
and the same is hereby solemnly pledged to ful�ll the appropria-
tion made by this Act; and that the said appropriation shall con-
tinue in force until the �rst day of January, of the yearone thous-
and eight hundred and sixty-six, except at such times as the United
States of America may be involved in war, or the safety of this
Commonwealth. may, in the opinion -of the General Assembly re-
quire; when the General Assembly may withdraw (during the
period of actual hostilities, or of such imminent danger), the whole
o-r any part of the said fund for the purpose of defense; provided
such �withdrawal can be made without a Violation of any engage-
ment entered into under this Act.

17. This Act shall commence and be in force from and after

the passage thereof.
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APPENDIX III.

Extract from brief �led on behalf of west Virginia, with the
Attorney General of the United States, by Hon. Alfred Caldwell,
former Attorney General, and Hon. E. VV. VVilson, former Gover-
nor of West Virginia, upon t~&#39;he question of the right of the United
States to set o�� any claim against I/Vest Virginia on bonds of the
Commonwealth of Virginia acquired by the United States before
the formation of West Virginia, against the claim of West Vir-
ginia against the United States for a refund of the Direct War
Tax.

�Upon the adoption of the ordinance of secession,by the
Virginia Convention, in April, 1861, the Wheeling Convention
which, June 11, 1861, had assembled for the reorganization
of the government of Virginia after adopting an ordinance
for such reorgan�ization, proceeded to, and did, August 20,
1861, adopt �An ordinance to provide for the formation of a
new State out of a portion of the territory of this State.�

Section 3 of sa.id ordinance provided for changing the boun-
�dairies of the proposed new State, so as to include other counties
therein named, among which were Jefferson and Berkeley, up-
on a favorable majority vote by the people of said counties,
respectively.

Section 9 of said ordinance is as follows:

�The new State shall take upon itself a just proportion of the
public debt of the Commonwealth of Virginia, prior to the �rst
day of January. 1861, to be ascertained by charging to it all
State expenditures within the limits thereof, and a just pro-
portion of the ordinary expenses of the State government since
any part of said debt was contracted; and deducting therefrom
the moneys paid into the treasury of the Commonwealth from
the counties included within the said new State during the same
period.�

From this proposition West Virginia has never receded. She
proposed to be. was taken, received and admitted as a State of
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the Union, by the Congress of the United States, with this pro-
vision as of the basis of settlement with the State of Vir-
ginia. The government of the UnitedStates is the creator of
the new State, and is therefore precluded absolutely, and under.
any possible contingency from avoiding the provisions of this
ordinance, in order to retain VVest Virginia�s money. The Su-
preme Court of the United States has decided this ordinance
to be binding as between Virginia, VVest Virginia and the
United States. Virginia V. West Virginia, 11 Wall, 39.

* * =l= * =i=  * =14

The public debt of Virginia, January 1, 1861, was incurred
almost exclusively in works of public improvement, railroads,
turnpikes, canals, bridges, etc., and amounted to $31,779,067 .32.

Of this sum there was incurred for public improvements in
West Virginia, $2,784.,329,29; for all other expenditures in West
Virginia $559,600.00, making a total of $3,343,929.29.

The commission, summarizing from the various tabulated
statements, strike the following account between the two States.

West Virginia to the State of Virginia, Dr.
For the amounts expended and invested

in her territory, as set forth in statement F. . $3,343,929 29
Cr.

By one-fourth of the estimated
value of the public buildings and
other assets, as given in state- ,
ment G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $968,750 00

By three-thirteenths of the United
States surplus fund, as per
statement, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 446,032 92

By three�sevenths of the literary
fund, as per same . . . . . . . . . . . .. 647 ,07 9 92

By the amount collected in �Vest
Virginia after January 1, 1861,
as per statement E . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328,706 22 2,390,569 0.6

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $953,360 23

Under the resolutions creating and de�ning the duties of this
commission, its report was made subject to the approval and rati�
�eation of the Legislatures of West Virginia and Virginia. 6

Under resolutions introduced into the Senate «of West Vir- A
ginia, the �nance committee thereof made further examination of 7
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the matter, in 1873, and reported to the Senate the result of its
labors. Hon. J. M. Bennett, a member of the commission hereto-
fore mentioned, was Chairman of this Senate Committee. �Its re-

port appears in the appendix. We quote the following:
�The report of the debt commissioners hereinbefore referred

to, shows that all State expenditures within this State, prior
to January, 1861, amounted to $3,366,929.29, and although it
is apparent that bonds for quite a large amount of this sum
were never issued, nevertheless the expenditures would seem to
import an obligation upon our people to return every dollar
which has been so contributed to the development of the ter-
ritory of our State.

�The committee have not entered into the tedious process of
calculating the interest, for the obvious reason that there would
be as much interest on our contributions, as upon the receipts
from Virginia.

�The committee have therefore assumed the foregoing sum
of $3,366,929.29 as import.ing"a debt upon West Virginia to be
gathered and itemized from the report of the debt commis-
sioners aforesaid. &#39;

�From the amount of the foregoing expenditures must be
deducted the moneys paid into the Treasury of the Common-
wealth of Virginia from the counties included in this State.
during the same period.� * * * * * *

� (Extracted from pamphlet presenting West Virginia�s claim
for the refund of the U. S. Direct War Tax, pp. 5 and 6.)

NOTE.��-There were palpable errors in the em parte statement
of the account between the two States, contained in the reports refer-
red to and approved in the above brief, in crediting West Virginia
with items for which she could claim no credit under the Wheeling
Ordinance under which those statements of that account were at-

tempted to be made, and in failing to charge West Virginia with its
�just proportion of the ordinary expenses of the State government�
and other items of charge expressly required to be made by that
Ordinance. � 9

With these corrections m:»xde,pt-he account would show as large
a balance due from West Virginia as Virginia has now shown

_ in this suit to be due by the new State.
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APPENDIX IV.

Paper prepared by Professor T. S. Adams of the University of
Wisconsin, de�ning what are the �ordinary expenses� of a State.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.

_ MADISON.
DEPARTMENT or POLITICAL ECONOMY.

&#39;1�. s. ADAMS. A E Nov. 5, 1909.

Honorable Wm�. A. Anderson,
L Attorney General of Virginia,

Richmond, Virginia.
My dear Sir: L
F Some time ago Dr. Ely referred to me a letter from yourself

concerning the question of ordinary and extraordinary expendi-
tures. While I of course had some general knowledge of the dis-
tinction between these two terms, as used in the budget of vari-
ous countries, my knowledge on the subject was not of that speci�c
and certain character which your problem demands. It was neces-
sary for me to do some reading and make some examinations of
authorities before I could make the reply which �I herewith en-
close. It is very imperfect and I particularly regret that. I have
not had time to go through the material in our libraryucontaining
the public accounts of the Various States and cities of this country.
I am doubtful also whether what I have written will be of any
material. assistance to you, but  enclose it, hoping that it may
contain a suggestion or two. A

Our collection of public documents in the University Library
is particularly good; and �if you can wait a month or so and will
express the desire to have it, I will endeavor to get some student
to run through this material with a View to collecting as large a

\
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number as possible of illustrations bearing upon the use of the
terms �ordinary� and �extraordinary� in American public accounting.

&#39; Very truly yours,
TSA�/EB (Signed) T. s. ADAMS.

ORDINARY AND EXTRAORDINARY EXPENDITURES.

Ordinary expenditures are usual expenditures.   What is usual
in one country is not usual in another, and What is usual in a given
country at one time may be unusual at another time. VVe should
therefore except to �nd, and, as a matter of fact, we do �nd, all
sorts of expenditures included in the extraordinary budgets of va-
rious countries. Precedent can be found for almost anything. In
France, for example, since 1833, the substance of the extraordinary
budget has consisted of expenditures for the establishment of great
public works, but prior to 1789 the costs of establishing and im~
proving public Works were carried in the ordinary budget.

The best treatment of this general subject is found in Wag-
ner�s �Finanzwissenschaft,� Vol.� 1, p. 135-142. Great authority is to
be accorded to th&#39;is treatment, inasmuch as �Wagner bases what he
has to say not only upon economic theory and study of the law, but
upon the experience of the greater European nations. According
to Wagner, there is a three�fold distinction between ordinary and
extraordinary expenditures:

1. The �rst distinction turns upon the time at which �the
expenditure becomes necessary. Extraordinary expenditures from
this viewpoint arise out of unexpected demands. Wagner notes,
however, that in a great state the great number of trivial or small
items of expense which are unforseen assume, in the aggregate,
a certain regularity which makes it possible to provide for them
by a contingent or reserve fund. Although Wagner refers to
these items as �diese kleinen Posten ausserordenlicher Ausgeben,�

he really suggests that they should, in the aggregate, be regarded
as regular or ordinary expenses; While the individual items are not
foreseeable, their aggregate is. R
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II. The second and most important- distinction turns upon the
durability or permanence of service for which the expenditure is
made and rests upon a contract similar to that made in private eco-
nomics between circulating and �xed capital.

Under ordinary expenses here, VVagner mentions interest on
the public debt and his language suggests that payments on the
principal of the public debt when made periodically or annually in
accordance with the terms of the loan should also be included

among the ordinary expenses (although he protests that there is
no general economic principle which requires the regular payment
of a public debt).

(It will be noted that under the �rst distinction which turns

upon the certainty or accuracy with which an expense may be an-
ticipated, interest payments are even more clearly and logically in-

cluded among the ordinary expenses, because no expense is more
certain or more speci�cally �xed with respect to time than that of
interest payment).

The extraordinary expenditures under this head are those regu-
lar or intermittent expenditures for things whose use or service
extends over far more than one �scal year or period. Wagner.
distinguishes three special groups "here:

1. Capital outlays giving rise to a lasting use, either for-�

(a) quasi-private industries and undertakings capable of yield-
ing pro�t to the �State (e. g., forests, railroads, mines, postal and
telegraph systems;

(b) or for the establishment and betterment of Whatimay be
called the �immaterial capital of the state� (e. g., expenditures for
the introduction and execution of great public reforms such as the
land cadastre, reconstruction of judicial system, enfranchisement
of serfs, etc.)

I

2. Irregular productive and remedial expenditures to correct
conditions which threaten the life or property of the State, (e. g.,
War, famine, �oods, insurrection, etc.) �_
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�The fact that Wagner nowhere mentions expenditures for
hospitals, insane asylums, prisons, etc., is signi�cant and indicates
a belief on his part that they are �ordinary� expenses.�

III. The third distinction is the purely lega.l one and corres-
ponds for the most part to the well-known difference between
standing and annual appropriations.

Wagner mentions Here as the most characteristic items of or-
dinary or standing expenses, payments of interest on the public.
debt and the payments of such parts of the principal as are regu-
larly retired in accordance with the terms of the loan. �Legis-
lative expenses (i. e., those necessary for the assembling and func-
tioning of the legislature) furnish another characteristic item. &#39;

(It seems di�icult to imagine how any claim can be made for
the inclusion of interest payments among the extraordinary expen-
ditures. Borrowing, with its necessary corrolary of regular in-
terest payments, is the speci�c device by which irregular things are
made regular, unbearably heavy burdens divided into those which;
-may be borne with ease; and as surely as the principal of the loan
is to be classed among extraordinary receipts, so surely must the
interest payments be classed among the ordinary expenditures. In-
terest is the instrument by which extraordinary difficulties are con-
verted into ordinary problems. (¢See foot note.)

¢T&#39;he last point is well brought out in the article. entitled
Budget sur Resources Extraordinaires in Say�s Dictionnaire des
Finances, Vol. I, p. 723:

�Ce n�est que de notre temps qu�il a été institué une théorie
pour la défense des Budgets Extraordinaires systématiques. Les
budgets ordtinaires sont, dit-on, les budgets de la vie normale et
annuelle du pays, son compte industriel d�exploitation, et ont l�im-
pot et les revenus des biens de l�Etat pour fonds d�entretien; les
budgets extraordinaires répondent é leur compte industriel de pre-
mier establissement, inde�niment continué comme se continue in-
de�niment l�expansio-n de l�activité d�un peuple qui vit de siécles
ct non d�annéss et son fonds de service est Pemprunt, dont le budget
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ordinaire ne se ressent que par Pobligation ou il est d�en payer les
intéréts pour la part de jouissance qui lui en revient.�

The country which has, perhaps, made the widest use of the
extraordinary budget is France. The experience of France is dis-
cussed in a most illuminating Way in Chapters 9 and 10 of René
Stourm�s �Le. Budget.� We �nd here a number of de�nitions of an.
o�icial character. One of these de�nitions, made in 1862 and often.
quoted in French law and �nancial debate, is as follows:

�The credits of the ordinary budget ought to provide for the-
obligatory and permanent services of the State, assuring the pay-
ment of the debt, the execution of the laws, the administration of
justice, collection of revenues, and the public defense,� p. 176.

The public debt included in the ordinary budget covers the con-
solidated, perpetual bonds and annuities, all kinds of terminable
bonds and annuities, and �1a debt viagere� (Pensions, life annuities,
etc.)&#39; _ i

The de�nition of �extraordinary� expenditures made by the.
same author in 1862 is as follows:

(The extraordinary expenditures comprehend those for"
great public works, new constructions, abnormal military de-«
mands required for the protection of our e_xter&#39;ior or foreigni
interests; in a Word. all those expenditures corresponding tor
monetary needs and destined to disappear ought not to �gure.
a.mong the permanent charges.) Stourm, p. 196.

�I
See foot note.¢

¢The comment of the then Minister of Finance, M. Magne,
upon this de�nition is exceedingly illuminating, p. 196, Stourm.

I�/I� Y

�En général, on ne prend pas assez garde aux différents
roles de L�Etat. En meme temps qu�il est tenu de solder, avec
ses ressources ordinaires, ses dépenses courantes . . .&#39; . en
méme temps, il est propriétaire, il a un actif immobilier et
mobilier, qu�il est tenu, non� seulement d�entretenir, mais de
perfectionner, dans l�intérét de tous et de chacun. Lorsque
L�Eta.t. se procure une ressource, par voie extraordinaire, par
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voie d�emprunts, et que cette ressource, est appliqée a cette
nature de dépenses, il ne fait qu�un placement, qu�une trans-
formation de valeur, il augments la fortune immobiliére et
mobiliére de chacun. Ainsi done, on a raison de ne pas con-
fondre ces deux natures de dépenses, les unes, qu&#39;i sont fongibles,
qui disparaissent, le laissent £1 l�avenir ni charges, ni résultats;
celles, au� contraire, qui se consolident, qui s�incorporent au sol,
qui augmentent la fortune de l�Etat . . . .� Corps legislatif,
6 avril 1869.

Finally it may be interesting to summarize the great Frenchi
;minister de Freycinet�s discussion of this subject.

M. de Freycinet�s divided extraordinary expenditures into three
classes, Necessary, Optional, and Illegitimate.

A. �The necessary expenses are those which result from
events which it is not Within the power of nations to prevent or at
least the �nancial consequences of wh�ic�h it is impossible to avoid,
as, for example, the War of 1870 and the enormous �scal burdens
which it has entailed upon the country.�

B. �The optional expenses represent essentially expenses for
public Works. I characterize these expenses as optional because
they do not inevitably impose themselves upon a country. The gov-
ernment is never forced absolutely to assume these expenses and
especially is never obliged to assume them at any particular time.�

C. �I call all those expenses illegitimate which ought to �nd
no place at all in the extraordinary budget. When the extraordi-
nary budget comes to be but a covert means of increasing the ordi-
nary budget, I consider that the expenditure is badly placed and
that the extraordinary budget ought to be abolished. The extra-
ordinary budget should not serve as a revenue for those expenses
that one does not Wish or dare to classify in the ordinary budget
but which by their nature belong there.� Stourm, p. 204.

There have, for instance, been included in the extraordinary
budget at times expenditures for books for the library, gratuities
to the employees of the central administration, relief to Widows,
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expenditures for the celebration of July 14th, and for carpenter�s
work, subscriptions to telephone companies, provision of oi-l for
l.ight houses, etc. i

The preceding paragraph merely emphasizes my opening state-
ment to the effect that precedent may be found for almost anything
in this connection. But, wh&#39;ile this is true, the great weight of usage
favors the inclusion among the extraordinary expenditures, of the
costs of war and public calamity (which, because of their size,
have to be defrayed by public loans) and also the costs of intro-
ducing or establishing great public works of a.n industrial char-
acter. Capital outlays for hospitals, asylums�, prisons, educational
institutions, and the like, are exceedingly doubtful. But it may be
said with certainty that according to the prevailing usage, only
such (i. e., for hospitals, asylums and the like) capital outlays as
necessitate public loans can be placed among extrao-rdinary
expenditures. Interest payments on the public debt, regu-
lar payments on the principal prescribed in advance either by
law or contract, and pensions, belong, by the overwhelming mass
of precedent, among ordinary expenditures.

I append a few scattering illustrations which may be of in-
terest-. &#39;

(1) The budget of the German Empire is regularly divided
into ordinary and extraordinary receipts and expenditures. The
ordinary expenditures a.re divided into permanent and temporary.
The regular expenditures for industrial undertakings, (post, tele-
graph, railroads, government printing o�ices, etc.) as well as most
of the expenditures for the public debt and for pensions, appear
under the permanent ordinary expenditures. T

(2) i The budget of Algeria regularly contains the following
caption: Depenses extraordinaires, subdivided into- the two follow-
ing heads: (a) Emploi des fonds d�empreunt, (b) Emploi de
L�excédent des fonds de reserve. Among the other and presumably
the �ordinary� heads, we �nd debt, public works, agriculture, col-
onization, and diverse works of benevolence and public utility (poor
relief, etc.)
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(3) The budgets of Austria and Hungary regularly contain
the item extraordinary expenditures. Just What this covers I do
not know, but it has been reduced to very small compass in recent
years, particularly in Austria. Expenditure for public debt, how-
ever, including regular payments on the principal of the debt. is
included in t.he ordinary budget.

(4) Payments of interest and the regular payments on the
principal of the public debt are classified in the ordinary expendi-
tures in Belgium. �

(5) In Egypt, according to a brief resume of the budget given
in Fenn �On the Funds,� edition of 1898, p. 323, the following ex-
penditures appear in ordinary budget: Pensions, tribute, debt pay-
ment, expenses of the army of occupation, expenditures for the
�suppression of the corvee,� and �unforseen expenditures.�

(6) According to the same authority, the Russian budget in-
cludes under ordinary expenditures. payments on the State debt��
interest and capital
capital�and also �unforseen expenditures.�

(7) Professor F. R. Clow, an exceedingly able and careful
Writer in the Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 10, pages 4.61-4,
cites as instances of extraordinary expenditures payments -for the
purchase of land, for the construction of permanent Works, and the
redemption of public debt. Under the ordinary expenditures, he
includes interest payments on the public debt. According to Pro-
fessor Clow, the accounts of the City of Cleveland, at the time he
Was Writing, included under ordinary expenditures everything ex-
cept repayment of loans, refunds, investments, a.nd similar items.�

payments on the railway debt-�interest and,
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APPEN DIX V.

�*1
Claim against West Virginia computed from the Ma8te7=�8 find-

ings of March 17, 1910, under Wheeling Onalin-ance.

A. 
     
     Par. III. Expenditures in West Virginia coun-

ties, (page 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 2,811,559.98
� IV. Proportion of Ordinary Expenses

on Population Basis, with slaves,
(p. 140) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,147,455.92

� VII. Money, Stock, Property, etc., re-
ceived by West Virginia, (p. 193) . 500,828.00

$11,459,843 . 90
� VI. Receipts from West Virginia coun-

ties, (p. 179) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,105,884.75

8 5,353,959.15

B.

Par. III. Expenditures in West Virginia coun-
ties, (page 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 2,811,559.98

� IV. Proportion of Ordinary Expenses
on Population Basis, without
slaves, (p. 140) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,452,862.66

� VII. Money, Stock, Property, etc., re-
ceived by West Virginia, (p. 193). 500,828.00

$14,785,250. 84
� VI. Receipts from VV est Virginia. coun-

ties, (p. 179) ................... .. 8,105,884.75

8 8,859,385.89
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C. 
     
     Par. III.

C� V

�C

�L

D. 
     
     Par. III.

(C V

CC

�C

E.) 
     
     Par. III.

APPENDIX NO. V.

Expenditures in West Virginia coun-
ties, (page 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. EB 2,811,559.

. Proportion of Ordinary Expenses
on Fair Estimated Valuation Basis

98

June 20, 1863, mt}; slaves, (p. 172) 6,078,367.96
. Money, Stock, Property, etc., re-

ceived by West Virginia, (p. 193) . 500,828.00

&#39; ,3 9,390,755.94
. Receipts from �Vest Virginia coun-

ties, (p. 179) ................... .. 6,105,884.75

8 3,284,871.19

Expenditures in West Virginia coun-
ties, (page 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 2,811,559.98

. Proportion of Ordinary �Expenses
on Fair Estimated Valuation Basis

June 20, 1863, without slaves,
(page 172) . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .. 9,463,553.58

. Money, Stock, Property, etc., re-
ceived by West Virginia, (p. 193). 500,828.00

$12,775,941 . 56
. Receipts from West Virginia coun-

ties, (p. 179) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884.75

8 6,670,056.81

Expenditures in West Virginia coun- A
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� VII. Money, Stock, Property, etc., re-
. ceived by West. Virginia, (p. 193). 500,828.00

$10,117,677.55
� VI. Receipts from West Virginia coun-

ties, (p. 179). . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884.75

$4,011,792 . 80

F. 
     
     Par. III. Expenditures in West Virginia coun-

ties, (page 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 2,811,559.98
� V. Proportion of Ordinary Expenses

on Fair Estimated Valuation Basis

Jan. 1. 1861, without slaves,
(page 173) . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,586,648.25

� VII. Money, Stock, Property, etc., re-

ceived by West Virginia, (p. 193). _ 500,828.00

$11,899,036.235"
� VI. Receipts from West Virginia coun-

ties, p. 179). . . . .\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,105,884.75

as 5,793,151.48

N ote: See A. By using Proportion of Ordinary�I:3xpenses on
Defendant�s method of arriving at Average Population with slaves,
the amount of claim as in A. is reduced by $644,967 .61. (See page

141). /
Note: See B. Same without slaves the amount of claim as in

B. is reduced by $714,326.68. ( See page 141). 8
The Master has adopted the plaintiff �s method, so these �gures are

of comparative interest only.

if.



APPENDIX �VI.
Showing Results Under West Virginia�: Construction and Application of Wheeling

Ordinance.

VIRGINIA vs. WEST VIRGINIA.

RESULT OF WEST VIRGINIA�S ACCOUNTING UNDER THE WHEELING
ORDINANCE.

U s i n g Total
P o p ul a t i o n
B a s i s for D1-
vision of Ordi-
nary Expenses

Using Popula-
t i o 11 without
8 1 a v e s for
D ivi s i o n of
Ordinary Ex-
penses.

Using Fair Es-
timated Valu-
ation of Real
and Personal
Property fo r
D i V 1 s 1 0 n of
Ordinary Ex-
penses.

Using Fair Es-
timated Valu-
ation of Real
and Personal
Property 0 11
Gold Basis for
D 1 v 1 s i o n of
Ordinary Ex--
penses.

Paragraph III of Decree
Joint Exhibit �C� I�
Page 1.

Expenditures by Va. in
W.~Va. as computed
by West Virginia . . .

Paragraph IV of Decree
Joint Exhibit � D � I�
Page 1.

Ordinary Expenses of
Government, $18207,-
684.29, as computed by
West Virginia.

Joint Exhibit �D� I-
P_a.ge4

Paragraph V of Decree
Joint Exhibit �� E � I

Defendant�s method of
determining Fair Esti-
mated Vaiuation of
R e a 1 and Personal
Property, per J o i n t
Exhibit �E� I�Page
4 including Siavesand
Income as Personal
Property . . . . . . . .

Defendants Alternative
M e t h o d Defendant�s
Exhibit " E � III-
Page3,using Gold Basis
for Assessments, and
including Slaves as
Personal Property . .

ParagraphVII of Decree
Defendant�s , Exhibit
� G� i�Page 1.

Value of Money, Stock,
Property, and Credits
acquired by West Vir-
ginia . , . . . . . .

Paragraph VI of Decree
Joint Exhibit " F� I

All moneys paid into
the &#39;I�reasury of Vir-
ginia from West Vir-
ginia countie-t, West
Virginia. claim , , . .

Excess of Receipts by
Virginia over p a. y -
ments made by her as
computed by W e s t
Virginia . . . . . . . .

6 $1,251,288 92

3,391,763 84

176,120 00

$4,819,172 76

7,051,215 56

$2,232,042 30

$1,251,288 92

4,854,733 07

- � &#39; o o ¢ u I o

n o ~ &#39; � � - n a

176,120 00

$6,282,141 99

7,051,215 56

$1,251 288 92

2,499,987 88

o o a q ..

176,120 00

"$1,251,288 92;

3 173,269 45

176,120 00

63 927,396 80

7,051,215 56

$5,200,678 37

7,051,215 56

3 769,073 57 $3,123,818 76 $1,850,537 19-
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